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ABSTRACT 
THE DESIGN AND ENGINEERING OF AN ARTIFICIAL PROTEIN MAGNETOSENSOR 
Chris Bialas 
P. Leslie Dutton 
Recent evidence suggests that birds, insects, and other animals may be able use Earth’s 50 
μT magnetic field for navigation.  This magnetic sense is hypothesized to be facilitated by 
an ocular cryptochrome (Cry): a protein containing a flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) 
and a tryptophan (Trp) triad.  Upon light activation, electron transfer between the FAD and 
Trp forms a spin-correlated radical pair, the life time of which has been shown sensitive to 
mT magnetic fields.  However, due to the extreme fragility of cryptochrome, studying 
biological magneto-sensing, has proven difficult.  Currently there is no evidence that 
cryptochrome can sense fields as weak as Earth’s.    In order to overcome these technical 
challenges and better understand the functional requirements for a molecular compass, we 
have designed a simple model system; protein maquettes.  Maquettes are remarkably 
simple, stable and absolutely designable, man-made proteins that enable experiments not 
possible in cryptochrome.  Here we present the biophysical characterization of a family of 
maquettes equipped with flavin and tryptophan.  By varying the distances between the 
cofactors, we can explore their photo-physics and ability to generate a magnetically 
sensitive radical pair using transient absorption spectroscopy.  Despite bearing no structural 
resemblance to the cryptochrome fold, these maquettes generate a flavin-tryptophan radical 
pair that demonstrates a magnetic field effect at fields as low as 1 mT.   This observation 
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suggests that a flavin-tryptophan radical pair is sufficient for magneto-sensing and may 
even sense a field as weak as Earth’s.   This work offers further proof that cryptochrome 
could be the biological magneto-sensor opens the door to a multitude of future experiments.   
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Introduction: Magnetism, Electron Transfer, 
Biology and Protein Design 
 
The journey of a thousand miles begins with one step. 
 
~ Lao Tzu 
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1.1 Motivation 
 
 How do magnetic fields interact with biology?  Are they harmful?  Do they have 
therapeutic potential?  These questions and many others have baffled researchers since the 
characterization of magnetism in the mid 1800’s.  Despite the wide-spread use of magnetic 
fields for imaging and diagnostics, surprisingly little is known about how they interact with 
humans or biology in general1.   This dearth of knowledge has led to safety concerns 
regarding the background magnetic fields generated by cellphones, appliances, and the 
electrical distribution infrastructure2,3,4.  As we seek answers to the safety of magnetism 
we require a better understanding of how magnetic fields affect biology. 
 The Earth itself possesses a magnetic field (~50μT)5.  This field is about the same 
strength as those generated by high tension power lines, and about 5 orders of magnitude 
weaker than fields used for MRI imagining.  Humans have been using Earth’s magnetic 
field for navigation since antiquity6, however, we may not be alone!  Over the last 50 years, 
there has been a growing body of evidence suggesting that birds and other winged insects 
may be able to sense and even utilize Earth’s magnetic field for navigation in a 
phenomenon known as “magneto-sensing”7,8,9,10.   
 The leading theory contends that magneto-sensing is facilitated by a spin-correlated 
radical pair generated in the retinal flavoprotein, cryptochrome11.  Several studies have 
shown that this protein is capable of responding to mT magnetic fields, showing promise 
as the facilitator of magneto-sensitivity12,13.  However, no study has yet to confirm that 
cryptochrome or any other biological molecule is capable of responding to Earth strength 
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fields or detecting the direction of a field.  This is in part due to the complexity and fragility 
of the protein, as well as difficulty of isolation.  Currently the biophysical requirements for 
a protein-based magneto-sensor remain a mystery.   
In order to overcome these technical difficulties we have developed a model protein 
system, called a maquette.  Maquettes are remarkably simple, stable, and absolutely 
designable man-made proteins that enable experiments not possible in cryptochrome.  They 
will serve as a tool for studying the cryptochrome and magneto-sensitivity in a biological 
context.  Using maquettes we will explore the biophysical requirements for a biological 
compass: Is a flavin tryptophan radical pair sufficient for magneto sensing and is it able to 
detect the direction of a ~50 μT magnetic field? 
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1.2 Magnetism: electrons, spins and radical pairs 
 
1.2.1 Spin of single and multi-electron systems 
 
Magnetism is a class of phenomena that arise from the fundamental physical 
property of “spin”14,15.  Spin is the intrinsic angular momentum of a particle, distinct from 
its orbital angular momentum (which is analogous to a planet orbiting the sun).  Spin has 
no classical analogue (the idea of an electron spinning on its axis is misleading) and is best 
thought of as a fundamental property such as mass or charge.  Electron spin was first 
described in 1922 during the Stern-Gerlach Experiment when a beam of Ag atoms was shot 
through an inhomogeneous magnetic field16.  The electrons were split into two distinct 
populations (as opposed to a single classically predicted distribution) suggesting the 
existence of a quantized property that interacts with magnetic fields. 
Spin is described by the quantum number s.  For Fermions,17 which includes 
electrons, s=½.  Spin, like classical angular momentum, is a vector quantity and can be 
represented by the vector s, the magnitude of which is quantized and related to s by the 
expression: 
|𝒔| = √𝑠(𝑠 + 1) ħ 
Equation 1.1 
where ħ is the reduced Plank constant.  Given s, the possible spin states are represented 
by the spin projection quantum number, ms which has 2s+1 allowed values: 
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ms = s, s – 1,…-s 
Equation 1.2 
For an electron with s = ½, ms is either ½ (↑,"spin up", or implying alignment with an 
external magnetic field) or – ½ (↓, “spin down”, or implying aligned against an external 
magnetic field).  In the absence of a magnetic field, the two states represented by ms are 
degenerate. 
This treatment of spin can be extended to multi electron systems such as organic 
radical pairs.  In a radical pair, two molecules undergo a redox reaction with the acceptor 
molecule oxidizing the donor molecule, resulting in an unpaired electron on each molecule.  
Since these two radicals are formed simultaneously, the spin of the system is conserved 
and the radicals are spin-correlated (all radical pairs discussed here are assumed to be spin-
correlated). 
The total spin of a system S is the vector sum of the individual spins and takes on 
the same magnitude as s according to equation 1.1.  The associated total spin quantum 
number S is a sum of the individual spin quantum numbers: 
S = s1 + s2 
Equation 1.3 
With the allowed values of: 
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S = (s1+s2), (s1+s2 -1),…|s1-s2| 
Equation 1.4 
In this two electron system, s1= s2 = ± ½, and the only allowed values of S are 0 or 
1.  For each value of S there are corresponding values for each subs-state, described by 
the angular momentum projection quantum number, Ms.  When S = 0, Ms= 0; this is 
known as the singlet state.  When S = 1, Ms can take on -1, 0, 1; collectively these are 
known as the triplet state.  In the absence of a magnetic field (and any interactions 
described in section 1.2.3) all of the spin states of this radical pair system are degenerate. 
1.2.2 Zeeman Effect on a single electron 
In the presence of an external magnetic field, the spin states of electrons (or multi 
electron systems) will align with or against the field and lose their degeneracy. This 
energetic splitting is known as the Zeeman Effect.  It arises from an electron’s magnetic 
moment μs (a consequence of its charge and spin): 
μs = 
𝑔𝑒μ𝐵𝐬
ħ
 
Equation 1.5 
where ge=2.002319304 is the dimensionless proportionality constant for a free electron (or 
g value), and μB is the Bohr magneton, the natural unit for expressing an electron’s 
magnetic moment: 
μB = -γe ħ =
𝑒ħ
2𝑚𝑒
 
Equation 1.6 
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-γe is the gyromagnetic ratio of an electron (the ratio of its magnetic moment to its angular 
momentum), e, is the elementary charge and me is the mass of an electron.  
If we apply a classical treatment of this system, the energy of each spin state 
depends on the magnetic moment (μs), and the external field (B): 
E = - μs ∙ B 
Equation 1.7 
In the quantum mechanical analogue, the energy is expressed by the Hamiltonian operator, 
(Ĥ):  
Ĥ = -û∙ B 
Equation 1.8 
where û is the magnetic moment operator.  For an electron we can explicitly rewrite û 
(combing equations 1.5 and 1.6):  
Ĥ = -us∙ B = -𝑔𝑒γe ŝ∙ B 
Equation 1.9 
where ŝ is the electron spin angular momentum operator.  Spins can only interact with a 
magnetic field if they are not orthogonal to it.  Therefore, we need only concern ourselves 
with the component of spin that lies along the axis of an applied magnetic field (by 
convention the z axis): 
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Ĥ = -ûz∙ B = -𝑔𝑒γe ŝz∙ B 
Equation 1.10 
As the solutions (eigenvalues) of ŝz are known to be msħ, the energies of the two spin 
states (Zeeman energies) are: 
Ems = -𝑔𝑒γe msħB = -𝑔𝑒μBB 
Equation 1.11 
For the spin up and spin down states the energies are (respectively): 
E = ± ½𝑔𝑒μBB 
Equation 1.12 
With the energetic difference between the two split states being: 
ΔE= 𝑔𝑒μBB 
Equation 1.13 
1.2.3 Interactions in a radical pair system 
The above expressions are only valid for an isolated electron in a vacuum, 
experiencing only the magnetic field B.   In a more complex system such as a radical pair, 
we must also consider the interactions of the electrons with each other as well as magnetic 
nuclei.   These interactions are the Exchange (J), Dipolar and Hyperfine Interactions and 
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cause changes in the energy levels of the singlet and triplet states (Fig. 1.1)18.  Such 
interactions allow for an inter conversion from a singlet to a triplet or vice versa. 
 
The Exchange Interaction is a purely quantum mechanical phenomenon that occurs 
between two indistinguishable particles such as the two unpaired electrons in the triplet 
state of a radical pair19.  As a result of the exchange interaction, the distance between these 
two identical electrons will be slightly greater than expected, so the repulsive electrostatic 
force between them will be smaller.  This will lower the triplet state energy relative to the 
singlet.  However, if the two electrons get so close together that a bond may from, these 
electrons are pushed into an antibonding orbital which raises the triplet energy state relative 
to the singlet state.  This interaction is exponentially dependent on distance, effectively 
being zero at ~10 Å.     
Fig. 1.1. The three different interactions an electron can have in a flavin 
tryptophan radical pair.  An electron (black dot) may quantum mechanically 
interact with the other electorn in the radical pair (cyan dot) via the exchange 
interaction (purple arrow).  A magnetic dipolar interaction (green arrow) can 
occur with the magnetic field generated by the other electron in the radical pair. 
Finally, the electron may also be coupled to the other nuclear spins in the 
molecule (cofactor, in biology) on which it resides (red arrows) via the 
Hyperfine Ineteraction. 
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The Dipolar Interaction describes the interaction between the magnetic dipoles of 
unpaired electrons in the radical pair.  It can be thought of as a “local Zeeman Effect”, with 
the magnetic fields generated by each electron interacting with the other electron’s spin as 
well as the Zeeman Effect from an external magnetic field.  We therefore modify equation 
1.13 to: 
ΔE = 𝑔𝑒μBBeff 
Equation 1.14 
Beff is the sum of the local and external fields: 
Beff =Blocal + Bexternal 
Equation 1.15 
Since such “local” Zeeman interactions are difficult to compute, they are typically 
approximated by modifying ge to the effective g factor g: 
ΔE = gμBB 
Equation 1.16 
Fortunately, in the biological radical studied here, the deviation between ge and g is 
minimal. The Dipolar Interaction acts to lift the degeneracy of triplet states where Ms ≠0       
(T-1 and T1, zero field splitting) and is effective over a greater distance than the Exchange 
Interaction.  While the Dipolar Interaction is anisotropic in nature, if a radical pair is freely 
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tumbling in solution and not fixed in place, this interaction averages out to zero, becoming 
isotropic.   
The Hyperfine Interaction is magnetic in nature (the electronic component is 
negligible in biological radical pairs), and present between an unpaired electron and the 
magnetic nuclei (s= ½) of its host molecule.  This interaction changes the local magnetic 
field experienced by each electron and we must again modify equation 1.3 to: 
Beff =Bhyperfine + Bexternal + Blocal 
Equation 1.17 
In biological radical pairs, these nuclei are typically 14N or 1H.  Their contribution is 
related to their spin state (mI) and coupling constant (a): 
 
Bhyperfine =∑ 𝑚𝐼𝑎 
Equation 1.17 
Hyperfine interactions have a Dipole-Dipole and Fermi Contact component.  The Dipole-
Dipole component is nearly identical to the Dipolar Interaction described above.  The 
Fermi Contact interaction occurs when the unpaired electron is very near or in the magnetic 
nucleus.    Since each unpaired electron in the radical pair sits on a different molecule, each 
unpaired electron will have a different Hyperfine Interaction.  Like, the Dipolar Interaction, 
the Hyperfine Interaction acts to lift the degeneracy of triplet states where Ms ≠0 (T-1 and 
T1, zero field splitting).   
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1.2.4 Spin mixing in a radical pair 
The singlet (S=0) and triplet(S=1) states of the radical pair can interconvert with 
each other.  The rate of this inter conversion (inter system crossing, ISC) is dependent upon 
the interactions described in section 1.2.3 and can be modulated by an external magnetic 
field.    
For simplicity, this process can be visualized in Cartesian space where each 
individual spin in the radical pair (s1 or s2) is a vector of  length ħ√3/2 (s = ½ into Equation 
1.1), that is precessing along the axis of an external magnetic field20.  The cones that these 
vectors trace out shows all possible orientations (angular momenta or energy) of the 
system. The rate of the precession (the Larmor Frequency, ωL) is dependent on the energy 
gap between the singlet and triplet states brought on by the interactions described in section 
1.2.3 and the strength/direction of the external magnetic field: 
ΔEz= gμBBeff= ħωL 
ωL=
g𝛍𝐁
ħ
 
Equation 1.18-19 
The four arrangements of the singlet and the three triplet sub-states (T-1, T0, and T1) 
are shown graphically in Fig. 1.2. 
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When the two spins are antiparallel to each other, their sum (angular momentum or 
energy) is zero.  This is the singlet (S) state, its energy is not affected by the external 
magnetic field.  The spins can also arrange themselves in such an orientation that their 
resultant sums to one (maximum angular momenta or energy).  The three ways that this 
can occur is collectively known as the triplet state (T0, T1 and T-1).  In the T0 sub-state (Mz 
= 0), even though the two spins sum to one, the resultant is orthogonal to the magnetic field 
and its energy is unaffected.  Therefore, despite being formed by a different arrangement 
of the spins, T0 is isoenergetic with the S state even in the presence of a magnetic field.  On 
the other hand, the resultants of the two other triplet sub-states, T1 and T-1 (Ms = -1 or 1), 
are non-orthogonal to the field and hence their energies are affected by the field (although 
in opposite fashions).  The change in energies of T1 and T-1 as well as the precession rate 
Fig. 1.2. A simplified vector representation of the singlet (S) and triplet 
(T0, T1,T-1) states.  The spin vectors of the individual spins s1and s2 are 
shown as red and blue arrows, their resultant, S is shown as a big purple 
arrow.  The spins precess about the axis of the magnetic field B, at their 
Larmor frequency and trace a cone of all their possible angular momenta.    
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(spin mixing) of the spin vectors brought on by the external field changes the amount of 
time the system is in a singlet or triplet state; this is the magnetic field effect*21. 
Magnetically induced spin mixing depends on both the strength and direction of the 
applied field (Fig. 1.3).  Since our radical pairs are tumbling freely in solution, the 
directional effect of the field cancels out (in an immobilized sample the direction of the 
field must be considered).    In a low strength magnetic field situation, the T-1 and T1 states 
split slightly, putting T1 in resonance with S (and T-1 further out of resonance, Fig. 1.13A).  
This causes a greater likelihood spin flip from singlet to triplet than in the absence of a 
magnetic field.  If the radical pair is formed in the singlet state, this will cause the radical 
pair to have a longer lifetime (Fig. 1.3 B) as charge recombination (return to the ground 
state via back electron transfer) is spin forbidden from the triplet state.  In order to 
deactivate, the radical pair must first return to the singlet state.  This is known as the low 
field effect.  If in the same singlet born radical pair, a higher strength field is applied, the 
triplet T-1 and T1 states split even further out of resonance with S making a spin flip to any 
T sub-state energetically unfavorable.  In this case, charge recombination is favored in 
order to conserve spin multiplicity.  This is the high field effect.  The polarity of the effect 
is opposite for a triplet born radical pair. 
 The mechanism of magnetic field mediated spin mixing depends on the strength of 
the applied field (Fig. 1.3C).  In a lower field regiment, the differences in the hyperfine 
coupling of each member of the radical pair combine with the external field to alter the 
splitting of the T-1 andT1 states and hence the spin state (hyperfine mechanism).   At a 
higher field strength, the small, previously negligible, differences in the g values of each 
15 
 
electron (reflective of the local fields each electron feels) alter the energies of the T-1 and 
T1 states and the spin mixing rate (Δg mechanism).    
Magnetic field mediated spin mixing effects have been observed in radical reactions 
since the late 1960’s22,23,24.  Such effects have been observed by NMR25 and EPR26.  The 
spin chemistry of radical pairs is a burgeoning branch of physical chemistry (~300 
publications produced per year over the last 8 years search term “spin mixing” into Scopus, 
~100 publications produced per year over the last 8 years search term “radical pair 
mechanism” into Scopus.  Search date 3/1/17).   Spin mixing of radical pairs is currently 
believed to be the physical basic of biologic magneto-sensing facilitated by cryptochrome 
proteins (radical pair mechanism)11. 
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Fig.1.3. A very simple model of the radical pair mechanism between a donor (D) and acceptor (A).  
A)  The effect of the magnetic field upon the spin states of a radical pair.  If no magnetic field is 
present the three triplet states very close in energy (effectively degenerate) with a slight splitting of 
T-1 and T1 due to the Dipolar/Hyperfine Intercations.  In a low field, states T1 and T-1 are split, putting 
T1 in resonance with S, allowing for more interaction and spin mixing, thereby effecting the charge 
recombination rate of the radical pair.  As the field increases, T1 and T-1 are further split becoming 
less in resonance with S than in the presence of no field, this again affects spin mixing and radical 
pair lifetime.  B) The photo-physical scheme of the radical pair mechanism. The acceptor (or donor) 
becomes photo excited to the singlet state.  It can fluoresce (fl) back to the ground state or oxidize 
(ET) the donor (or acceptor) to form a spin correlated radical pair with its partner in the singlet state. 
The singlet radical pair will then mix to the triplet statewith some efficiency.  The rate of this spin 
mixing (SM) can be affected by an external magnetic field.   The singlet can decay to ground state 
via charge recombination (CR), while the triplet cannot as it is spin forbidden.  Since the external 
magnetic field will alter the single-triplet population, it can affect the lifetime of the radical pair.  
Also the radical pair can eventuallylose spin correlation (DP) and the individual radicals can decay 
or react separately (E CR). For a radical pair formed form the triplet state, the effect is opposite in 
polarity.  C) A depiction of the magnetic field effect as a function of field strength.  The magnetic 
field strengths at which the low and high field effects occur are highlighted.  At ~mT fields the effect 
is facilitated by the Hyperfine mechanims, at ~T strengths the Δg mechanism dominates. 
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1.3 Biological Electron Transfer: Theory and Practice 
 
 Electron transfer (ET) is essential to life as we know it.  Photosynthesis, for 
example, utilizes light energy to transfer electrons from water and uses this energy to fix 
CO2 into glucose.  In respiration, glucose is broken down and the electrons are utilized to 
reduce NAD to NADH2 and to generate ATP, the energy currency of the cell.  Likewise, 
ET between a flavin and a tryptophan is required to form the magnetically sensitive radical 
pair found in cryptochrome. 
ET, like many chemical reactions, depends upon the interaction of the donor and 
acceptor molecules.    This can be described abstractly using a reaction coordinate diagram.  
Here the (classically represented) potential energy surfaces of the reactant nuclei (reduced 
donor and oxidized acceptor) are shown transitioning into the positions of the products 
(oxidized donor and reduced acceptor, Fig. 1.4).  With a strong coupling between donor 
and acceptor, the reaction proceeds on a single energy surface with a thermal activation 
barrier between reactant and product.  This is an example of an adiabatic (no net heat 
transfer) reaction.  Here, electrons tunnel from donor to acceptor, nevertheless, such 
adiabatic cases can be well explained with transition state (Eyring) theory 27: 
kET = kvn e
-ΔG*/RT 
Equation 1.17   
The rate of ET (kET) is dependent upon the collisional or diffusion limit of the system (vn, 
about 1011 M-1s-1 for a small molecule), the free energy between the activated 
complex/precursor (ΔG*), and the temperature (T).   R is the universal gas constant.  The 
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reaction is also dependent upon the transmission coefficient (k), which is a measure of the 
coupling of the reactant/product potential energy surfaces once the activated complex 
forms.  In a well coupled (adiabatic) reaction, k approaches unity. 
 
 
ET in biology is distinct from ET in chemical systems, as the electron donor and 
acceptor molecules (cofactors) are not physically joined and do not interact diffusionally 
in solution.  Instead, the cofactors are often fixed in place, and spatially separated, resulting 
 
Fig. 1.4.  The two types of electron transfer. The nuclear coordinates refer to the orientation of the 
reactants, products and solvent before after and during electron transfer.  The parabolas represent the 
potential energy surfaces of the reactants (purple) and products (black). In the adiabatic case, the 
waveforms of the reactant and product are highly coupled (through proximity) so their surfaces fuse, 
once the activation energy is overcome, electron transfer occurs with certainty.  Transition state theory 
can satisfactorily explain these.  In the biologically relevant, non-adiabatic case, the surfaces are poorly 
coupled so even if the activation energy is overcome, there is only a limited probability of electron 
transfer.  Here, we must use different theoretical constructs. 
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in poor coupling of the product and reactant potential surfaces.  The probability of the 
reaction moving forward once the transition state forms is therefore very low (k<<1, note 
that vn here does not refer to molecular collisions but instead the nuclear vibrations of the 
donor and acceptor ).28 
In such non-adiabatic cases (a net heat transfer), we must consider a more 
sophisticated ET theory.  On  the most basic level, we can describe such ET as a quantum 
mechanical transition from donor to acceptor using Fermi’s Golden Rule29: 
Γif = 2π/ħ |<f|H’|i>|2ρ 
Equation 1.18 
The probability of transition from the initial to the final state (Γif, as a rate /s) is a function 
of the transition energy (obtained from the inner product of the initial energy state and the 
final state wave function, where the initial energy state is determined by applying the 
Hamiltonian on the initial state wave function) and the density of states of the final state 
(ρ, the number of available final states) scaled by the Plank’s constant (ħ). When Fermi’s 
golden rule is applied to tunneling limited electron transfer (i.e. there is no barrier to ET 
other than quantum mechanical tunneling) the equation becomes:30 
 
kET =  2π/ħ |Hab|2FC 
Equation 1.19 
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Here the rate of ET (kET) is determined by applying the Franck Condon principle
31, 
to separate the slow nuclear transitions (nuclear term, FC) from the fast electronic ones 
(electronic matrix element, HAB).  HAB describes the degree of electronic overlap between 
the donor and acceptor and hence the rate of electron tunneling when the nuclei are in 
optimal position for electron transfer:   
|HAB(r)|
2 = 𝑉0
2eβR 
Equation 1.20 
  This process is highly dependent upon the distance (R) and medium (β) between the donor 
and acceptor.   𝑉0
2 represents the maximal overlap between the electronic wave functions 
of the donor acceptor. The nuclear term in equation 1.19, FC, represents the probability of 
bringing the acceptor and donor nuclei to the optimal location on the reactant coordinate 
for ET.  It is essentially the overlap of their nuclear vibronic states.  There are many ways 
to calculate both HAB and FC from completely quantum mechanical to classical 
approximations.  A fully quantum approach for biological electron transfer typically 
involves unnecessary, face-melting computational complexity and is disfavored. 
One particularly useful way to calculate FC for biological ET was proposed by  R. 
A. Marcus.32  Marcus treated the nuclear term as a classic simple harmonic oscillator and 
calculated the activation energy of non-adiabatic ET in the Eyring expression (Equation 
1.17) as   
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ΔG* = wr+ 
(λ + Δ𝐺𝑜′G)2
4
 
ΔGo’ = ΔGo + wp-wr 
Equation 1.21-22 
The free energy difference between the activated and precursor complex (ΔG*) is 
dependent upon the electrostatic work term of bringing the donor and acceptor together to 
form the activated complex (wr), and then the electrostatic work term to separate them post 
transfer (wp).  If one of the species is uncharged these terms drop out since there is no 
longer an electrostatic repulsion or attraction.  The parameter ΔGo is the free energy 
between the reactants and products if they are infinitely far apart (-ΔGo is the driving force 
of the reaction).  This reaction also depends upon the reorganization energy (λ), the energy 
required to distort the geometry of the donor-acceptor systems from the equilibrium 
geometry of the reactant, to the equilibrium geometry of the product, while still keeping 
the electron on the donor, or vice versa: 
λ = λi+ λo 
Equation 1.23 
The inner sphere component (λi), is sum of the energy cost of rearrangement of bond length 
and geometry: 
λi =  ½ Σj kj(Δxj)2 
Equation 1.24 
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kj is the normal mode force constant of the bond in question, whereas Δxj are the change in 
bond length upon electron transfer.  The outer sphere component on the other hand, is the 
energy required to rearrange the solvent molecules to form the transition state/post reaction 
state and is modeled as a dielectric continuum (for ease of computation): 
λo = e2 [ (2rd)-1 + (2ra)-1 –d-1][Dop-1– Ds-1] 
Equation 1.25 
where e is the electron charge transferred, rd and ra are the spherical radii of the donor and 
acceptor molecules, d is the distance between their centers, and Dop and Ds are the optical 
and static dielectric constants of the solvent, respectively.  From here we can see that the 
smaller the donor and the acceptor molecules, the less solvent rearrangement will be 
required and hence a lower reorganization energy.  When the solvent of the system is non-
polar, Dop = Ds, we no longer need to concern ourselves with the outer sphere 
reorganization energy.  Combining equations 1.17 and 1.21 produces the classic Marcus 
theory formalism for determining the electron transfer rate in biological systems (note that 
the electronic matrix element HAB present in Fermi’s Golden Rule is not explicitly 
mentioned here. Instead, vn, is still used to describe the degree of electronic overlap 
between donor and acceptor): 
kET = kvn e
-((λ + ΔGo)^2)/(4λRT) 
Equation 1.26 
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From this formalism we can see that the rate of electron transfer depends highly on 
the driving force and the reorganization energy.  One counter-intuitive consequence of this 
theory is that the reaction rate exhibits a quadratic dependence on the driving force (Fig. 
1.5).  The reaction will proceed at increasing rate until the driving force is equivalent to the 
reorganization energy; this is the normal region.  Any additional driving force will not 
increase reaction rate, but in fact hinder it; this is the inverted region.  The origins of this 
effect are quantum mechanical in nature and will be omitted in this discussion.  These cases 
are illustrated below: 
Marcus theory successfully describes many biological electron transfer processes.  
However, it fails at cryogenic temperatures (as in Chromatium), where the reaction rate 
unexpectedly levels off33.  Quantum mechanical corrections34,35 are therefore required.  In 
1974, Hopfield36  proposed a semi classical treatment nuclear term (FC) of Femi’s golden 
rule.  Much like the spectral overlap integral used to calculate Förster Resonance Energy 
Fig. 1.5.  The thee regimes of electron transfer on the Marcus Curve shown as left) a reaction coordinate and right) a 
function of driving force. The nuclear coordinates refer to the orientation of the reactants, products and solvent before, 
after, and during electron transfer.  The parabolas represent the potential energy surfaces of the reactants (purple) and 
products (black).  Where the two intersect electron transfer moves forward.  The reaction proceeds slowly (normal 
region) when the driving force (-ΔG) is lower than the reorganization energy (λ) until –ΔG = λ where it occurs at 
maximum velocity (optimal).  However when –ΔG >λ, there exists a potential barrier to the reaction and the reaction 
rate slows (inverted region).   
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Transfer (FRET) efficiency, Hopfield created an analogous overlap integral of the nuclear 
spectra (all of the possible nuclear positions) of oxidized donor (Dox) and reduced acceptor 
(Ared).  This overlap integral is a collection of all common states between donor and 
acceptor, otherwise known as the transition state of the reaction:  
∫ 𝐷(𝐸)𝑜𝑥𝐴(𝐸)𝑟𝑒𝑑
∞
−∞
 𝑑𝐸 
Equation 1.27 
The major innovation was that each distribution of nuclear states contained a zero point 
width, reflective of a quantized model of the nuclear vibrational frequency (characteristic 
frequency, hω = ~70 meV).  This upgrade successfully predicted electron transfer rate at 
lower temperatures.  Hopfield’s equation, derived from the gold rule:   
kET =  2π/ħ |Hab|2∫ 𝐷(𝐸)𝑜𝑥𝐴(𝐸)𝑟𝑒𝑑
∞
−∞
 𝑑𝐸 
Equation 1.28 
Other more robust quantum mechanical corrections can also be added to provide a more 
accurate description of the nuclear frequency, however these greatly increase the 
complexity of the theoretical description37,38. 
In the 1980’s Marcus offered additional quantum mechanical corrections to his 
description of the nuclear term in his original theory to produce the semi classical Marcus 
Theory32: 
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kET = √
𝜋3
ℎ2𝜆𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝐻𝐴𝐵
2 𝑒−((λ + ΔGo)^2)/(4λkbT) 
Equation 1.29 
According to semi-classical theory, the rate of electron transfer decreases exponentially by 
a factor of 1.4 per angstrom of tunneling medium. Å (All terms in equation 1.29 have the 
same definitions as in earlier equations).   
Having a solid theoretical description of the nuclear term, we now turn our attention 
to determining the electronic overlap between the donor and acceptor waveforms, HAB.  
This parameter is particularly important to non-adiabatic biological electron transfer 
reactions where spatial separation between donor and acceptor can be considerable.  As 
mentioned earlier, HAB can be computed using a purely quantum mechanical approach
37,38, 
however, this in itself requires many approximations, the relative merits of which are 
debatable. 
 A more empirical solution to HAB was proposed by McConnell and coworkers, who 
treated it as a function of the electron tunneling medium39.   However, instead of tunneling 
through the entire span of the donor/acceptor distance, the electron is viewed to “hop” 
through each bond in the span via many fast tunneling steps.   This model considers each 
bond (m) separating the donor and acceptor as an identical “bridge” (ε): 
HAB α εm 
Equation 1.30 
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This model is very simple, and fails to accurately describe HAB for biological electron 
transfer40.  Beratan and coworkers proposed a slightly more complex super exchange model 
where each “hop” was treated depending on the tunneling medium, be it a covalent bond 
(εc), hydrogen bond (εH), or simply through space (εs)40: 
HAB α ΠεcΠεHΠεs 
Equation 1.31 
The semi-classical description coupled with Beratan’s interpretation of HAB does 
satisfactorily describe the data collected over the last 30 years by Gray, Winkler and 
colleagues41 as well as by Dutton, Moser, Gunner and colleagues42.    
Gray et al. have further extended this model to suggest that there exist discrete 
electron transfer pathways in proteins43.  This model successfully explains ET in Ru-
modified Azurin work44, however, it does have some limitations.  Firstly, the model 
requires intimate knowledge of the protein structure (in order to compute HAB) and 
struggles at predicting ET in situations where a high-resolution structure is not available. 
Secondly, as a pathway becomes more complex, so does the difficulty of calculating HAB.  
Finally, one must be very careful when expanding this model to natural systems. Often, 
when ET different pathways are compared, it is tempting to declare that the most efficient 
ET pathway must be the “best” and naturally selected for.  This is simply not the case as 
many of these ET proteins are quite inefficient45.  Photosynthesis for example, loses over 
half the energy it absorbs as heat.  Secondly, if such pathways did exist, a single point 
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mutation in the tunneling medium could disrupt electron transfer resulting in catastrophic 
short-circuiting. 
 
  
To overcome these difficulties, we will use a less sophisticated, although 
sufficiently accurate alternative model.  Instead of trying to calculate each individual 
electron “hop” by counting the bonds that reside between donor and acceptor, this entire 
space can be treated as a glassy solvent (of various packing densities for different proteins).  
Such a uniform tunneling barrier negates the need for high resolution structural data and 
electron transfer pathways46: 
 
Fig. 1.6. Different theoretical description of electron transfer rates as a function of driving force 
assuming a reorganization energy of 0.8 eV at room temperature, from43.  Dashed green: the classic 
Marcus approach. Black dots: a fully quantized model with an 80 mV characteristic frequency, ET will 
only occur at quantized integer values of ΔG. Dotted lines: a fully quantized hard (80 mV) and soft 
mode (2mV). Solid purple: a fully quantized soft mode (12 mV).  Red line: the Moser Dutton (semi-
classical Hopfield) simple approximation of a quantized characteristic frequency dominated by a hard 
mode (70 mV). 
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𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑟=13−0.6(𝑅−3.6)−3.1
(ΔG+λ)2
λ
 
Equation 1.32 
This expression is known as the Moser Dutton Ruler (MDR) and is empirically derived 
from decades of studying biological electron transfer47.  It contains elements of semi 
classical electron transfer theory: 13, is the Erying rate limit (for nuclear vibrations at 
298K), 0.6 is the tunneling decay constant through the protein tunneling medium (reflective 
of the packing density of the protein), R is the inter-cofactor distance (whether center to 
center or edge to edge is still a matter of dispute) 3.6 is van der Waals contact, the 3.1 is 
derived from Hopfield’s characteristic nuclear frequency, ΔG is the driving force of the 
reaction and λ is the 
reorganization energy.   
The strength of this 
equation lies in its simplicity as 
well as its accuracy (Fig. 1.6, 
1.7)46.  Unlike other descriptions, 
the MDR does not require 
computationally intensive 
calculations, having only three 
degrees of freedom.  Additionally, 
the equation accurately explains 
experimental data and is able to precisely predict electron transfer in systems where only 
 
Fig. 1.7. Experimental vs. Moser Dutton Ruler calculated rates of 
light activates electron transfer (free energy optimized) in bacterial 
reaction centers and Ru modified proteins taken from45.  The black 
dots use a version of the MDR with an average protein packing 
density of 0.75 (integrated in equation 1.32).  Gray dots assume a 
slightly different density calculated from the protein structure. 
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limited structural information is available.  It can even be used as a “spectroscopic ruler” 
to predict inter cofactor distances48.  The parameters, R, ΔG, and λ can be determined with 
reasonable effort.  In systems where structural information is available R can easily be 
found through the protein data bank (PDB).  If no such information is available it can be 
fit from the rate of electron transfer.  ΔG can be obtained by measuring the difference of 
the redox potential (Em, the thermodynamic drive of a cofactor to be reduced by an electron) 
of the cofactors performing electron transfer.  Em can easily be measured using a 
potentiometric titration, or voltammetry.  λ on the other hand, is more difficult to measure 
directly and is often a fit parameter derived from systems where the intercofactor distance 
is fixed but the driving force is varied.  However, since it has been determined for many 
different types of systems, an educated estimate will often suffice49.  
One potential limitation of a uniform tunneling barrier is in situations when a 
cofactor becomes very energetic.  Here the electron might be very close to the barrier 
height, especially if a redox active amino acid (i.e. W, Y, M, H) lies on the other side.  In 
this case, tunneling may proceed faster than predicted by the MDR.  Fortunately, the MDR 
has been successfully used to describe electron transfer in the flavin-based systems50.  
Therefore, due to its simplicity and accuracy we will be using the MDR to predict electron 
transfer rates as well as inter cofactor distances in the systems discussed. 
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1.4 The Flavin Cofactor 
 
Biological ET typically occurs between redox cofactors; a group of molecules that 
can become oxidized or reduced. One such class of cofactors, flavins, are involved in a 
plethora of redox 
reactions51.  The flavin 
nucleus is a three ring 
system bearing 
pyrimidine and xylene 
faces.  The nucleus 
may be attached to a 
variety of chemical 
moieties at the N-10 
position, as well as be 
covalently or 
noncovalently 
attached to a protein.  
These modifications 
change the physical 
and chemical 
properties of the 
system (Fig. 1.8)52.  
 
Fig. 1.8. The naming convention and five redox states of flavin cofactor. Flavin 
refers to the three fused ring system.  The addition of different functional groups to 
the N-10 position changes the name of the molecule (H) = lumichrome, (-Me) = 
Lumiflavin, (-Ribital) = Riboflavin, (-Ribital-PO4) = Flavin Mononucelotide 
(FMN), (-Ribital-(PO4)2-Adenosine) = Flavin Adenine Dinucleotide (FAD).  Five of 
the nine possible redox states of the flavin and the pKa’s of their protonation.  The 
doubly reduced singly protonated form is quite unstable and rare in biology.  The 
flavin can be attached non-covalently or covalently at the 6, 7, 7α, 8 and 8 α positions 
to the cys, met, his and tyr amino acids.   
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Flavins have the capacity to carry one or two electrons, with the possibility of 
proton coupling, resulting in nine unique redox states53.  Conveniently, the four 
biologically relevant states have very conspicuous spectroscopic signatures (Fig. 1.9).  
Flavin-catalyzed electron transfers may be facilitated over a wide range of range of redox 
potentials depending on the protein environment as well as protein attachment54.  The 
driving force for flavin-mediated reactions may be thermodynamic (based on the redox 
potential difference between the flavin and its partner) or light activated.  Flavin can absorb 
light in the UV and visible region making it an extremely powerful oxidant (Em>2V).  This 
unique combination of properties makes flavins involved in diverse functions ranging from 
respiration, photosynthesis, DNA repair and oxygen utilization55. 
One interesting light-
activated reaction of flavin is 
the oxidation of the amino 
acid tryptophan.  This 
reaction takes place in the 
DNA repair enzyme 
Photolyase and the circadian 
rhythm regulator 
Cryptochrome56.    The result 
of this reaction is the 
formation of a spin correlated 
radical pair.  This radical pair 
 
Fig. 1.9. The four biologically relevant states of riboflavin adapted 
from53.  Oxidized riboflavin (orange) is characterized by two sharp 
bands.  The one electron reduced semiquinone flavin has a strong 
absorptive feature in the blue region (blue).  The protonated form of the 
semiquinone, the neutral semiquinone has a broad red feature (red).  The 
two electron reduced, doubly protonated reduced flavin has a low broad 
absorbance in the blue (black).  These diverse features make it possible 
to spectroscopically identify the different oxidation states of flavin. 
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has been shown to be magnetically sensitive and is thought to be responsible for magneto-
perception in certain species12. 
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1.5 Biological Magnetic Field Effects and Cryptochromes 
 
Recently several biological processes have been shown to interact with magnetism, 
including bacteria growing along magnetic field lines57, magnetic fields influencing plant 
growth58 and even animal perception of magnetic fields8.  In 1855 von Middendorf, 
proposed that birds might be navigating with the help of Earth’s magnetic field.  In the 
1960’s and 1970’s experiments with caged birds and artificial magnetic fields showed that 
birds are able to perceive magnetism on the order of Earths field97.  Additionally, birds 
were able to distinguish north and south from east and west, but not north from south nor 
east from west, 
suggesting that 
they could 
perceive the 
angle of earth’s 
magnetic field 
with the horizon 
(magnetic dip, 
inclination 
compass)59. 
The mechanism of avian magneto-sensitivity was originally thought to arise from 
magnetite rock (Fe3O4) found in bird’s beak60.  However, despite the disruption of this 
system, a bird’s ability to orient in a magnetic field was still preserved61.  Additional 
experiments have shown that the orientation is dependent upon green or higher energy light 
 
Fig. 1.10.  Evidence for a light activated magnetosensing in the European Robin (Erithacus 
rubecula) adapted from58.  A) Cross section of a magnetically shielded experimental cage 
where a local magnetic field can be applied.  B) When the applied field points to true north 
birds will face that direction and upon release fly towards it.  C) When a false north is 
added, the birds will orient towards it.  D, E and F)  The ability to orient is dependent upon 
green or higher energy light. Birds subject to red light failed to orient directionally.   
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(Fig 1.10)8.  These findings led Schulten to propose that avian magnetoperception was 
based on a spin 
chemical process in 
pigments interacting 
with the 
geomagnetic field62.  
In this model, a 
protein equipped 
with a pigment 
would generate a 
magnetically 
sensitive spin 
correlated radical.  
In 2000 Ritz 
proposed that a 
retinal 
cryptochrome 
protein was capable 
of facilitating this 
type of chemistry, 
and therefore the 
actor of 
 
Fig. 1.11 Structure and Activity of the Cryptochrome adapted from 46 and 70.  A) The 
Drosophila Cryptochrome is a 55 kDa, protein consisting of 19 α helices.  The core of 
the protein is a photolyase homology domain (PHD) bearing the radical pair forming 
machinery: FMN and a chain of three tryptophans.  The structure is highly conserved 
among the species. B)  The mechanism of magnetic field sensing is based upon the 
photocycle of radical pair formation.  1) The FMN absorbs a photon and becomes photo 
excited.  2)  Rapid election transfer between the FMN and nearby tryptophan.  The 
electron hole is passed to the distal tryptophan (C or W342).  The result is a singlet spin 
correlated radical pair  3) An external magnetic field can alter the population of singlet 
and triplet radical pair via the Zeeman Effect in ns spin mixing for a total radical pair 
lifetime of ~10us. 4) Deprotonation of the distal tryptophan helps to stabilize the radical 
pair and is spin independent.  5)  In certain species the FMN can become protonated for 
stability. 6) Recombination is only permitted from the singlet state and spin forbidden 
from the triplet. Since an external magnetic field can alter this population via step 3, the 
lifetime of te radical pair is altered.   However, if the radical pair becomes decoherent, 
recombination may proceed via other mechanisms.  7)  Back electron transfer may occur 
at any stage of the radical pair formation regardless of protonation or spin state. 
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magnetoperception11.  This notion has been supported by a number of studies in 
Drosophila63,64, fish65, amphibians66, plants67 and birds8.  Additionally, cryptochrome 
knockouts resulted in a loss of magneto-perception in Drosophila with a functional rescue 
with a knock in of human cryptochrome68. The cryptochrome protein is a 55 kDa protein 
found across many different phyla, including, plants, insects, birds, reptiles and man (Fig. 
1.11)69.  Aside from its proposed function as a magneto-sensor, it is a regulator of circadian 
rhythm70.  The protein is primarily alpha helical in nature and contains a non-covalently 
attached FAD cofactor, a chain of three tryptophans and depending on species, an antenna 
molecule for light absorption71.  Cryptochrome is believed to have evolved from DNA 
photolyase, a flavoenzyme that is involved repairing thymidine dimers in E. coli.  Both 
have similar folds, active sites and features such as the FAD and tryptophan triad. 
Magneto-sensitivity in the cryptochrome arises from the photo induced formation 
of a spin correlated radical pair between a flavin and a tryptophan13.  Upon photo excitation, 
FAD oxidizes a nearby tryptophan which in turn oxidizes a medial tryptophan, which itself 
oxidizes a distal tryptophan, resulting in the charge separated state.  A ~18 Å distance and 
a redox potential barrier to back electron transfer stabilizes the state for ms.  The resulting 
spin correlated radical pair is born in the singlet state where it can decay to the ground state 
or spin flip to the triplet state, where charge recombination is spin forbidden.  The presence 
of an external magnetic field alters this spin inter conversion by altering the energy of the 
T-1 and T1 triplet states.  Depending on the strength of the applied field, the lifetime of the 
radical pair may increase (low field) or decrease (high field).  See section 1.2 for a more 
complete discussion.  Since the cryptochrome is tethered to the plasma membrane, this 
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system could potentially be sensitive to the direction of the applied field72. While a 
magnetically induced change in the cryptochrome radical pair lifetime has been observed 
from isolates of many different species, the mechanism of signal transduction is not yet 
known.  Theories include structural changes to the protein that alter cryptochrome’s 
interaction with different signaling proteins58,73, activating proteins74, degradation 
machinery75, or transcription factors76.  One very recent study suggests that cryptochrome 
can interact with MagR (an iron containing protein) and align spontaneously with μT 
magnetic fields77.  Other less developed theories include changes in the production of 
superoxide78, or altering the rate of cys-trans retinol isomerization79. 
To date, the experimental evidence for crytochrome as a magneto-sensor while 
growing, is still largely circumstantial.  For example, all magneto-sensitivity has been 
demonstrated at mT field strengths, about 1000 times the strength of Earth’s (~50μT).  Also 
there is no evidence of cryptochrome being able to elicit a directional response to a 
magnetic field.  So far only an abiotic chemical model has been able to show an effect at 
40 μT or a directional response80.  In order to determine if a cryptochrome can elicit a 
directional response at low magnetic fields, more studies are required.  Unfortunately, this 
is no easy task; cryptochrome is extremely fragile and technically challenging to work with.  
To meet this challenge we propose to study the active moiety of the cryptochrome, the 
flavin-tryptophan radical pair in a simple, easy-to-work-with, man-designed protein 
platform.    
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1.6 Difficulties in Studying Natural Systems and the Protein 
Design Problem 
 
Biology is complicated; studying it is hard.  The biochemistry of proteins is 
particularly challenging due to the sheer number of variables we must consider.  For 
example, the “average” protein is ~300 amino acids long, that’s 5760 atoms all moving, 
rotating breathing, and catalyzing chemistry in the cellular milieu81.  This is further 
complicated as proteins are rarely optimized for their intended function; often simply 
“good enough”45.  This occurs as many amino acids gather multiple, often redundant 
functions over the many millennia of 
evolutionary time (Fig. 1.12).  In order to 
deal with this evolutionary complexity, 
biologists have evolved to either studying 
simple natural systems or using models.  
Models come in many flavors: 
computational, chemical, or modified 
natural proteins, each with their own 
strengths and pitfalls.  One particularly 
appealing model system is the synthetic 
protein. Synthetic proteins offer the 
benefit of being simple enough to 
understand while hearty enough to 
withstand experimental interrogation.  
 
Fig 1.12. A depiction of the complexity brought on by 
evolution in the form of Muller’s Ratchet. A) The function 
of an imaginary, three amino acid protein is to cross a 
river.  B) Over time, a fourth, nonfunctional amino acid in 
the form of a plank is added.  The function of the protein 
is unchanged but it would become unclear to someone 
studying it if the plank or the beige stone are required for 
function. C) If the beige stone were removed the plank 
takes on a new importance.  D) Its removal would now 
lead to catastrophic failure.   
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Additionally, their absolute designability allows the experimentalist to individually test the 
function of each amino acid82.  These also offer the promise of harvesting the seemingly 
infinite catalytic potential of nature to produce energy and valuable industrial or medicinal 
chemicals83.  The appeal of designing a synthetic protein can be summarized by an elegant 
quotation from physicist Richard Feynman:  “What I cannot create I do not understand”. 
Unfortunately, designing synthetic proteins has proven to be a unique challenge 
within itself, stemming from our incomplete understanding of protein folding, structure, 
and chemistry84.  Current approaches to the problem are redesigning natural proteins, 
computational, combinatorial, or de novo approaches85.   
The most basic approach to protein design is to modify a natural system to perform 
or optimize a particular function.  This approach was pioneered in the 1970’s by Kaiser, 
who replaced the flavin cofactor of Flavopapain, greatly enhancing its catalytic power86.  
Since the molecular biology revolution of the 1980’s brought the ability to mutate, insert 
or delete amino acids, the use of this approach has become ubiquitous 87.  In one interesting 
example, the mutation of a Heme ligating His to a Cys in Myoglobin altered its function 
from O2 to H2O2 production, teaching us about the functional requirements of both 
enzymes88.  Despite the method’s popularity, it is still limited both in its ability to elucidate 
the minimal design principles of biological function and to produce effective catalysts.  
This is due to the reliance on natural sequence, which is rife with evolutionary baggage; 
what works in one protein may not be applicable to a different system. 
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Computational methods offer a more generalized approach to protein design.  
Algorithms such as David Baker’s Rosetta, function by generating protein structures to 
serve particular functions89.  Rosetta searches through the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and 
fitting snippets of known structures together to create the target design.  This is 
accomplished through a complex minimization of fold energy and rotational conformation 
optimization of the individual amino acid chains.  Computational approaches have yielded 
several interesting enzymes such as a Simian Respiratory Virus antibody90 and a Kemp 
Eliminase91.   Although much has been learned from this approach, it is still in its infancy 
and does have limitations including the reliance on incomplete or biased structural 
information and huge computational demand83.  Much refinement is still required before 
“on demand” design can be achieved 
Another protein design approach relies on combinatorial strategies such as directed 
evolution.  Here, an enormous library of random or pseudo random sequences are generated 
and then winnowed down to those that can perform the intended function92.  This method 
searches for a molecular needle in a very large haystack, requiring a strong assay to select 
for hits.  Often multiple rounds of selection and enrichment are required. An example of 
successful application is Michael Hecht’s design of peroxidases93.  Combinatorial methods 
are effective at designing or optimizing proteins that will form an interaction with a ligand 
or substrate.  However, the method is slow, selection is tedious, and the Mullerian 
complexity present in natural system remains here, making the absolute function of every 
amino acid difficult to discern. 
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De novo strategies start from absolute scratch, leveraging knowledge of protein 
folds and biochemistry.  They are typically effective at designing simple folds such as 
helical bundles94.  Since each amino acid in these designs is placed with purpose, we are 
able to isolate their individual contributions to fold or function and learn about the design 
requirements of biological processes95.  Despite these benefits, the method is slow, often 
requiring many iterations to optimize a design or deduce a function.  Additionally as the 
designs become complicated, their behavior becomes more difficult to predict or manage. 
As the field begins to mature, multiple approached are often utilized in tandem to 
achieve a design goal.  For example, in the two examples of computationally designed 
proteins presented here, the first was optimized by manual selection while the second was 
optimized using directed evolution.  In some of the de novo designs produced by the Dutton 
group, directed evolution is used to rapidly test multiple designs (Joshua Mancini, work 
not yet published). 
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1.7 The Maquette Approach to Protein Design 
 
The model proteins presented here were designed using the Maquette Approach, a 
de novo rational design method particularly effective in the design of oxido-reductases.  
Here the active site cofactors of a protein of interest are “reconstituted” in a maquette 
frame, a specialized four helical scaffold.   One is then free to test different mutations, 
cofactors or variables without fear of disrupting the fold.  This iterative process produces 
a wealth of “noise free” information about the biochemistry of the protein of interest, which 
can then be used to optimize the design for a specific target. 
The history of maquettes dates back to 1988 when DeGrado and Regan de novo 
designed a four helical bundle that self-assembled and retained its structure in solution96.  
The Dutton group has since successfully used this system to study redox active enzymes 
that contain multiple, colorful cofactors with overlapping spectra. Maquettes offer the 
flexibility to simplify these complex systems while testing the effects of an absolutely 
designable protein environment on their electron and energy transfer properties. 
Over the last 30 years an entire family of maquettes has been spawned coming in 
many flavors, from soluble97, to three helix bundles98, to amphiphilic membrane embedded 
proteins99.  These also have the ability to ligate many different cofactors both covalently 
(flavins100, quinones101, porphyrins), non-covalently (porphyrin, chlorins, iron sulfur 
clusters)102 and even some through in vivo assembly (Heme C103).  These designs have 
been used to replicate and study the functions of many different biological oxido-
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reductatses including O2 binding in myoglobin
104, photosynthetic charge separation/energy 
transfer and in this thesis, magneto-sensitivity of the flavin-tryptophan radical pair. 
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1.8 Global Data Fitting with Singular Value Decomposition 
 
Singular value decomposition (SVD) and Global Fitting will be used extensively to 
analyze the transient absorption spectral data in Chapter 3.  SVD is used to deconvolute 
complex overlapping spectra and extract the spectra of individual species, particularly 
those with small populations or weak extinction coefficients.  For the uninitiated, the 
mathematics can be overwhelming and will be described very briefly.  More in-depth 
discussions with a special applications to transient absorption spectroscopy are also 
available105.   SVD is a purely mathematical operation that takes data, (here, time resolved 
spectra) and breaks it down into a linear combination of components.  This informs us 
about the minimum number of unique species present, which helps to select a physically 
meaningful and mathematically sound model.  These components can then be fit to a model 
by weighing their relative contribution to the data set.  This results in the wavelength 
dependence of each component (spectra of each species) and its evolution over time (rate 
constants). 
 Transient absorption data can be displayed as an m x n matrix (A) consisting of 
intensity values at different wavelengths over time.  The A matrix can be broken down into 
the product of three matrices (Fig 1.13) 
A = USVT 
Equation 1.33 
U (m x n) is the left singular vector consisting of the absorption intensity information at 
each wavelength, S is the diagonal rank matrix (n x n) informing on the number of unique 
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species present and VT(n x n) is the right singular vector containing the time evolution of 
each unique component (in order for the matrix multiplication to work, we must use the 
transpose of V, VT).  Once the minimum number of components is determined, the data set 
can then be reconstructing using only these: 
A ≈ U’S’V’T 
Equation 1.34 
The prime symbol (’) indicated that these matrices have been reduced to only include the 
significant components. The reduced right singular vector can be further broken down into: 
V’T ≈ CTP 
Equation 1.35 
P (r x r) is the linear parameter (weighting) matrix of each component at each time.  P 
contains the solutions to differential rate equations for each component at each time, given 
a particular model.  For example, if we have a simple two state model, AB, a solution 
for determining the concentration of A at time t would be [A] = e-kt.   CT (n x r) is the 
transpose (again for matrix multiplication reasons) of the amplitude matrix of each unique 
species (r) at each time.  This can be thought of as the weighting parameter for each 
component, and tells us its relative contribution to the total observed spectra at each time.  
We then iterate through this parameter with a fitting algorithm (e.g. MATHEMATICA 
FindMinimum) such that the difference between acquired data and the model fit is 
minimized: 
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s2|| V’- (C’P) ||2  = min(Χ2) 
Equation 1.36 
CT now contains the rate constants of each relevant spectral species.  Finally, owing to the 
relation: 
U’S’V’T = FCT 
Equation 1.37 
We are able to use the output of the SVD, U’S’V’T, and the minimized CT to solve for F 
(m x r), a matrix containing the intensities of each component at each wavelength; or more 
simply put, the spectra of each component. 
 
Fig. 1.13. A data matrix of time resolved transient absorption data (A) can be broken down into the 
product of three matrices: U, the left singular vector consisting of the wavelength dependence of each 
component, S, the square diagonal rank matrix informing on the significance of each component and 
VT, the right singular vector showing the time evolution of each component. 
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1.9 Conclusions 
 
We began with a review of essential topics: electron spin, magnetism, biological 
electron transfer and how biological radical pairs could potentially interact with magnetic 
fields.    We then introduced the cryptochrome, along with the technical obstacles to its 
study.  Finally, we offer flavomaquettes as a model system to study magnetic field effects 
in biology.   Using maquettes we will explore the biophysical requirements for a biological 
compass: Is a flavin tryptophan radical pair sufficient for magneto-sensing and is it able to 
detect the direction of a ~50 μT magnetic field? 
In Chapter 2 the design and engineering principles behind the flavomaquette system 
will be described in detail.  A rigorous biophysical characterization will attest to their 
validity as a model system for studying biological magnetic field effects.  Chapter 3 will 
demonstrate the electron transfer properties of the maquettes on time scales ranging from 
ps to μs, showing the maquette’s ability to generate a radical pair.  Chapter 4 will describe 
the magnetic field response that this system is able to elicit as well as the insights we apply 
to natural systems.    
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The Design, Engineering and Characterization of 
Flavomaquettes 
 
 
What I cannot create, I do not understand. 
~Richard Feynman 
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2.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter we present the flavomaquette model system.  This family of soluble 
proteins is specialized to covalently bind a flavin cofactor at a fixed distance away from a 
tryptophan. This chapter will focus on the design and biophysical characterization of 
flavomaquettes.  We will also present alternative designs making use of multiple 
tryptophans, different electron donating amino acids and a new generation of the maquette 
platform.  We will test the system’s ability to form a photo induced flavin-tryptophan 
radical pair in Chapter 3 and determine if it is sufficient to sense magnetic fields in Chapter 
4.   
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2.2 Designing a Flavomaquette 
 
The basic flavomaquette design is a variant of a maquette described previously97.   
It was originally named by its architect, Goutahm Kodali, as the “Single Chain 
Hydrophobic Flavomaquette v2” (SHPF v2).  The overall fold is a four helical bundle (Fig 
2.1).  Each helix is contains a hydrophobic and hydrophilic face built around the heptad 
repeat:  
Amino Acid: 
F E D A L K Q 
Helical Position: A    B   C     D    E     F    G 
 
Following the traditional helical position nomenclature106, the positions A, D and 
sometimes E, were populated with the bulky phenylalanine or smaller alanine.   This 
produced a sufficiently hydrophobic core while leaving enough room for flavin and other 
cofactors.  The C, B, and F positions were solvent-exposed and were filled with polar or 
charged amino acids including lysine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, asparagine, or 
glutamine.  These hydrophilic amino acids ensured solubility.  The E and G positions were 
interfacial and contained some polar and hydrophobic amino acids including glutamine and 
leucine.  In solution, the four helices came together via the hydrophobic effect, forming a 
well ordered structure107.  Each helix was connected to its neighbor with a flexible seven-
member serine-glycine loop forming a single chain protein (Fig. 2.1).   
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The single chain design offered advantages over earlier dimers or helix-loop-helix 
variants104.  These earlier variants were synthesized on a solid phase peptide synthesizer, 
which loses fidelity with increased sequence length.  To maximize sequence length, 
individual helices or helix-loop-helix subunits were designed to dimerize, resulting in 
symmetrical proteins.  Since the single chain was produced in bacteria, it was no longer 
limited by protein length or subject to symmetry restrictions, offering greater freedom of 
design. 
Flavomaquettes were equipped with a cysteine located in a buried D position 
(position 9 on helix 2) in order to covalently bind the flavin.  Binding proceeded through a 
nucleophilic substitution of a halogen group (Br or Cl) at the 8 position of the flavin by the 
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maquette’s cysteine.  The reaction was relatively mild and easily carried on the bench top 
(Fig. 2.2). 
 
In the past our laboratory used 7 acetyl LMF100.  However for this work, 8-Cl-RFL 
or 8-Br-RFL was chosen due to its commercial availability from Sigma Aldrich, thus 
saving months of complicated chemical synthesis.  8 position attachment is distinct from 
 
Fig. 2.1.  Two maquette topologies: Left) Parallel and antiparallel adjacent 
helices of the Shpfv2 design. Right) A fully antiparallel arrangement of the 
Fmk-1 design. The  4-helix bundle topology is viewed from the amino (N1) 
end of the first of four helices connected by loops (black lines) with the 
heptad positions A, D, and E comprised predominantly of nonpolar residues 
(purple) that self-associate to form the bundle core, with a buried flavin 
(orange rectangle).  Below each design is a model generated from a crystal 
structure of a closely related design.4 
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the non-covalently bound FMN in natural cryptochromes and was chosen for several 
reasons: 1) As of this writing there is no consensus sequence for the non-covalent binding 
of flavins to proteins;  2) Most non-covalent flavin binding in nature uses the ribital chain, 
phosphate, or adenine moiety at the N-10 position, which are extremely difficult 
interactions to engineer in a small, four helical bundle; 3) The nature of these non-covalent 
attachments are rather non-specific which could result in unstable attachment or a 
population of differently bound species.  Covalent tethering resolved all of these issues 
while still providing a functionally similar flavin.  
The electron donor in the radical pair was tryptophan.  Its placement relative to the 
flavin was carefully selected, as the flavin-tryptophan separation will affect both the rate 
of electron transfer, and the lifetime of the radical pair (see section 1.3 for a complete 
discussion).  In the absence of high-resolution structural data on the actual intercofactor 
distance, we tested three different distances: 5.6 Å, 11.2 Å, and 16.8Å.  Each of these was 
a multiple of the 
~5.6 Å helical 
turn in a 
flavomaquette as 
measured from 
the cysteine-
tryptophan β 
carbons. A no-
tryptophan 
 
Fig. 2.2.  The mechanism of maquette cysteine flavination at the 8 position.  The 
reaction was a nucleophilic aromatic substitution where the halide at the 8 
position was replaced with the cysteine.  The conditions were relatively mild and 
performed on the bench top.  The maquette was denatured with 6 M Guanidinium 
Chloride to allow for access to the cysteine, TCEP kept the cysteine from forming 
double bonds and the high pH assured the cysteine deprotonated.  A 3-5 fold 
molar excess of flavin was used.  The reaction progress was monitored by HPLC 
and typically proceeded to quantitative yield.   
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control maquette was also synthesized.  Designs are referred to by the position of their 
tryptophan on helix two.  For example, a design with a tryptophan in the 13th position (5.6 
Å away from the flavin) will be referred to as W13.  In the interest of simplicity, this series 
only contains one tryptophan per bundle as opposed to a chain of three tryptophans as 
found in cryptochrome.     The majority of this work will focus on these single tryptophan 
designs, collectively referred to as the “W series” (Fig. 2.3). 
Aside from the W series, a two-W series, a non-W series, and a mixed series was 
also designed.  The two W series aimed increase the magnetic field effect observed in the 
W series (see Chapter 4) by producing a longer-lived radical pair in greater yield.  
Placement of a near tryptophan was expected to promote facile, rapid electron transfer 
between the flavin.  A second, more distant tryptophan would then be oxidized by the near 
tryptophan. The end result would be a greater distance between the flavin and second 
tryptophan, which would disfavor charge recombination.  
Since a magnetic field effect was observed between a flavin and a tryptophan, we 
wanted to see if an effect could also be obtained for a radical pair between a flavin and 
another amino acid.  We chose amino acids that are known to form radicals and who’s Em 
was low enough to be oxidized by photo excited flavin: histidine108, methionine109 and 
tyrosine110.  Collectively these flavin-other amino acid design were known as the non-W 
series.   Unfortunately, non-W designs did not contain a tryptophan to produce a 280nm 
spectroscopic feature, making purification significantly more difficult.  Concentration 
measurements were performed using a Bradford Assays and SDS-PAGE gels.  
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The mixed series built on the two-W series and the non-W series in order to extend 
the yield and life time of the radical pair by favoring forward electron transfer and 
 
Fig. 2.3.  Schematics of different maquette designs.  Top) An example of 
a W series maquette, W16 is shown as a snake diagram (left) and as a 
cartoon representation from a molecular dynamics simulation (right).  The 
cofactors are highlighted on helix II and the final flavin- cofactor distance 
is shown.  Middle) An example of the 2 W series maquette W16 W 20.  
Bottom) The mixed series maquette M13 W16 Y 20. 
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disfavoring back electron transfer.  
The mixed series contained three 
closely spaced cofactors down a 
favorable redox potential gradient 
which were expected to promote fast 
forward transfer.  The greater final 
distance and energetic barrier were 
thought to help prevent back transfer.  
The unique spectroscopic signature 
of the redox state of each amino acid 
donor will be useful in tracking the 
electron transfer in this design.  A summary description of all designs is presented in table 
2.1. 
Flavomaquettes were designed for expression in E. coli from an exogenous plasmid 
(Fig. 2.4).  A six histidine tag was affixed upstream for purification on a Ni-NTA resin.  A 
tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease site is placed between the 6-Histadine tag and the start 
codon so that the tag could be removed after initial purification.  The original gene was 
purchased from DNA 2.0 and cloned into a PJ414 vector (For a detailed description of 
molecular biology see Appendix 1).  Subsequent designs were cloned from the original 
using PCR mutagenesis.  Expression and purification yielded ~150-250 mg of protein per 
liter of media. 
 
Fig. 2.4. The expression vector used to produce 
maquettes.  PJ 414 contained an Ampicillin resistance 
gene, and a cloning site behind a ribosome binding 
sequence and a T7 promoter.  The maquette construct was 
directionally cloned in with Xba I and Xho I and contained 
a six histadine site for purification, separated from the 
actual maquette sequence by a TEV protease site. 
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 Briefly, purification consisted of disruption of 
bacteria with a homogenizer and sonication, followed by 
centrifugation.  Clarified lysate was then applied to a Ni 
NTA column and the eluent treated with TEV protease 
overnight.  Cleaved protein was again applied to a Ni NTA 
column and flow-through was concentrated in a pressure 
cell.  Guanidinium hydrochloride was used to denature the 
protein for overnight flavination.  Flavinated protein was 
purified via High Performance Liquid Chromatography, 
snap frozen in liquid N2 and lyophilized (Fig. 2.5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.5. A work diagram 
depicting the main steps in 
expression and purification 
of a flavomaquette. 
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 Name Electron 
Donating 
Amino 
Acid(s) 
Electron 
Donor(s) 
Position on Helix 
2 
Final 
Electron 
Donor 
Final 
Radical Pair 
Separation 
(Å) 
W
 
W13 Trp 13 Trp 5.6 
W16 Trp 16 Trp 11.2 
W20 Trp 20 Trp 16.8 
Control None None None None 
2
W
 
W13W16 Trp 13,16 Trp 11.2 
W16W20 Trp 16,20 Trp 11.2 
W20W25 Trp 20,25 Trp 11.2 
N
o
n
 W
 
H6 His 6 His 5.6 
Y16 Tyr 16 Tyr 11.2 
M16 Met 16 Met 11.2 
Mixed M13W16Y20 Met,Trp,Tyr 13,16,20 Tyr 16.8 
F
M
k
-1
 
Control None None None None 
Near Trp Helix 3 11 Trp 7 
Far Trp Helix 3 18 Trp 13 
Table 2.1.  A summary of the maquette designs showing the electron donating amino acid, final electron 
donor, position of the donor and the final radical pair separation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3 Confirmation of Flavin Incorporation 
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 After purification, flavin incorporation was verified.  An HPLC chromatogram 
showed spectra matching literature for an 8-cys-flavinated species111.  Such features were 
absent in unflavinated maquettes (Fig. 2.6). 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.6. HPLC purification of a flavomaquette on a C18 column.  A) A flavinated control maquette trace 
at 475 nm shows a single peak at 33 minutes; the peak at 10 minutes is the injection peak containing excess 
free flavin.  B)  The UV Vis spectrum of the 33 minute peak corresponds to a cys coupled flavin.  C)  The 
UV Vis spectrum of an unflavinated control maquette shows no flavin spectral signature.  Note the absence 
of a 280nm absorbance, as the control does not contain a Trp. 
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The MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry showed an upward mass shift following flavination.  
The shift corresponds to the mass of the riboflavin analogue minus the halogen group and 
a proton (Fig 2.7).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.7. MALDI-TOF mass spectra.  A) The unflavinated control maquette showed a single peak at 14,573 kDa  
B)  The flavinated control maquette shows a major peak corresponding to a flavinated maquette + 363 mass units, 
a minor peak to an unflavinated maquette and a doubly charged peak of lower m/z. 
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2.4 Structural Verification of the W-Series using Spectroscopic 
Techniques 
 
2.4.1 Secondary Structure: Circular Dichroism 
The structure of the W series was validated using Circular Dichroism (CD) 
spectroscopy.  Maquettes were highly alpha helical, displaying a classic alpha helical 
spectrum.  Helicity was calculated using CDNN 2.1 software112  to be an average of ~70%, 
compared to 79% expected (104 amino acids in the helices, 27 in the loops, 131 total).  This 
discrepancy was attributed to helical fraying at the ends of the maquette and/or a slight 
kink in helix 2 due to the flavin.  These flavomaquettes have shown robust stability across 
a range of pHs and temperatures (Figs. 2.8 and 2.9).  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.8.  CD traces of the flavomaquettes with Trp residues at position 13, 16, and 20 on helix 2. A) The 
relative intensities at 208 nm and 222 nm suggest the maquette protein structure consisted primarily of an 
α-helical bundle. B) Thermal stability curves of various flavomaquette designs. The Tm for each maquette 
was determined by monitoring the loss of helicity at 222 nm and fitting to a single Boltzmann; control 
(black) 49°C, W13 (Red) 50.5 °C, W16 (Orange) 53.2°C and W20 (Blue) 58.3 °C 
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Fig. 2.9. CD traces of the control maquette at various pH values. A) The relative intensities at 208 nm and 222 
nm suggested the maquette protein structure consisted primarily of α-helices. B) Thermal stability curves fit to 
a single Boltzmann; pH 6.5 (black) 56.4 °C, pH 7.5 (red) 54.2 °C, and 53.8°C. 
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2.4.2 Flavin Environment 
UV-Vis spectroscopy was used 
to validate designs.  Before flavination, 
a typical feature of the W series 
maquettes was the tryptophan 
absorption at 280nm.  The cys coupling 
directly to the ring system of the flavin 
at the 8-position substantially changed 
the electronic properties of the flavin 
compared to free 8-halogenated 
riboflavin or non-covalently attached 
flavin.   Significant band shifts included theS0S1 transition (444 nm to 475 nm) and the 
depletion of the S0S2 361nm feature.  Fortuitously, cys attachment also increased the 
extinction coefficient of the S0S1transition from 11,300113 to 24,640 M-1 cm-1, as 
expected for 8-mercapto coupled flavins111 (Fig. 2.10).  
Fig. 2.10. Absorption spectra of the apo maquette 
(grey), free 8-Br-riboflavin precursor (black), oxidized 
flavomaquette (blue), reduced flavomaquette (orange) 
and the emission spectra for the oxidized 
flavomaquette (green, fluorescence and red, 
phosphorescence, respectively). 
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Close examination of the 475 band revealed two key features: a doublet (458 and 
475nm, presumably a vibronic feature) and a shoulder at 525nm.  Both the ratio of the 
458/475nm and the 525 nm band are highly dependent on the flavin-tryptophan distance, 
being strongest as the distance shrinks, and disappearing in the flavin-only control.  This 
feature is believed to be a charge transfer band formed due to a spatial interaction between 
the flavin and tryptophan (Fig 2.11).   
Steady state excitation of the flavin at 475 nm resulted in emission at 512nm (Fig 
2.12).  The emission amplitude followed a similar trend as the charge transfer feature, 
depending heavily on intercofactor distance.  The greatest amount of signal was produced 
by control maquette, which decreased as the flavin moved closer to the tryptophan.  This 
Fig. 2.11.  A comparison of the UV-vis of the W series 
flavomaquette: control (black), W13 (red), w16 (orange) 
W20 (blue).  The shoulder around 525 nm suggests a 
charge transfer band that increases as the flavin and Trp 
distance decreases. 
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quenching trend was most likely due to singlet deactivation via electron transfer.  As the 
distance between the cofactors closes, the efficiency of electron transfer and recombination 
increased competing with fluorescent emission. 
  
Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) experiments corroborated the 
quenching observed in the steady state fluorescence measurements (Fig. 2.13).  As the 
distance between the cofactors increased so does the intensity-averaged lifetime, peaking 
in the control maquette.   We again attributed this to electron transfer opening a new singlet 
deactivation pathway.  In all designs, the flavin lifetimes could be best explained by three 
exponentials.  This suggests the existence of a population of different flavin arrangements 
inside the maquette.  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.12.  A comparison of the steady state flavin 
fluorescence of the W series: W13 (red), W16 (orange) 
W20 (blue).  All traces were corrected lamp current 
intensity and normalized for concentration. 
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A similar trend of increasing phosphorescence lifetime correlated to increasing 
flavin tryptophan distance was observed (Fig. 2.14).  The same ET quenching mechanism 
is believed to be in play.  These data suggested that electron transfer is not limited to just 
the singlet state, but also occurs from the triplet.   
 
 
Fig. 2.13.  Time Correlated Single Photon Counting decay curves (blue) and instrument response 
time functions (red) for the W series: A) the control (1.15 ns), B) W13 (0.606 ns), C) W16 (0.846 
ns), and D) W20 (0.974 ns). A 482 nm picosecond diode laser was used as an excitation source. 
Emission was recorded at 512 nm. The best fit to the data was triple exponential 
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Fig. 2.14.  Phosphorescence decay curves for the W 
series at 77 oK.   The control (red, 18.3 ms), W13 (blue 
7 ms), and D) W20 (black 1206 ms). A 482 nm ns diode 
laser) was used as an excitation source. Emission was 
recorded at 612 nm. The best fit to the data was a single 
exponential. 
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2.4.3 Tryptophan Environment 
The protein environment of the tryptophan in the W series maquettes was probed using 
fluorescence emission (Fig. 2.15).  Tryptophan emission exhibited noticeable 
solvatochromic shifts due to the polarity of its surrounding environment.  A very polar 
environment such as aqueous buffer results in a redshift (bathochromism) while a less polar 
environment such as the core of a protein resulted in a (hypsochromic) blue shift.  We 
therefore, expect a well-
buried tryptophan to be blue 
shifted relative to a solvent 
exposed tryptophan which 
would be red shifted.  
Emission was measured after 
a 280nm excitation.  The 
emission of free tryptophan 
in buffer (to simulate the 
aqueous environment) and in 
1-4 dioxiane (to simulate the 
protein environment) were 
used as standards.  All of the 
designs showed a blue band 
Fig. 2.15.  A comparison of the normalized Trp fluorescence of the 
flavomaquette series.  Free Trp in dioxane and an aqueous buffer 
were used as solvatochromic standards. The maximum of the Trp 
fluorescence in all the maquettes was blue shifted relative to the 
aqueous standard, consistent with the Trp being located in the 
hydrophobic interior of the maquette α-helical bundle. 
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shift that most closely matched the emission of tryptophan in dioxiane.  This suggests a 
well-buried homogenous tryptophan environment across the W series. 
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2.5 Redox Potential Measurements in the W series 
 
 To generate a radical pair, sufficient driving force between the cofactors must exist.  
The driving force is the difference of the redox potentials (Em) of the cofactors.  We 
determined these values for the flavin and tryptophan experimentally. 
 
2.5.1 Flavin 
The Em of the flavin was measured by redox titration using a spectroelectrochemical cell 
(Fig. 2.16 A).  The cell was used to control the potential of a maquette solution while the 
redox state of the flavin was monitored spectroscopically using the 475 nm absorption 
 
Fig. 2.16. Redox potential of the cofactors A) Plot of the fraction of reduced maquette calculated from the 
intensity of the absorption at 475 nm measured during spectro-electrochemical reduction of the flavin. The solid 
lines show the fit to the data from the Nernst equation for a two electron reduction. The values of the redox 
potential are control (black, -110mV), W13 (red, -137 mV), W16 (orange, -118 mV), and W20 (blue, -130 mV). 
B) A plot of the current as a function of potential from a square wave voltammogram.  The current corresponds 
to the redox potentials of Trp/Trpo+ in W13 (red, 1.1 V), W16 (orange, 1.08 V), and W20 (blue, 1.06 V).  All 
potentials are relative to the SHE. 
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band.  These data were then base lined, fit to the Nernst Equation and the Em of the flavin 
determined: 
𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = Em + (
0.059
𝑛
) ∗ log (
[𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑]
[𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑]
) 
Equation 2.1 
Ecell is the potential of the solution, n is the number of electrons transferred, and 
log([red]/[ox]) is the ratio reduced to oxidized species present in the solution.  These data 
were best fit to a two electron transfer.   Additionally, there was no spectroscopic evidence 
for a one electron reduction of flavin to semiquinone. Thus we were unable to determine 
the potential for F/Fo and used the two electro reduction F/FH2 as a surrogate for the flavin 
Em, the average value of which was ~125mV vs. the Standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE) 
2.5.2 Tryptophan 
Measuring the Em of the tryptophan radical was significantly more challenging than 
the flavin.  Trp/Trp+ is highly energetic (<1V vs. SHE), and will readily oxidize 
neighboring amino during the minutes timescale of the spectroelectrochemical 
measurement.  As an alternative we utilized square wave voltammetry.   By varying the 
pulse waveform from oxidizing to reducing, we were able to capture a signal before the 
tryptophan radical had a chance to react and degrade. For better electrical contact with the 
electrode, the maquette was immobilized using a DSP linker (see methods for details).  
Broad peaks at ~ 1.08 V vs. SHE were present in all designs except for the control. We 
have assigned the peak to a tryptophan radical (Fig. 2.16 B).    
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Table 2.2.  A summary of the important characteristics of the W series.  The quantum yield of fluorescence 
is calculated relative to riboflavin114.  The phosphorescence lifetime was determined at 77 oK 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Design Tm / °C ΦFlour τFl  / ns τphs / ms W Emis. 
Max /nm 
Flavin Em / mV W Em / V 
Control 49.0 0.054 1.150 18.3 – – 110 – 
W13 50.5 0.012 0.606 7 335 – 137 1.1 
W16 53.2 0.034 0.846 N D 338 – 128 1.08 
W20 55.3 0.048 0.974 12.6 337 – 130 1.06 
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2.6 Characterization of other designs 
 
Similar experiments were used to characterize the other design series.  As expected, all 
tested designs showed a high degree of alpha helicity and thermal stability as measured via 
CD spectroscopy (Fig 2.17). 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.17. CD traces of the 2 W series. A) The relative intensities at 208 nm and 222 nm suggest the 
maquette protein structure consists primarily of an α-helix, W16 W20 (black), W20 W25 (red).   B) 
Thermal stability curves fit to a single Boltzmann; W16 W20 (black) 36°C, W20 W25 (red) 35 °C, W13 
W16 (blue) 32 °C. 
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The flavin had a comparable UV-Vis absorbance and fluorescence emission (Figs. 2.18-
2.19).  The Non W series showed steady state fluorescence quenching similar to the W 
series.  This was again attributed to electron transfer. 
 
 
 
Fig 2.18.  A comparison of UV Vis absorbance of the non W series: H6 
(black), Y16 (red), M16 (blue) and the control maquette as a reference 
(grey dash).  Note that the M16 sample was slightly photodamaged from 
over exposure to ambient light and shows a feature at ~370nm. 
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Due to either the lack of tryptophan or the presence of multiple cofactors, solvatochromic 
experiments were not possible.  In all other tested cases the flavin had a similar midpoint 
potential (Fig. 2.20).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.19.  A comparison of the normalized steady state flavin fluorescence 
of the non W series: H6 (black), Y16 (red), M16 (blue) and the control 
maquette as a reference (grey dash).  Note that the M16 sample was 
slightly photodamaged. 
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Fig. 2.20. Redox potential of the flavin in the 2 W series.  A plot 
of the fraction of reduced maquette calculated from the intensity 
of the absorption at 475 nm measured during spectro-
electrochemical reduction of the flavin. The solid lines show the 
fit to the data from the Nernst equation for a two electron 
reduction. The values of the redox potential were W16 W20 
(black, -196 mV), W20 W25 (red, -195 mV), W13 W16 (blue, -
179 mV). All potentials were relative to the SHE. 
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2.7 FMk-1 and the Future of Flavomaquettes 
 
 During the course of these studies a new class of maquette was under development 
by Nathan Ennist (Resulted not yet published).  This scaffold was designed differently than 
the SHPFv2 based maquettes and offered increased rigidity, stably, and crystalizability.  A 
more rigid, stable platform was desirable to keep the cofactors in one orientation, making 
electron transfer more predictable (see section 1.3).  Additionally, it would help prevent 
any structural distortions when multiple bulky cofactors are used as in the mixed series.  
Finally, high-resolution structural data is always a welcome feature to validate these 
designs. 
 The FMk-1(Flavomaquette Mark-1) class of proteins stemmed from the same idea 
of a binary patterned heptad repeat forming a four helical bundle (Fig. 2.1): 
I R E A L Q L 
A    B   C     D    E     F    G 
 These proteins also assemble based on the hydrophobic effect, however, there were 
some additional design features that help increase their rigidity.  The hydrophobic core was 
arranged into “layers” of equal size with core amino acids fitting together like puzzle 
pieces.  At layers where a cys ligated flavin or a tryptophan are present, smaller amino 
acids such as alanine were placed to allow a snug fit for the cofactors with minimal helical 
distortions.   This resulted in a core of uniform circumference, much like a cylinder.  
The helices are connected to each other along their length via leucine zippers placed 
in the interfacial G and sometimes core A/D positions.  By slightly extending the core area 
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and fitting the leucines together, a tighter coil-coil interaction was formed, reducing the 
helical pitch to 3.5 Å.  The leucine zippers were directionally designed so they will only 
form between helix 1/4 and 2/3, resulting in an energetic incentive to adopt this one 
conformation.  The solvent exposed positions B, C, F contained either charged or polar 
amino acids so as to promote solubility.  Occasionally, there were salt bridges formed 
between neighboring helices.  The alternating placement of salt bridges again favored only 
one orientation over others by creating an energetic penalty for placing like charges near 
one another.     
 Each helix was end capped with a proline-containing sequence that curled upon 
itself reducing fraying at the end of helices.  Like in the SHPFv2 designs, the loops were 
soluble serine and glycine, however, they were shortened from seven to five amino acids.  
Using these new design principles, we created three new proteins:  a flavin only control, a 
flavin-trp separated by 7 Å (Near) and a flavin-trp separated by 13 Å (Far).     
 These proteins are novel and have only been characterized by CD spectroscopy and 
UV Vis Spectroscopy (Figs. 2.21-2.22).  They were almost completely helical (>90%) and 
melted over 100 oC   
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Fig. 2.21. CD traces of the FMk-1 control maquette A) The relative intensities at 208 nm and 222 nm 
suggest the maquette protein structure consists primarily of and α-helical bundle. B) Raw thermal stability 
curve of the protein monitoring the mean molar elipticity at 222nm.  Since the end of the melting curve 
exceed the boiling point of the sample, the data could not be normalized nor fit for a melting point.   
 
 
Fig. 2.22. The UV Vis features of the FMk-1 control maquette 
(black).  For reference the control maquette of the shpfv2 design 
is also shown (grey dashed). 
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2.8 Discussion 
 
We present a family of flavomaquettes to serve as model for cryptochrome magneto-
sensitivity.  We have designed five series: W, Two-W, Non-W, Mixed, and FMk-1.  Each 
of these contained a flavin and one or more cofactors.  The characterization of these 
maquettes showed that they are designed as intended, and will serve as a good system to 
study the magneto-sensitivity of a flavin tryptophan radical pair. 
In all series, maquettes were well-structured, thermally stable alpha helices.   Analysis 
of the CD spectra showed a helical propensity slightly lower than expected of the protein 
sequence.  We attributed this to fraying at the ends of the helices.    Given the results 
obtained in the following chapter, it was clear that the fraying was minor and unlikely to 
affect electron transfer or magneto-sensitivity.  Nevertheless, the FMk-1 series, has been 
equipped with proline-based helical caps to prevent fraying. 
The UV vis absorbance of the maquette coupled flavin differed from free riboflavin or 
non-covalently attached riboflavin.   The heavy atom effect of the direct coupling of the 
cysteine to the ring system of the flavin was most likely responsible.  The spectra of this 
flavin was in very good agreement with 8-thio flavins111 in the literature, further validating 
our designs.     
  UV-Vis, fluorescent and phosphorescence measurements have confirmed the 
placement of the tryptophans in the W series (the next few paragraphs will deal exclusively 
with the W series). The charge transfer band and luminescence quenching were directly 
correlated to the distance between the flavin and the tryptophan.  When the distance was 
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very small, as in W13, the cofactors are interacting and most likely transferring electrons 
both from the singlet and triplet state of the flavin.  As the distance increased electron 
transfer become less favorable resulting in the loss of the transfer feature, as well as 
quenching.  There was no quenching due to electron transfer in the control maquette but 
the cys coupled flavin did have a lower quantum yield of fluorescence than free riboflavin, 
again attributed to the heavy atom effect114.   
The three exponentials required to explain the flavin fluorescence lifetime indicate a 
mixed population of flavins.  The flavin could have various orientations in the maquette, 
with some being more quenched then others.  Since a tri exponential fit is used in the 
control maquette, there must be some other quenching distinct from electron transfer with 
the tryptophan.  Quenching mechanisms may include electron transfer with the ribital 
chain, energy or radiation less transfer to a neighboring amino acid.  
The observation of a distance-dependent quenching trend in the phosphorescence of 
the flavin suggested that electron transfer occurs not just from the flavin singlet but also 
from the triplet.  This was surprising given that the intercofactor distance in W13 is so 
short.  However, because the experiment was conducted at cryogenic temperature it is 
conceivable that the lowest energy conformation of the cofactors is at a greater distance 
than what was designed.  The single exponential suggested a single uniform population of 
flavin orientations at cryogenic temperatures. 
Across the W series, the flavin and the tryptophan exist in similar protein environments 
and had similar Em values.  The Em for the flavin were in agreement with literature values 
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for 8-cys coupled flavins115. Likewise, we were unable to observe any evidence of a 
semiquinone state and used a two electron fit for the Em.  This suggests that the single 
electron reduced flavin must be unstable, and rapidly followed by a second, extremely 
favorable reduction.  For this to occur the difference between the midpoint potential of the 
first and second electron reductions must be within 100 mV of each other.  Therefore, the 
two electron Em was an appropriate estimate for the one electron redox couple.  
The Em  of the tryptophans was also in agreement with literature values
116. The 
assignment of the peak in the voltammogram to tryptophan was somewhat ambiguous as 
there was a significant baseline shift and a broad peak.  The constantly rising baseline, 
present in all cases, even when the electrode was bare, was from an oxidation state change 
of the gold electrode.  The broadening of the tryptophan signal was attributed to the 
inhomogeneous coupling of the maquette to the electrode.  The presence of many lysines 
in the maquette resulted in numerous coupling modes to the electrode.  It is even 
conceivable that some maquettes contained multiple links to the electrode.  The result was 
a population of maquettes with tryptophans of different degrees of electrical contact with 
the electrode. 
      The presence of constant Em values across the series was critical, as it controlled for 
differences in driving force in the W series.  Therefore, we could confidently test the effects 
of distance in flavin-tryptophan electron transfer without worrying about any confounding 
variables.  
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2.9 Future work 
 
 In the future we aim to complete three objectives: a complete spectroscopic 
characterization of all series of flavomaquettes, obtaining structural data on relevant 
designs and the eventual transition to the FMk series.  Currently only the W series was 
completely spectroscopically characterized as it was the main focus of this study.  We must 
now extend this characterization to the other series, particularly multiple cofactor series. 
 High-resolution structural information would be a valuable asset for future designs 
of flavomaquettes.  Knowing the relative orientation of the cofactors as well as the actual 
distances between them would help better predict electron transfer, particularly for 
positioning multiple cofactors.  Unfortunately, maquettes with similar sequences have 
proven challenging to crystalize and are too redundant for NMR studies.   
 Due to these difficulties we propose moving our work into the FMk series.  A close 
relative, designed by Nathan Ennist has proven to be crystalizable with up to four cofactors.  
Additionally, the structural stability of these designs would prove more amenable to multi 
cofactor designs.   
   Finally, we would like to explore the magnetic field sensitivity of radical pairs that 
do not contain a flavin or an amino acid.  We will explore designs including various 
quinones, porphyrins, chlorins and even metal clusters.   
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2.10 Conclusions 
 
 Flavomaquettes are-non-natural proteins that serve as a model system for studying 
the biophysical requirements for a cryptochrome-like magneto-sensor.  These maquettes 
were four alpha-helical bundles that ligate an 8-cys coupled-flavin and contain an electron-
donating amino acid such as a tryptophan.  We have provided the framework and 
engineering principles for the design of flavomaquettes.  We have spectroscopically 
characterized their biophysical properties.  Despite some differences in the flavin and 
tryptophan number these maquettes will still serve as a robust model system.  Future work 
sections will discuss their electron transfer and magneto-sensing properties. 
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The electron transfer properties of the Flavin-
Tryptophan radical pair in Flavomaquettes 
 
 
Reality is in the observations, not in the electron. 
 
~Werner Heisenberg 
 
 
 
The electron: may it never be of any use to anybody! 
 
~J. J. Thompson 
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3.1 Introduction 
 
 In order to test the biophysical requirements for a cryptochrome like magneto-
sensor, we investigated if the W series maquettes (referred to as only maquettes in this 
chapter) could form a flavin tryptophan radical pair (RP).   First, we performed electron 
transfer (ET) simulations using the Moser Dutton Ruler (Equation 3.1).  We then tested 
maquette ET using transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy on the ultrafast (UF) and fast 
(μs) timescales.  Due to technical challenges, observations on each time scale were 
performed using two different experimental set ups.  The UF work spanned ~1 ps to ~3 ns 
and was done in collaboration with the Stanley Group at Temple University (Philadelphia, 
Pa).  The μs work spanned 0.5-40 μs, and was done in collaboration with the Hore Group 
at the University of Oxford (Oxford, UK).   
In both TA experiments, the flavin was excited with a blue laser and a UV-Vis 
spectrum was taken at a time delay after excitation.  A non-laser excited spectrum was then 
subtracted out from the laser excited spectrum, producing a difference spectrum (Fig. 3.1).  
Features in the difference spectra were assigned to particular excited and redox states of 
the flavin and tryptophan.  The changes of these features were analyzed over time and with 
a global fit model. 
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Fig. 3.1.  A simplified schematic of a transient absorption spectrometer.  A temperature controlled, stirred, sample is 
excited by a blue laser.  At some delay after laser excitation, a light source is fired and aUV Vis spectra is recorded at 
a detector.  A non-laser excited spectrum is then subtracted from the laser excited spectrum showing the difference 
spectrum.  The timing of the system is computer controlled using a delay generator.   
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3.2 Simulation of Electron Transfer in Flavomaquttes 
 
The ET rates between the flavin and the tryptophan were simulated using the Moser 
Dutton Ruler (MDR, Equation 3.1).  According to the MDR, the rate of RP formation (kET) 
depends upon driving force (ΔG), the distance between the cofactors (R), and the 
reorganization energy (λ).  We assumed that the ET was tunneling limited and not subject 
to any other barriers such as protein motion or spin. 
log 𝑘𝐸𝑇 = 13 − 0.6(R − 3.6) − 3.1(∆G + λ)
2 / λ 
Equation 3.1 
 The parameters for the simulation were determined using experimental and 
literature values.  The driving force for this reaction was the difference in midpoint 
potential (Em) of the photo excited flavin and its redox partner.  The Em of the flavin single 
electron reduction F/Fo was estimated from the potentiometric titration in the preceding 
chapter to be on average -125 mV (vs. SHE).   Since the RP formation was light activated, 
the excitation energy was added.  We considered ET from both the singlet and triplet states 
of the flavin  and determined the excitation energy from the maximum of the fluorescence 
and phosphorescence emission(E=hc/λ)117.  The Em of the electron donating tryptophan, 
Trp/Trpo+ was determined by square wave voltammetry in the previous chapter to be on 
average 1.1 V.  The driving force of charge recombination was considered the energetic 
difference between the RP and the ground state of the cofactors. 
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 The distance between the cofactors was measured as the difference between the β 
carbon of the flavin ligating cysteine and the β carbon of the tryptophan.  We chose 
tryptophan placements of 5.6 Å, 11.2 Å, and 16.8 Å, correspond to one, two and three 
helical turn away from the flavin.  This wide range of distances was selected since there is 
no high resolution structural data informing on the orientation or dynamics of the cofactors 
in these maquettes.  Therefore, the actual inter-cofactor distances may be quite a bit shorter 
or longer.  The reorganization energy (λ), was the energy required to rearrange the 
surrounding bonds vectors or solvent upon electron transfer.  This quantity was difficult to 
measure experimentally and was estimated based on previous experiments to be 1.2eV.  
This is a value consistent with small moderately polar proteins45. 
 The results of the simulation of RP formation and decay presented in Table 3.1.  
From these rates we expected that only W16 and W20 will produce a radical pair on the μs 
time scale required for a magnetic field effect.   
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W Series Singlet Electron Transfer 
  Forward  
Electron Transfer 
Charge 
Recombination 
 Design Distance 
(Å) 
Log kET kET  log kCR kCR 
W 13 5.6 11.21 1.61*1011 11.18 1.51*1011 
W 16 11.2 7.85 7.01*107 7.82 6.61*107 
W 20 16.8 4.49 3.06*104 4.46 2.88*104 
Reorg. 
Energy 
(V) 
1.2 Driving 
Force (V) 
-1.2 Driving 
Force 
(V) 
-1.2 
 
W series Triplet Electron Transfer 
 Forward Electron 
Transfer 
Charge 
Recombination 
 Design  Distance 
(Å) 
Log kET kET  log kCR kCR 
W 13 5.6 10.17 1.49*1010 11.18 1.51*1011 
W 16 11.2 6.81 6.49*106 7.82 6.61*107 
W 20 16.8 3.45 2.83*103 4.46 2.88*104 
Reorg. 
Energy 
(V) 
1.2 Driving 
Force (V) 
-.81 Driving 
Force 
(V) 
-1.2 
 
Table 3.1 The MDR simulated formation and decay rates of the RP in the W 
series. Top, ET begins from the flavin singlet. Bottom, ET begins from the 
flavin triplet. 
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3.3 Ultra-Fast Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 
 
3.3.1 Single Wavelength Spectral Analysis 
 Argon purged samples of maquettes were probed using UF TA over 0.4 ps to 3.5 
ns at 5 oC, 25 oC and 37 oC.  Very early time points (<1ps) were discarded due to the 
presence of a chirp.  The spectra and time of evolution of several interesting features were 
observed in the control maquette (Fig. 3.2), W20 (Fig. 3.3), W16 (Fig. 3.4), and W13 (Fig. 
3.5).  The notable features investigated were at 450-480 nm, 480-500 nm, 523 nm, and 550 
nm.  Unambiguous assignment of these features was difficult as this was the first ultra-fast 
study on 8-cys coupled riboflavin.  Assignments were made with the aid of the ultrafast 
spectra of FMN118, FAD119 and photolyase50.  The negative signal in the 450-480 nm region 
was assigned to the ground state bleach, the recovery of which represents the relaxation of 
the system to the ground state.  480-500 nm contained a rough isosbestic point that changed 
little over time, temperature or maquette design.  The point at which this range crossed zero 
was chosen as a proxy for the decay of the flavin excited singlet.  523 nm began as a 
negative signal due to stimulated emission and over time evolved into a rounded positive 
feature assigned to the flavin excited triplet.  550 nm also contained information about the 
stimulated emission but was not closely monitored in these studies. 
 The control maquette (Fig. 3.2) was first examined as it contained no electron 
transfer partner and had the simplest photochemistry. At 5 and 25 oC the bleach signal 
showed a redshift beginning at sub ps times to about 20ps.  This was a consequence of 
exciting the flavin to a hot vibronic state from which it needed to relax to a stable singlet.  
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At 37 oC this was not observed.  No bleach recovery was observed at lower temperature, 
in fact, the signal appeared to get more negative over time, most likely due to the vibronic 
band shift.   At 37 oC a 20% recovery was observed, best fit with a double exponential at 6 
and 94 ps.  Singlet decay was observed at 25 and 37 oC as a single exponential at  ~700 ps 
and not observed at 5 oC.  Triplet formation was seen across all temperatures ~500 ps fit 
with a single exponential.   
 W20 (Fig. 3.3) behaved similarly to the control maquette.  The bleach signal did 
not recover at any temperature and was broadened/redshifted at lower temperatures.  
Singlet decay was observed at all temperatures as a single exponential ~660 ps and not 
observed at 5 oC.  Triplet formation was seen across all temperatures as a single exponential 
at ~500 ps.   
 W16 (Fig. 3.4) showed a ~40% bleach recovery at 5 and 25 oC and a ~30% recovery 
at 5 oC.  A broadening and redshift was also observed as in the control and W20.  Single 
exponentials described the singlet decay at ~ 600ps, and triplet formation at ~ 400 ps across 
all temperatures.  Slightly slower, ~15% rates for both were observed for both features at 
25 oC.   
 W13 (Fig. 3.5) at 25 and 37 oC demonstrated 80% bleach recovery, and no obvious 
band shift was obvious.  Surprisingly, at 5 oC, there was no bleach recovery nor band shift.  
Single exponential Singlet decay occurred at ~ 30 ps at higher temperatures and 600 ps at 
37 oC, while Triplet formation was ~450ps at higher temperatures and ~250ps at 5 oC.  A 
summary of the fits for all data is presented in table 3.2 and table 3.3. 
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Fig. 3.2.  Ultra-Fast Spectroscopy of the Control maquette at 5 oC (A), 25 oC (B), and  37 oC (C).  
Each line is a spectra taken at a delay time (in ps) after the laser flash as indicated by the legend.  The 
normalized intensities over time of important features are in the right column for the bleach recovery, 
450nm (D), the isosbestic of the singlet (E), and triplet, 528nm (F).  The bleach recovery is fit to a 
double exponential, where possible.  The singlet isosbestic is fit with a single exponential where 
possible, the first 10 ps are excluded as they follow a different rising trend.    The triplet is fit to a 
single exponential.  All fits are shown in table 3.2 
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Fig. 3.3.  Ultra-Fast Spectroscopy of W20 at 5 oC (A), 25 oC (B), and  37 oC (C).  Each line is 
a spectra taken at a delay time (in ps) after the laser flash as indicated by the legend.  The 
normalized intensities over time of important features are in the right column for the bleach 
recovery 450nm (D), the isosbestic of the singlet (E), and triplet 528nm (F).  The bleach 
recovery is fit to a double exponential, where possible.  The singlet isosbestic is fit with a 
single exponential where possible, the first 20 ps are excluded as they follow a different rising 
trend.    The triplet is fit to a single exponential.  All fits are shown in table 3.2 
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Fig. 3.4.  Ultra-Fast Spectroscopy of W16 at 5 oC (A), 25 oC (B), and  37 oC (C).  Each line is a spectra 
taken at a delay time (in ps) after the laser flash as indicated by the legend.  The normalized intensities 
over time of important features are in the right column for the bleach recovery 450nm (D), the 
isosbestic of the singlet (E), and triplet 528nm (F).  The bleach recovery is fit to a double exponential, 
where possible.  The singlet isosbestic is fit with a single exponential where possible, the first 20 ps 
are excluded as they follow a different rising trend.    The triplet is fit to a single exponential.  All fits 
are shown in table 3.2 
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Fig. 3.5.  Ultra-Fast Spectroscopy of W13 at 5 oC (A), 25 oC (B), and  37 oC (C).  Each line is a 
spectra taken at a taken at a delay time (in ps) after the laser flash as indicated by the legend.  The 
normalized intensities over time of important features are in the right column for the bleach recovery 
450nm (D), the isosbestic of the singlet (E), and triplet 528nm (F).  The bleach recovery is fit to a 
double exponential, where possible.  The singlet isosbestic is fit with a single exponential where 
possible, the first 15 ps are excluded as they follow a different rising trend.    The triplet is fit to a 
single exponential.  All fits are shown in table 3.2 
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Design Temperature 
/ oC 
Bleach 
450 nm 
 τ1 / ps 
Bleach 
450 nm 
 τ2 / ps 
Singlet 
isosbestic 
nm  
τ / ps 
Triplet 
528 nm  
τ / ps 
W13 5 9 ± 15 190 ± 80 640 ± 10 500 ± 30 
25  5 ± 2 60 ± 10 22 ± 90 250 ± 50 
37  8 ± 5 71 ± 14 46 ± 46 400 ± 80 
W16 5 6 ± 1 430± 50 720 ± 20 350 ± 20 
25  4 ± 3 25 ± 41 530 ± 80 52 0± 60 
37  5 ± 1 350 ± 40 570 ± 20 330 ± 20 
W 20 5 10 ± 26 180 ± 80 630 ± 20 490 ± 30 
25  No Fit 710 ± 30 500 ± 40 
37  No Fit 660 ± 20 490 ± 30 
Control 5 4 ± 3 110 ± 140 No Fit 450 ± 60 
25  No fit 840 ± 90 520 ± 90 
37  6 ± 5 94 ± 92 680 ± 80 500 ± 100 
 
Table 3.2.  A summary of the fits of the UF TA data for the W series maquettes.  The bleach recovery was 
measured at 450nm, normalized to the maximum recovery and fit with a double exponential.  The singlet 
decay at the isosbestic point at which the trace crosses zero and the triplet formation at 528nm.  Where 
possible each fit is a single or double exponential.  In all cases the goodness of fit r2> 0.94, except for the 
bleach recovery in the control at 5 oC r2 =0.7 and 37 oC r2 = 0.8. 
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Temperature oC Singlet decay 
Average τ /ps 
Triplet 
formation 
Average τ /ps 
Intersystem 
Crossing τ /ps 
5 620 ± 20 470 ± 50 550 ± 20 
25 780 ± 60 510 ± 50 640 ± 50 
37 670 ± 50 500 ± 70 580 ± 30 
Average 690 ± 40 490 ± 60 590 ± 40 
 
Table 3.3.The singlet decay and triplet formation rates calculated as an average of 
the control and W20 at three temperatures.  The intersystem crossing rate calculated 
as an average of singlet decay and triplet formation at three temperatures 
 
3.3.2 Global Analysis 
 Due to the complexity of the spectra, the data was also fit using a global analysis.  
Global analysis helped resolve the multiple, overlapping components, particularly those 
with very low populations.  The number of components in each measurements was 
determined using the singular value decomposition (SVD) function in MATHEMATICA.  
The data set for each measurement was then reconstructed with only those components to 
form the reduced dataset.  The residuals between both the actual and reduced data sets were 
small and mostly random in all cases.   Physically relevant models were constructed by 
multiplying each component with a weighting matrix to produce their spectral and temporal 
dependencies.  The fitting was performed using the FindMinimum function in 
MATHEMATICA.  The starting guesses and constraints were derived from the results in 
the previous section. All transitions between states were modeled as single exponentials. 
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Three models were used to 
describe the UF data sets.  The 
simplest was a three component 
model consisting of a flavin singlet 
which could relax to the (spectrally 
silent) ground state or intersystem 
cross to the triplet.  It was possible 
that there was an electron transfer 
step between the singlet and the 
ground state.  However, in this 
model the charge separated state 
was not present in an appreciable 
population.  Therefore, its presence 
was indirectly reflected in the decay 
rate from singlet to ground state.  
From the triplet, the system can also 
relax, although this occurred at a 
rate beyond the timeline of the 
experiment and not considered here.  W20 at 37 oC and the control maquette at 37 oC were 
fit with this model. 
 
Fig. 3.6. The three global fit models used to analyze the UF 
TA data.  Top) a three component model, middle) a four 
component model, bottom) a five component model 
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 In the four component model, the flavin started in a vibronically excited hot singlet 
state and could decay to the (spectrally silent) ground state or relax to the stable singlet.   
Electron transfer was possible from either singlet, however the state was not present in 
appreciable yield and was rolled into the decay rate as in the three component model.  From 
the stable singlet the flavin could intersystem cross to the triplet or go to the ground state.  
The triplet decay rate was left in the model.   Control maquette at 5 and 25 oC, W20 at 5 
and 25 oC, W16 at 25 oC and W13 at all temperatures were fit with this model. 
A five component model built on the four component model by explicitly 
populating the charge separated state from either singlet or triplet. The relaxation rate from 
the hot singlet to the stable singlet was fixed, and electron transfer from the hot singlet was 
ignored for computational simplicity. 5 and 37 oC were fit with this model. 
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Fig. 3.7. The global fit of the control maquette at 5 oC.  A)  The Singular Value Decomposition showed three 
significant components.  B)  The residuals of the original data set minus the reconstructed data set using only 
the significant components.  C)  The model that was used to explain the reduced data set consisting of a hot 
flavin singlet, flavin singlet, flavin triplet and spectrally silent ground state.  The half times of the transitions 
between states are shown.  D) The spectra of each of the components: the hot singlet (red), singlet (green) 
and triplet (blue).  E)  The goodness of fit of the model (line) to the data (dots) using the same color scheme 
as in D.    
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Fig. 3.8. The global fit of the control maquette at 25 oC.  A)  The Singular Value Decomposition 
showed three significant components.  B)  The residuals of the original data set minus the 
reconstructed data set using only the significant components.  C)  The model that was used to 
explain the reduced data set consisting of a hot flavin singlet, flavin singlet, flavin triplet and 
spectrally silent ground state.  The half times of the transitions between states are shown.  D) The 
spectra of each of the components: the hot singlet (red), singlet (green) and triplet (blue).  E)  The 
goodness of fit of the model (line) to the data (dots) using the same color scheme as in D.    
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Fig. 3.9. The global fit of the control maquette at  37oC.  A)  The Singular Value Decomposition 
showed two significant components.  B)  The residuals of the original data set minus the 
reconstructed data set using only the significant components.  C)  The model that was used to 
explain the reduced data set consisting of a flavin singlet, flavin triplet and spectrally silent ground 
state.  The half times of the transitions between states are shown.  D) The spectra of each of the 
components: the singlet (red), and triplet (green).  E)  The goodness of fit of the model (line) to 
the data (dots) using the same color scheme as in D.    
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Fig. 3.10. The global fit of W20 at 5 oC.  A)  The Singular Value Decomposition showed three significant 
components.  B)  The residuals of the original data set minus the reconstructed data set using only the 
significant components.  C)  The model that was used to explain the reduced data set consisting of a hot flavin 
singlet, flavin singlet, flavin triplet and spectrally silent ground state.  The half times of the transitions 
between states are shown.  .  D) The spectra of each of the components: the hot singlet (red), singlet (green) 
and triplet (blue).  E)  The goodness of fit of the model (line) to the data (dots) using the same color scheme 
as in D.    
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Fig. 3.12. The global fit of W20 at 25 oC.  A)  The Singular Value Decomposition showed three 
significant components.  B)  The residuals of the original data set minus the reconstructed data set 
using only the significant components.  C)  The model that was used to explain the reduced data 
set consisting of a hot flavin singlet, flavin singlet, flavin triplet and spectrally silent ground state.  
The half times of the transitions between states are shown.  D) The spectra of each of the 
components: the hot singlet (red), singlet (green) and triplet (blue).  E)  The goodness of fit of the 
model (line) to the data (dots) using the same color scheme as in D.    
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Fig. 3.13. The global fit of W20 at 37 oC.  A)  The Singular Value Decomposition showed two 
significant components.  B)  The residuals of the original data set minus the reconstructed data 
set using only the significant components.  C)  The model that was used to explain the reduced 
data set consisting of a flavin singlet, flavin triplet and spectrally silent ground state.  The half 
times of the transitions between states are shown.  D) The spectra of each of the components: the 
singlet (red), and triplet (green).  E)  The goodness of fit of the model (line) to the data (dots) 
using the same color scheme as in D.    
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Fig. 3.14. The global fit of W16 at 5 oC.  A)  The Singular Value Decomposition showed four 
significant components.  B)  The residuals of the original data set minus the reconstructed data set 
using only the significant components.  C)  The model that was used to explain the reduced data 
set consisting of a hot flavin singlet, flavin singlet, radical pair, flavin triplet and spectrally silent 
ground state.  The half times of the transitions between states are shown.  Note the rate of hot 
singlet to singlet was fixed to 4 ps.  D) The spectra of each of the components: the hot singlet (red), 
singlet (green), triplet (blue) and radical pair (purple).  E)  The goodness of fit of the model (line) 
to the data (dots) using the same color scheme as in D. 
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Fig. 3.15. The global fit of W16 at 25 oC.  A)  The Singular Value Decomposition showed three 
significant components.  B)  The residuals of the original data set minus the reconstructed data 
set using only the significant components.  C)  The model that was used to explain the reduced 
data set consisting of a hot flavin singlet, flavin singlet, flavin triplet and spectrally silent ground 
state.  The half times of the transitions between states are shown.  D) The spectra of each of the 
components: the hot singlet (red), singlet (green) and triplet (blue).  E)  The goodness of fit of the 
model (line) to the data (dots) using the same color scheme as in D.    
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Fig. 3.16. The global fit of W16 at 37 oC.  A)  The Singular Value Decomposition showed four 
significant components.  B)  The residuals of the original data set minus the reconstructed data 
set using only the significant components.  C)  The model that was used to explain the reduced 
data set consisting of a hot flavin singlet, flavin singlet, radical pair, flavin triplet and spectrally 
silent ground state.  The half times of the transitions between states are shown.  Note the rate of 
hot singlet to singlet was fixed to 4 ps.  D) The spectra of each of the components: the hot singlet 
(red), singlet (green), triplet (blue) and radical pair (purple).  E)  The goodness of fit of the model 
(line) to the data (dots) using the same color scheme as in D. 
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Fig. 3.17. The global fit of W13 at 5 oC.  A)  The Singular Value Decomposition showed three 
significant components.  B)  The residuals of the original data set minus the reconstructed data 
set using only the significant components.  C)  The model that was used to explain the reduced 
data set consisting of a hot flavin singlet, flavin singlet, flavin triplet and spectrally silent ground 
state.  The half times of the transitions between states are shown.  D) The spectra of each of the 
components: the hot singlet (red), singlet (green) and triplet (blue).  E)  The goodness of fit of 
the model (line) to the data (dots) using the same color scheme as in D.    
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Fig. 3.18. The global fit of W13 at 25 oC.  A)  The Singular Value Decomposition showed three 
significant components.  B)  The residuals of the original data set minus the reconstructed data 
set using only the significant components.  C)  The model that was used to explain the reduced 
data set consisting of a hot flavin singlet, flavin singlet, flavin triplet and spectrally silent ground 
state.  The half times of the transitions between states are shown.  D) The spectra of each of the 
components: the hot singlet (red), singlet (green) and triplet (blue).  E)  The goodness of fit of 
the model (line) to the data (dots) using the same color scheme as in D.    
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Fig. 3.19. The global fit of W13 at 37 oC.  A)  The Singular Value Decomposition showed three 
significant components.  B)  The residuals of the original data set minus the reconstructed data 
set using only the significant components.  C)  The model that was used to explain the reduced 
data set consisting of a hot flavin singlet, flavin singlet, flavin triplet and spectrally silent ground 
state.  The half times of the transitions between states are shown.  D) The spectra of each of the 
components: the hot singlet (red), singlet (green) and triplet (blue).  E)  The goodness of fit of the 
model (line) to the data (dots) using the same color scheme as in D.    
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Design Temp / 
oC 
Singlet 
RP 
 τ / ns 
Singlet 
Ground 
 τ / ns 
Singlet  
Triplet 
 τ / ps 
Triplet  
RP 
τ  
Triplet 
 
Ground 
τ  
RP 
Ground 
τ  
χ2 
W16 37 10 (long) 15 (long) 1000 100ns 
(long) 
10 μs 
(long) 
10ns 
(long) 
0.001 
5  1.1 6.5  500ps 1ns 1.5 μs 
(long) 
10ns 
(long) 
0.001 
 
Design Temp / oC Singlet h 
Singlet 
 τ / ps 
Singlet 
Ground 
 τ  
Singlet 
Triplet 
 τ / ps 
Triplet 
Ground   
τ  
χ2 
Control 5 8 10ns (long) 800 1us (long) 0.003 
25 7 31ns (long) 794 5us (long) 0.005 
W 20 5 10 398 us (long) 631 5 ms (long) 0.004 
25 10 630 us (long) 1000 40ms (long) 0.003 
W 16  25 6 200ns (long) 776 7.3 ns 0.0011 
W 13 5 2.5 32 ns (long) 741 28 ns (long) 0.0014 
25 10 50 ns (long) 794 50ns (long) 0.0011 
37 6 100ps 400 1 us (long) 0.005 
 
Design Temp / oC Singlet 
Ground 
 τ  
Singlet 
Triplet 
 τ  
χ2 
Control 37 ok 2.5 ns 1 ns .0002 
W 20 37 ok 25 ns (long)  1.1 ns .005 
 
Table 3.4.  A summary of the global fits for the W series on the UF timescale. The top table 
is for the three state model, the middle table for the four state model and the bottom for the 
five state model. 
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3.4 μs Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 
 
3.4.1 Measurements at pH 7.5 25 oC 
Argon purged aqueous maquettes were probed using μs transient absorption 
spectroscopy over a time window of 0.5 to 40 μs at 25 oC.  Three spectral areas were 
considered: the negative, absorbance decrease signal at 480nm, the positive, absorbance 
increase signal around 520-650 nm and a broad feature in the red region from 650 to 830nm 
(Fig. 3.20).  Because of the very limited literature on the spectroscopy of 8-Cys coupled 
flavins, the TA signals of well-characterized riboflavin12 and 8-hydroxy-riboflavin120 were 
used as a guide to interpreting spectra.  Generally speaking, 8-Cys coupled flavins spectral 
signatures are blue-shifted by about 25 nm compared to riboflavin.    The negative signal 
at 480 nm region was assigned to the ground state bleach, the recovery of which represented 
the relaxation of the system to the ground state.  The 520-650 nm region was assigned to 
the radical pair (in an array of different protonation states, see next section) formed by the 
photo induced ET between the flavin and tryptophan resulting in a semiquinone flavin and 
a tryptophan radical.  This region also contained signal from the excited flavin triplet.  The 
broad red feature was the flavin triplet.  
  The tryptophan free control provided the best description of the signature of a pure 
flavin triplet state on the 0.5 to 40 us timescale (Fig. 3.22).  The bleach recovery of W20 
and control was longer than the 0.5 to 40 μs window of the transient absorption spectra 
(Fig.  3.21). W13 and W16 showed a biphasic exponential recovery.  Both phases of the 
W16 recovery were between 3 to 4 times slower than in W13.    W13 and W16 showed 
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conspicuously different absorbance changes in the 520-650 nm region that developed 
before 0.5 μs and was attributed to rapid radical pair formation (Fig.  3.22).  Bandshifts in 
this region over tens of μs were consistent with a change in protonation state (see next 
section).  The bi-exponential decay of the RP features in W13 was faster than the bi-
exponential decay of W16.  W20, which appeared to have a combination of the features of 
W16 and the control in this region showed a slower biexponential decay. 
The very broad absorbance of the flavin triplet signal permitted monitoring at a 
single wavelength (780 nm) that was independent of the radical pair absorbance changes 
(Fig. 3.23) and did not decay on the 40 μs timescale in the control.  It decayed as a single 
exponential in W20, W16 and W13, with the W20 decay about 3 times slower than W16 
and W13.   These data are summarized in table 3.5. 
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Fig. 3.20. μs Transient Absorption Spectroscopy of W13 (A), W16 (B), W20 (C), and the Control.  Each trace 
is a spectrum taken at a delay time (in μs) after the laser flash as indicated by the legend.  The features of 
interest are the bleach at 480nm, the radical pair region 500-600nm, and the flavin triplet 700-880nm. 
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Fig 3.21. μs Transient Absorption Traces taken at the bleach wavelength (480nm) over a 0.5-40 μs time window A) 
W13, B) W16, C) W20 and D) Control.  W13 and W16 were fit with a bi exponential function W20 and the Control 
maquette showed very little change in the amplitude and were not fit. 
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Fig 3.22. μs Transient Absorption Traces taken at the radical pair region wavelength (520nm) over a 0.5-40 μs time 
window A) W13, B) W16, C) W20 and D) Control.  W13, W16, and W20 were fit with a bi exponential function, 
and the Control maquette showed very little change in the amplitude and was not fit. 
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Fig 3.23 μs Transient Absorption Traces taken at the flavin triplet wavelength (780nm) over a 0.5-40 μs time 
window A) W13, B) W16, C) W20 and D) Control.  W13, W16, and W20 were fit with an exponential function, 
and the Control maquette showed very little change in the amplitude and was not fit. 
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Design Bleach 
480nm 
τ1 / μs 
 
τ2 / μs 
Radical Pair 
520nm 
τ1 / μs 
 
τ2 / μs 
Flavin Triplet 
780 nm 
τ / μs 
W13 0.7 ±5 3.4 ±0.7 1.2 ± 0.1  8.1 ± 2.4 1.7 ± 0.1 
W16 2.1 ±.1 12.0 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 8.7 ± 0.1 2.9 ± 0.1 
W20 >40 No Fit 1.0 ± 0.1 19.0 ± 0.1 13.6 ± 0.1 
Control >40 No Fit No Fit No Fit >40 
 
Table 3.5. A summary of the excited state decays of the W series as measured by μs transient absorption.  
When possible, the bleach recovery was fit to a bi exponential recovery, the radical pair region to a bi 
exponential decay and the triplet to a single exponential decay.  
 
3.4.2 Protonation State of the Radial Pair 
 Both the flavin semiquinone and tryptophan radical are known to exist in different 
protonation states.  The assignment of the protonation state of each radical was challenging 
as both states of both radical absorb at similar wavelengths (520-640nm).  Fortunately, 
both radicals also have very different pKas.   Owing to the stability maquettes over a wide 
pH range, these protonation states were resolved using μs TA.  Denatured (8M urea) control 
maquette was mixed with 10 mM aqueous tryptophan at various pHs and the evolution of 
the spectra in the radical pair region was observed (Fig. 3.24).  At pH 4.8, below the pKa 
of the semiquinone flavin (8.7)121 but above the pKa of the tryptophan radical (4.3)122, the 
typical 520nm feature was already formed.  This was the semiquinone flavin and 
tryptophan cation.  Over time, this feature shifted to 580 nm, suggesting the slow 
protonation of the flavin semiquinone to the neutral semiquinone.  At pH 7.5, a similar, 
although slower trend was observed.  Since at pH 7.5 the system was above the pKa of the 
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tryptophan radical, this radical must rapidly lose its proton to the cation form.  At pH 10 
the there was no change to the 520 nm feature, indicating a doubly deprotonated radical 
pair.   At neutral pH natively folded control shows a slight red shift in the radical region.  
It is presumed that the flavin semiquinone is being protonated, although much less 
efficiently than when denatured. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.24 μs Transient absorption spectra of the control maquette under a range of pH conditions.  A)  Urea 
denatured control at pH 4.8, B) Urea denatured control at pH 7.6, C) Urea denatured control at pH 10 and  D) 
Natively folded control at pH 7.6. 
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3.4 Discussion 
 
Single wavelength analysis of the transient spectroscopy revealed the characteristic 
times of spectral changes.   Unfortunately, the spectral overlap of excited states, charge 
separated and proton transfer states complicated analysis.  Global fit analysis of the more 
complex UF TA data served to extract the full spectral and time dependence of all of 
species, but required fitting to relatively simple kinetic models with restraints on rates.  
Single wavelength characteristic times were used to provide initial kinetic parameters for 
the global fit models. 
 Analysis begun with the control maquette, since it was the simplest, containing only 
a flavin.  As expected, the control showed no evidence ET.  On the UF, and μs time scale 
the control’s bleach showed no recovery, suggesting that the flavin remained in an excited 
state for over 40 μs.  The bleach did have a red shift and broadening in the UF experiment, 
attributed to a vibrational relaxation from a “hot singlet” to a stable singlet in < 10 ps.  This 
was a consequence of excitation at 420nm, ~ 55 nm more energetic than the flavin’s 
absorption maximum (475nm).  The flavin singlet relaxed with a half time of ~ 700ps to 
the triplet that persisted for the duration of the UF and μs TA measurements. This behavior 
was observed consistently over all temperatures.  
 Like the control, W20 showed no evidence of ET and behaved very similarly across 
all time scales. This was expected due to the 16.8 Å flavin tryptophan separation, which 
should result in no RP formation on the UF timescale (see equation 3.1).   Since both W20 
and the control had no ET on the UF timescale, all of the spectral changes were due to the 
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flavin.  Therefore, the intersystem crossing rates obtained here was used for model fitting 
in W13 and W16.  
 W16 formed a radical pair between the flavin and tryptophan.   On the UF time, 
W16 showed a 40% bleach recovery at 5 and 37 oC.  Since the protein is identical to the 
control with the exception of the tryptophan, ET to form the radical pair is most likely the 
responsible decay pathway.  The global fit corroborated this, requiring a small, but 
significant, extra component to explain the data.   On the μs timescale, the clear 520 nm 
signal confirmed the radical pair as   FoWHo.  The RP underwent at least a partial proton 
transfer to FHoWo+ as seen by the eventual shift of the signal to the red.  Protonation 
efficiency as well as the proton source was unclear. 
We believe that both singlet and triplet born radical pairs were observed; the former 
on the UF timescale and the latter on the μs timescale.  The RP observed in the UF must 
have been born from the flavin singlet as its formation preceded ISC by over two orders of 
magnitude.  Additionally, the global fit showed a rapid decay after formation, followed by 
a second buildup phase after 1 ns.  A slower phase of RP formation was seen on the μs 
timescale.  Since its formation occurred after ISC, it must have been triplet born.    
RP formation in W16 showed a complex temperature dependence.  One plausible 
explanation was that the flavin and/or tryptophan could undergo conformational changes 
that modulate the ET distance (Fig.  3.25).  At 5 oC, the energetically preferred 
conformation permitted electron tunneling on the UF timescale, perhaps because the 
conformation places flavin and W close enough for ps electron transfer.  At 25 oC, thermal 
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energy may now populate more distant conformations with slower electron tunneling 
times.  At 37 oC, exchange between these conformations may be fast enough (~100 ns) to 
sample the closer conformations permitting ET once again on the ultrafast timescale.  The 
multiple exponentials required to fit time resolved florescence experiments in Chapter 2 
corroborate the notion that there are multiple flavin confirmations.   
The biphasic RP decay in W16 was ~ 100 times slower than indicated by equation 
3.1.  This could have been due to either a spin barrier or RP protonation.  The triplet born 
RP cannot relax until it interconverts to singlet on a (~ μs time scale), contributing to the 
slower component of a biphasic decay.  Similarly, the protonation of the RP was expected 
to increase its stability.  The observed partial protonation could also contribute to a biphasic 
decay.  It is unlikely that the two conformation hypothesis used to explain forward ET 
played major role in slowing relaxation, as a 100s of ns transition would be too fast to 
explain the slow decay of the RP.   
 
Figure 3.25. An illustration of two possible cofactor conformations in a maquette.  
The solid lines show a conformation where the cofactors are near each other and can 
participate in facile ET.  The dashed lines represent a conformation with a larger inter 
cofactor distance that is ET incompetent.  These two confirmations appear to be 
temperature dependent and we hypothesize are interconverting on a time scale of 
100s of ns.   
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W13 also formed two distinct RPs on the UF and μs timescales.  The singlet born 
radical pair could not be identified by the SVD or global fit presumably because charge 
recombination to the ground state is more rapid than charge separation.  However, its 
existence was indirectly evident from both the rapid bleach recovery in the UF and from 
the shortened relaxation times of the singlet state in the global fit model.  The triplet born 
radical was observed in the μs TA as FoWHo, eventually partially protonating state to 
FHoWo+ before decaying in a biexponential manner.  The RP in W13 also appears to exist 
two conformations, separated by some energetic barrier that takes 100s of ns to cross.  The 
nature of these dynamics was different from those in W16 as W13 has no ET at 5 oC most 
likely due to the closer proximity of the flavin and tryptophan.  We offer a similar 
explanation of the slower than expected decay kinetics as in W16. 
Clearly, flavin-trp radical pair formation and decay is not dictated simply by 
elementary electron-tunneling rates but is also influenced by spin dynamics, and likely 
protonation and conformational dynamics which serve to slow ET rates.  All of these 
considerations are summed up in the model of ET presented in Fig. 3.26.   
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Figure 3.26.  A model of ET in the W series maquettes built using data from this chapter and chapter 3.  The 
flavin (F) absorbs a photon and becomes excited to the singlet states 1F* and 1F*’.  Only 1F* is capable of forming 
the singlet radical pair FoWHo+.  1F*’on the other hand cannot.  Both singlet states can fluoresce to the ground state 
or intersystem cross to the triplet (3F*).  The triplet also has two conformations, only one of which can form the 
the triplet radical pair.  Both triplet states can relax via phosphorescence.  The singlet radical pair can relax to the 
ground state or change its protonation state to FHoWo+, where it can also relax via charge recombination.  The 
triplet radical pair must first change its multiplicity back to the singlet state before it can relax.     
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3.5 Future Work 
 
 The global fit analysis while satisfactory at explaining this data, could be improved.  
Alternative models will be tested as will other minimization functions to ensure the best fit 
and proper convergence to the global minimum of the data.  The two TA experiments did 
not have an overlapping time window, leaving us blind in a critical portion of the ET 
dynamics.  Currently our collaborators in Oxford are constructing a spectrometer to bridge 
this gap.  Future work will also focus on characterizing the ET properties of the other series 
of maquettes. 
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3.6 Conclusions 
 
 Transient absorption studies were performed on the W series flavomaquettes.  
These studies showed the presence of both singlet and triplet born radical pairs in W13 and 
W16.     No such radical pairs were observed in W20 or the control.  Protein dynamics of 
the maquette were believed to be responsible this unexpected results.  The triplet born RP 
in W13 and W16 was identified as FHoWo+, a portion of which eventually evolved to 
FoWHo.  Since this RP existed on the μs time scale, its life time is expected to be altered 
by an external magnetic field.  This will be investigated in the next chapter.   
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Flavomaquettes as a Model of Cryptochrome 
Magneto-sensing 
 
 
Magnetism, as you recall from physics class, is a powerful force that causes certain items 
to be attracted to refrigerators. 
 
~Dave Barry 
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4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we present the magnetic field effect (MFE) of the W series 
maquettes.  The MFE was measured using Transient Absorption (TA) and Cavity Ring 
Down Spectroscopy (CRDS) in the presence and absence of mT fields.   Here the flavin-
tryptophan radical pair exhibited a magnetic sensitivity that rivaled or even exceeded 
natural cryptochromes.  This is the first example of a synthetic protein exhibiting an MFE.  
These data showed that a flavin-tryptophan radical pair, such as the one found in 
cryptochrome is sufficient for magneto-sensing. 
 Magnetic field effects (MFEs) were measured using the μs transient absorption 
spectrometer described in Chapter 3.  This spectrometer was equipped with a pair of 
Helmholtz coils synchronized with the laser pulse to generate a 30 mT magnetic field 
lasting 1 ms.   Samples were prepared (in aqueous buffer with no glycerol), deoxygenated 
and measured under the same conditions as the fast TA measurements in the previous 
chapter.   
Additionally, Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy (CRDS) was employed as a more 
sensitive method for detecting MFEs. CRDS was originally developed for gas phase 
spectroscopy, specialized for molecules with extremely low extinction coefficients in low 
concentrations.  The spectrometer functioned like a normal transient absorption instrument 
however, the sample sat in an optical cavity between two partially transmisive mirrors.  
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This allowed the probe beam to pass through the sample ~1000 times (vs. just once with a 
conventional setup), enchanting our sensitivity and signal to noise by two orders of 
magnitude.  The instrument is described in detail in the methods section.  Unlike in the TA 
setup, the sample was continuously pumped through a flow cell to reduce on photo damage 
and the maximum magnetic field strength was 25 mT.  The sample was handled in the same 
was as in the MFE measurements using the TA.  These measurements were taken at the 
Hore Lab at the University of Oxford by Tilo Zollitsch.   
The absolute MFE was observed as a difference spectrum during the maximal TA 
signal (1 μs TA, 1.5 μs CRDS) by subtracting the spectrum when the field was off from 
the spectrum when field on:   
ΔΔA= ΔAOn-ΔAOff 
Equation 4.1 
The fractional MFE (referred to as MFE) was calculated as the magnetically induced 
difference between the absorption of the radical pair region (520 nm in TA, and the average 
of 560-620 nm in CRDS) normalized by the absorption when field was off: 
MFE = 
ΔA𝑂𝑛−ΔA𝑂𝑓𝑓
ΔAOff
 
Equation 4.2 
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4.2 Magnetic Field Effect in W series Maquettes: Transient 
Absorption Spectroscopy 
In W13 and W16, clear magnetic field induced changes were observed in the bleach 
(480 nm) and the radical pair region (520 nm) of the 1 μs difference spectrum.   The 
negative amplitude of the bleach signal increased while the radical pair signal increased in 
positive amplitude.  The time resolved bleach recovery and radical pair signal decay also 
Fig 4.1. μs Transient absorption traces taken at 1 μs in the presence (black) and absence (red) of a 30 
mT magnetic field as well as the difference spectra (ΔΔA= ΔAOn- ΔAOff green) for A) W13, B) W16, C) 
W20 and D) Control 
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slowed (Figs 4.2-4.3).  These differences were most apparent in W13.  No MFE was 
observed in W20 nor in the control maquette (Figs 4.4-4.5).  Additionally, there was no 
significant difference between the flavin molecular triplet signal in the red portion of the 
spectrum (780 nm, broad).  In all cases, the flavin triplet region, (distinct from the radical 
pair triplet) did not show a magnetically induced change in shape or characteristic decay 
time.    In W13 the MFE was calculated to be +21% and for W16 the MFE was calculated 
as +25%.  There was no observable MFE in W20 nor in the control maquette.  The results 
are summarized in table 4.1. 
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Fig 4.2. μs Transient absorption traces taken at the bleach wavelength (480 nm) over a 0.5-40 μs time 
window in the presence (black) and absence (red) of a 30 mT magnetic field as well as the difference spectra 
(green) for A) W13, B) W16, C) W20 and D) Control.  W13 and W16 were fit with a bi exponential function 
W20 and the Control maquette showed very little change in the amplitude and were not fit. 
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Fig 4.3. μs Tran.sient absorption traces taken at the radical pair region (520 nm) over a 0.5-40 μs time 
window in the presence (black) and absence (red) of a 30 mT magnetic field as well as the difference 
spectra (green) for A) W13, B) W16, C) W20 and D) Control.  W13, W16 and W20 were fit with a bi 
exponential function and the Control maquette showed very little change in the amplitude and was not fit. 
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Fig 4.4. μs Transient absorption traces taken at the flavin triplet wavelength (780 nm) over a 0.5-40 μs 
time window in the presence (black) and absence (red) of a 30 mT magnetic field as well as the 
difference spectra (green) for A) W13, B) W16, C) W20 and D) Control.  W13, W16 and W20 were fit 
with an exponential function and the Control maquette showed very little change in the amplitude and 
was not fit. 
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Design Bleach 480nm Radical Pair 520nm Flavin Triplet 
780 nm 
τ / μs 
MFE  / % 
τ1 / μs τ2 / μs τ1 / μs τ2 / μs 
W13  +21% 
On 1.2 ± 0.1 6.9 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 8.3 ± 2.4 1.6 ± 0.1 
Off 0.7 ±5 3.4 ±0.7 1.2 ± 0.1  8.1 ± 2.4 1.7 ± 0.1 
W16  +25% 
On 2.5 ±0.1 12.9±0.1 1.5 ±0.1 5.4 ±0.1 3.0 ±0.1 
Off 2.1 ±0.1 12.0 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 8.7 ± 0.1 2.9 ± 0.1 
W20  0 
On >40 1.0 ± 0.1 19.7 ± 0.1 13.6 ± 0.1 
Off 1.0 ± 0.1 19.6 ± 0.1 13.6 ± 0.2 
Control  0 
On >40 >40 >40 
Off 
 
Table 4.1.  A summary of the MFEs of the W series as measured by μs transient absorption.  When possible the bleach 
recovery was fit to a bi exponential recovery, the radical pair region to a bi exponential decay and the triplet to a single 
exponential decay.  The MFE is calculated as the normalized difference in the radical pair region in the presence and 
absence of a magnetic field.   
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4.3 Magnetic Field Effect in W series Maquettes: Cavity Ring 
Down Spectroscopy 
CRDS corroborated the MFEs observed by TA in W13 and W16.  However, CRDS also 
detected a small positive MFE in W20 (Fig. 4.5).  Additioanlly, CRDS offered the temporal 
resolution to detect MFEs as a function of time after radical pair formation.  In W13 and 
W16 the maximum MFE was detected at 1.5 μs, and in W20 the maximum was at observed 
at 40 μs.  In all cases the effect was positive.  Again, the control did not show any MFE. 
 The MFE in the W series was measured as a function of field strength by observing 
the radical region at a 1.5 μs delay (Fig 4.6).  The maximum positive MFE at 25 mT was 
15.1% for W13, 13.8% for W16 and 1.1% for W20. The half maximum positive MFE (B1/2) 
 
Fig. 4.5.  Time resolved MFE’s using CRDS plotted on a log10 scale for clarity for W13 (red), W16 (orange), W20 
(blue) and the control (black).  A)  Each point was the difference (ΔΔA) of a 25 mT field on – field off spectrum 
averaged over the radical pair region (580nm-620nm).  B) A close-up of the time resolved MFE of W20. 
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was observed at 12.5 mT in W13, 11.5 mT in W16 and 9.6 mT in W20.  Additionally, a 
small negative MFE was observed in W13 at 1mT (-0.6%) and for W16 at 2.2 mT (-0.3%).  
A summary of the CRDS results is shown in table 4.2. 
 
Design Max + MFE 
time (μs) 
Max + MFE 
(%) 
+ B1/2 (mT) Max – MFE 
(%) 
W13 1.5 μs 15.1 12.5 0.6 
W16 1.5 μs 13.8 11.5 0.3 
W20 40 μs 1.1 9.6 0 
Control N/A 0 0 0 
 
Table 4.2 A summary of CRDS data for the W series: The time of the maximum positive magnetic 
field effect, the magnitude of the maximum positive magnetic field effect at 1.5 μs, the field 
strength at which the half maximum magnetic field effect was observed, and the magnitude of the 
negative magnetic field effect.  As expected the control maquette showed no MFE.   
 
Fig. 4.6.  A Magnetically Affected Reaction Yield (MARY) Curve on the W series.  The MFE of the 
radical pair region at 1.5 μs as a function of field strength swept from 0 to 25 mT. Left) A positive 
magnetic field effect is observed for W13 (red), W16 (orange) at beginning at 5 mT.  W20 (blue) shows 
a positive MFE beginning at 11 mT.  Right) A blow up of the of the low field region shows a small 
negative MFE is observed for W13 and W16 with a maximum at 1 and 2.2 mT respectively.  No such 
effect is clearly observed for W20. 
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Design/ 
System 
TA MFE 
(%) 
CRDS MFE (%) B1/2 (mT) 
Normal Low Field 
W13 +21 +15.1 -0.6 12.5 
W16 +25 +13.8 -0.3 11.5 
W20 0 +1.1 0 9.6 
Control 0 0 0 0 
At Cry -17.0 - - - 
Xl Cry ND -22 - 7.5 
HEWL/FAD ND 1 0 5 
 
Table 4.3. A comparison of MFE measured using TA and CRDS.  The TA MFE and B1/2 are for 
the normal MFEs.  The MFE was measured on the TA at 1μs at 520 nm at a 30 mT field strength 
at room temperature in aqueous buffer.  An MFE was measured using CRDS at 1.5 μs using an 
average of 580-620nm at 25 mT, room temperature and in aqueous buffer.  For reference the 
MFEs of several other systems are shown:  Arabidopsis thaliana cryptochrome (2.5 μs, 520nm, 
28 mT, -5 oC, 60% glycerol)12,Xenepuslaevis (7.5 μs, 520nm, 28 mT, 0 oC, 5% glycerol)123, 
HEWL/FAD(2.5 μs, average 530-600nm, 15mT, 20 oC, aqueous buffer)124.  
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4.3 Discussion 
 The W series maquettes showed a magnetic field effect at mT field strengths.  A 
positive effect was clearly observed in the TA difference spectrum of W13 and W16.  A 
slowing of the bleach and RP signal decays was also observed, although detector noise 
resulted in less clean fits.   A smaller positive MFE in W20 was also observed by the more 
sensitive CRDS. We suspect that this signal was not detectable by TA due to inefficient 
ET creating a smaller population of RP.  The marginal discrepancies in the MFE strength 
between the CRDS and TA measurements are reflective of the slightly different 
experimental conditions.   No effect was observed in the control.   
The positive MFE was consistent with a triplet born radical pair observed in the 
previous chapter.  Such positive effects are expected in triplet born radical pairs as the 
 
Fig 4.7.  A model of the positive MFE in the W series maquettes.  The flavin was 
excited by a blue photon to the singlet state.  The singlet can then decay via 
fluorescence, non radiative decay processes or undergo intersystem crossing to the 
triplet state.  The triplet can also decay via phosphorescence or non radiative 
processes, or oxidize the tryptophan to form the spin correlated radical pair, RP1 in 
the triplet state.  Triplet RP1 can acquire a proton to form triplet RP2 or spin flip to 
the singlet state with some efficiency. Triplet RP2 can also participate in spin 
mixing.Since charge recombination conserves spin multiplicity, relaxation was only 
possible from the singlet.  The presence of a magnetic field altered the spin flip rate 
by raising the degeneracy of the triplet state.  As a result there was less singlet present 
at any moment to decay and the lifetime of the radical pair increased. 
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applied field lifts the triplet degeneracy making the spin flip to the singlet state less 
favorable and blocking relaxation to the ground state. This occurred independent of the 
protonation state of the RP, maintaining the biexponential decay but increasing the 
characteristic times (Fig. 4.7).    
A negative MFE was also observed in W13 and W16 at field strengths of 1-2mT 
via CRDS.  Typically, a negative MFE is attributed to ET from a singlet state (see Fig. 1.3).  
However, singlet ET was unlikely given that the μs MFE, occurred much later than the ns 
inter system crossing (ISC) rate of the flavin. By the time the MFE occurred all of the 
excited flavin should be in the triplet state or the RP.  We therefore, propose that this could 
be an example of a low field effect (LFE).   
In a LFE effect, we expect the sign, and lifetime effect of the MFE to be opposite 
to the normal MFE, although at a significantly smaller field strength.  While this effect is 
quite weak, preliminary analysis suggests that was above the noise in the instrument and 
quite possibly a real LFE.  This could be the first, extraordinary example of a LFE effect 
observed in any protein system; much more work is needed to validate it.  
This was the first example of a non-natural protein showing a MFE.  Therefore, 
careful controls were performed using the non-tryptophan control maquette and by 
monitoring the flavin triplet state.  Since the control maquette showed no effect in either 
the TA or the CRDS and triplet absorption concluded that the MFEs observed in the W 
series were authentic. 
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The MFE observed in 
maquettes was different than 
those observed in natural 
systems.  Maquettes exhibited 
a positive MFE  while At12or  
Xl123cryptochrome, 
demonstrates a negative MFE.  
This was a consequence of the 
triplet born radical pair present 
in maquettes (see Chapter 3).   
Additionally, maquette MFEs were observed at room temperatures, whereas cryptohromes 
only showed an MFE when their photochemistry was slowed with low temperatures and 
glycerol12.  We attribute this to the more efficient RP formation of maquettes. 
Cryptochromes, possess many alternative ET partners for the flavin including other 
tryptophans, tyrosines, and even the flavin’s adenine ring (Fig 4.8).  These off pathway 
electron donors leach quantum yield from the magnetically sensitive RP.  Additionally, in 
cryptochrome, the magnetically active radical pair required three discrete electron transfer 
steps.  Each step has the potential for back electron transfer and for reducing spin 
correlation via relaxation mechanisms.     
Flavomaquettes offer a distinct advantage over current model system used to study 
MFEs: FAD/HEWL124and CPF triads80.  Firstly, flavomaquettes are more biologically 
relevant then these chemical systems as maquettes are protein based.  Secondly, since the 
 
Fig 4.8.  The electron transfer network of E. coli photolyase from  
Photolyase4, a close evolutionary relative of cryptochrome.  
Photolyase shows a MFE only at subzero temperatures with 
glycerol.  The active site flavin has many potential electron transfer 
partners other than the tryptohan triad including adenine, several 
tyrosines and tryptophans.   
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maquette RPs are tethered to a scaffold at a fixed distance the electron transfer is not 
diffusional controlled.  This predictability eliminates or minimizes the convoluting factors 
of radical pair escape, decoherence and cross radical pair reactivity. 
 This work showed that a spin correlated radical pair is sufficient for sensing a 
magnetic fields and the flavin-trp RP in cryptochrome is the magnetically sensitive portion 
of the protein.  Since this work was carried out at physiological conditions it suggests that 
the magneto-sensing is possible under such conditions. 
Even though these experiments were executed at fields ~1000x stronger than 
Earth’s and did not show a directional response, it does not detract from their significance.    
It is very possible, probable even, that the flavin tryptophan radical pair will be able to 
elicit a direction response at ~50 μT; we simply have yet to carry out the relevant 
experiments.   Such responses have already been shown in CPF triads at cryogenic 
temperature and there is no reason to think that maquettes will be unable to do the same.  
In fact, maquettes are even more promising, since unlike the CTP system, they show a high 
(and possibly a low) field effect at ambient conditions.  This of course will require a clever 
experimental setup, and may require some design optimization, a task for which maquettes 
are well suited. (See future work) 
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4.4 Future Work: 
The experiments presented here are only a small sliver of the potential maquettes 
have for studying spin correlated radical pairs and biological magnetic field effects.  Our 
immediate task will be to validate the potential LFE we observed in the CRDS.  This can 
be done by increasing the number of data points taken in the MARY curve or by altering 
the conditions of the experiments (i.e. temperature, glycerol) to increase this effect.  From 
the B1/2 of the MARY Curve for the normal MFE, the hyperfine coupling of the 8-cys 
coupled flavin can be calculated.  These parameters will be useful for calculations to aid in 
optimizing future maquette designs.   
The next line of inquiry will be to expand MFE studies to the 2 W, non W, mixed 
or Fmk-1 series.  We expect that multiple cofactor designs will have superior electron 
transfer properties (see previous chapter) and a greater MFE.  Such expansions may require 
a more stable platform such as the Fmk-1 series.   The use of a flavin with a coupling that 
is not directly to the ring will also be perused in order to study singlet based MFE.   
The ultimate goal of the flavomaquettes will be to observe a directional MFE at 
~50 μT under physiological conditions.  We hypothesize that this will be possible in a multi 
cofactor design.  Immobilization of the maquette will most likely be required to orient the 
radical pair relative to a magnetic field.  One possible method would be using Langmuir 
Blodgett patterning of the maquettes onto a quartz slide125.  Such optically transparent 
slides could then be used in TA or CRDS experiments. 
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4.5 Conclusions: 
Flavomaquettes are the first ever, fully synthetic protein to demonstrate a MFE.  
Their robust MFE at physiologically relevant conditions makes them superior to current 
model systems.  Their absolute designability and stability enable experiments not possible 
in natural cryptochromes.    Flavomaquettes, have proven that a flavin tryptophan radical 
pair is sufficient for detecting magnetic fields providing additional evidence that 
cryptochromes can be biological magnetic field sensor.   We expect future work to continue 
down this path and use maquettes to demonstrate a directional MFE at Earth strength fields. 
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General Conclusions and Outlook 
 
 
Everything, however complicated - breaking waves, migrating birds, and tropical forests 
- is made of atoms and obeys the equations of quantum physics.  But even if those 
equations could be solved, they wouldn't offer the enlightenment that scientists seek. 
 
~Martin Rees 
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To learn how biology interacts with magnetism, we constructed a family of 
magneto-sensitive protein maquettes.  Here we present the design principles behind 
maquettes as well as their biochemical, photo physical, and magneto-sensing properties. 
The unparalleled simplicity and stability of maquettes enable experiments that are simply 
not possible with the hypothesized biological magneto-sensor cryptochrome.  Their 
absolute designability and biological relevance make them a superior model system. This 
is the first example of synthetic proteins capable of sensing magnetic fields, demonstrating 
both high and low field effects.  Maquettes show that a biological flavin-tryptophan radical 
pair is capable of magneto-sensing at physiological conditions.   
In their present state, maquette’s magneto-sensing abilities surpass cryptochromes, 
presumably due to their more efficient photochemistry.  We therefore, expect that with 
additional optimization, they will be able to demonstrate directional magnetic field sensing 
at strengths comparable to Earth’s magnetic field.  If possible, this will be the first concrete 
proof that the flavin-tryptophan radical pair is the facilitator of biological magneto-sensing 
and fill the gaps in our understanding of how biology interacts with magnetism.  Perhaps, 
maquettes could even offer insight into the possibility that human cryptochrome could be 
involved in magneto-sensing in man.  
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Methods Appendix 
 
 
The devil is in the details. 
 
~Unknown 
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A1.1 Materials 
 
Unless otherwise noted, all of the reagents were commercially available from Fischer 
Scientific or Sigma Aldrich. 
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A1.2 Protein Expression and Purification 
 
The original design first described97 was constructed as a synthetic gene from 
DNA2.0 in a PJ414 vector. All designs were generated using PCR mutagenesis from this 
parent vector. Mutagenesis was carried out using AccuPrime™ Pfx SuperMix (Invitrogen).  
A volume of 22.5 µL of AccuPrime™ Pfx SuperMix were combined with 1 µL of solution 
containing 100 ng of parent DNA, 0.5 µL of a 100 µM solution of each primer and 2.7 µL 
of MasterAmp PCR Enhancer.  The sample was cycled on an Eppendorf Master Cycler Pro 
(model 6321) using the following procedure: initial denaturation at 95 oC for 5 minutes, 
followed by repeating a cycle of denaturation at 95 oC for 15 seconds, annealing at 65 oC 
for 30 seconds, and extension at 68 oC for 5 minutes for a total of 18 times. A final extension 
was done at 68 oC for 5 minutes and ended with a hold at 4 oC.  Samples were then digested 
with 0.5 µL of Dpn-1 (New England Biolabs) for 1 hour at 37 oC.  A volume of 1 µL of 
this DNA was transformed into DH5 α cells (Genechoice Genesee Scientific) and grown 
overnight on an LB agar ampicillin plate (75mg/ml) at 37 oC.  The following day, four 
single colonies were picked and outgrown in LB media with ampicillin and their DNA was 
extracted using a Miniprep Kit (Qiagen).  The sequence was verified at the University of 
Pennsylvania DNA sequencing Core Facility using a T7 promoter primer. 
All constructs were designed with a six histidine tag separated by a TEV cleavage 
site.   All were expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells (Genechoice Genesee Scientific).  
Two liter cultures of TB media where grown to OD600 between 0.7-0.8 at 37 °C, followed 
by a 5 hour induction with 1 mM IPTG. The cells were harvested by centrifugation (10000 
RPM, 5 minutes) and stored at 20 oC until use.  Cells were thawed and suspended in Ni 
Wash buffer (20 mM NaH2PO4, 0.5 M NaCl, 10mM Imidazol pH 8.0) with 1% OTG, then 
homogenized and lysed by sonication in a bath sonicator. The lysate was centrifuged 
(25,000g, 35 min) and the supernatant applied to a NiNTA superflow resin (Qiagen) on an 
Akta Fast protein liquid chromatography (FLPC) system. The fusion protein was eluted 
using Ni Elution buffer (20 mM NaH2PO4, 0.5 M NaCl, 250mM Imidazol pH 8.0), and 
cleaved by recombinant tobacco etch virus N1a(TEV) protease overnight at room 
temperature in Ni Elution buffer supplemented with 1mM TCEP (reductant) and 0.5mM 
EDTA.  The sample was dialyzed into Ni Wash buffer, and applied to the NiNTA column 
with the flow through and wash collected.  The sample was then concentrated to about 15 
mL using a stirred cell (Amicon model 8050) equipped with a 10,000 MWC filter.  The 
sample was flash frozen in liquid Nitrogen and stored at -20oC until use. 
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A 1.3 Flavination 
 
The protein was flavinated using a protocol described elsewhere126.   A typical 5 
mL reaction contained concentrated maquette (a few hundred milimolar, in Ni Wash), a 3-
5 molar excess of 8-bromoriboflavin (in DMF, final DMF concentration not to exceed 
20%), and TCEP at a final concentration of 1.25 mM.  The pH of the solution was adjusted 
to 9.0 with NaOH, and stirred overnight at 50 oC while protected from light. The sample 
was purified on a Waters reverse-phase HPLC (C18 column Gracie, H2O +0.1% TFA 
aqueous phase and Acetonitrile +0.1% TFA organic phase), flash frozen in liquid nitrogen 
and lyophilized.  Flavination was verified by the presence of a 475 nm band on the HPLC 
detector as well as by Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization Mass Spectrometry 
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A 1.4 Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization Mass 
Spectroscopy 
 
Samples were either taken directly from the HPLC or, if they had been lyophilized, 
dissolved in 66% Acetonitrile 44% Water + 0.1% TFA.  A sample volume of 1 µL was 
mixed with 1 µL of saturated matrix solution (Sinapinic Acid in TFA) and spotted on a 
sample target.    The target was then dried under vacuum and measurements taken in linear 
flight mode. 
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A 1.5 Steady State Spectroscopic Characterization 
  
The sample was dissolved in redox buffer (20 mM KH2PO4, 100 mM KCl, pH 7.4). All 
measurements were in this buffer and at room temperature, 25 oC, unless otherwise stated.  
UV-Visible Absorption Spectroscopy 
UV-visible spectra were collected in a quartz cuvette (1 mL, 1 cm path) with a 
Varian Cary-50 spectrophotometer at room temperature. The presence of a band at 475 nm 
indicated incorporation of the flavin under normal (oxidizing) conditions.  Reduced spectra 
were taken in a cuvette equipped with a gastight cap, after degasing the sample with Vd 
scrubbed argon and the addition of NaDithionite using a gastight syringe.   UV-visible 
spectra used to monitor photodegradation and concentration prior to transient absorption 
experiments were collected with a Varian Cary-60 spectrometer, using a small volume 
quartz cuvette (1 cm path length, 200 µL volume) at room temperature. 
Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy 
Secondary structure was monitored by CD spectroscopy (Aviv Model 410) with a 
quartz cuvette (400 µL, 1 mm path) from 200 nm to 300 nm at 25 oC . The thermal stability 
was determined by monitoring the ellipticity at 222 nm every 2 oC from 2 oC to 98 oC   The 
melting temperatures were calculated using a single term Boltzmann fit. Typical 
concentration was 20-30 µM. 
Florescence Spectroscopy 
Steady State Fluorescence data where analysed in a quartz fluorescence cuvette (1 
ml, 1 cm path) on a Horiba Fluorolog 2 spectrophotometer at 20 oC.  All spectra where 
corrected for fluctuations in lamp intensity. Quantum yield measurements were made by 
integrating the area under the curve of the steady state spectrum relative a riboflavin 
standard (Ф = 0.267)127 and correcting for concentration and extinction. Typical 
concentration was 3-5 µM (OD475 0.05-0.1).   
 
Steady State Phosphorescence Spectroscopy 
Thesteady state phosphorescence spectrum was recorded on an Edinburgh 
Instruments FS 920 Fluorimeter equipped with a liquid nitrogen dewar.  A 1mL sample 
was flash frozen in a glass tube and spectra taken at liquid nitrogen temperatures.  All 
spectra where corrected for fluctuations in lamp intensity.  Typical concentration was 200 
µM. 
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A 1.6 Electrochemical Characterization 
 
Flavin Redox Titration 
Redox titrations were performed to determine the redox potential of the flavin using 
a spectroelectrochemical system.  A typical sample contained 10-30 μM protein and the 
following redox mediators:  duroquinone (10 μM), pyocyanin (10 μM), 2-hydroxy-1,4-
napthoquinone (10 μM), phenazine (10 μM), anthraquinone-2-sulfonate (20 μM), benzyl 
viologen (10 μM), and methyl viologen (10 μM).  The potential of the solution was 
modulated from 0 mV to – 500 mV vs. the standard hydrogen electrode (S.H.E.) using a 
CH Instruments model 600C electrochemical analyser equipped with a Pine Instruments 
gold honeycomb electrode.  The electrode was coated to prevent protein build up by 
soaking in 2 mM cystamine for 45 minutes.  The oxidation state of the system was 
monitored spectroscopically using an ocean optics DH-2000-BAL light source and a fiber 
optic guided USB 4000 diode array detector. The change from oxidized to reduced was 
monitored by the depletion in  absorbance of the S1 band region of the flavin (475 nm). 
The data was then fitted to a Nernst equation where Ecell  is the redox potential of the 
spectrochemical cell, Em is the redox potential of the flavin, n is the number of electrons 
transferred and [ox, red] is the concentration of oxidized or reduced species present at a 
particular  Ecell.   
𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = Em + (
0.059
𝑛
) ∗ log (
[𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑]
[𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑]
)  (1) 
At the redox potential (Em), we saw no evidence of any semiquinone absorption, 
indicating an unstable flavin semiquinone and supporting the n=2 for the Nernst equation 
fit. 
Tryptophan Radical Square Wave Voltammetry  
 Square wave voltammetry was used to record the midpoint potential of the 
Trp/TrpH●+ redox couple. A gold electrode was sonicated in an Alconox solution for five 
minutes in a bath sonicator followed by polishing with alumina slurry (20 nm) for one 
minute in a figure eight motion.  The electrode was then rinsed, and sonicated for five 
minutes in distilled water.  Electrochemical cleaning was performed in 0.5 mM sulfuric 
acid from -0.375 to 1.8 V for 50 cycles using a CH Instruments model 600C 
electrochemical analyser.  The electrode was again rinsed with distilled water then DMSO, 
and coupled to dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate) (DSP, Lomant's Reagent) in DMSO (4 
mg/mL) for 30 minutes.  The electrode was dipped into a concentrated protein solution in 
redox buffer (100 µM) for 2 hours to couple it to the DSP bound electrode.  The electrode 
was placed into a cell containing redox buffer and equipped with a Pt counter electrode and 
an Ag Ag/Cl reference electrode.   The potential was swept from 0.7 V to 1.2 V vs. S.H.E. 
with a frequency of 300 Hz and a 25 mV step size.  Each data point was the average of five 
separate scans.  The background was current due to the gold electrode was subtracted out 
in post processing using Origin 8.1 software. 
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A 1.7 Time Resolved Spectroscopic Characterization 
 
Time Resolved Fluorescence Lifetime 
Florescence lifetimes where determined using a time correlated single photon 
counting (TCSPC) spectrometer at the Ultrafast Optical Processes Laboratory at the 
University of Pennsylvania (An NIH Biomedical Technology Research Center) with the 
assistance of Dr. Tom Troxler.  Samples were prepared in redox buffer at approximately 5 
µm (OD475 = 0.1) at room temperature in a quartz cuvette (1 mL, 1 cm path length).  A 482 
nm picosecond diode laser (PicoQuant GmbH; Berlin, German) was used as an excitation 
source.  Emission was recorded at 512 nm on a Becker-Hickl TCSPC board and analysed 
with FluoFit software (Picoquant). The best fit was a triple exponential. Typical 
concentration was 10 μM. 
Time Resolved Phosphorescence Lifetime 
Phosphorescence lifetime measurements were performed at the Vinogradov group 
at the University of Pennsylvania with the assistance of Professor Sergei Vinogradov.  
Measurements were made at liquid nitrogen temperatures using a PMOD5000 fiberoptic 
phosphorometer (Oxygen Enterprises), modified in house for time-domain operation. This 
modification was made possible by using high-power light-emitting diodes (LEDs) (3 W, 
LumiLED, Phillips) as pulsed excitation sources (ca. 109 s rise time). The detector was an 
APD module (ca. 3 μs response time, Hamamatsu). The LED current was controlled by a 
multichannel DAQ NI-6052E board (333 kHz, 16-bit, National Instruments), and the same 
board was used to digitize the APD output. The LED light and the phosphorescence 
emission were cleaned up by appropriate cutoff filters (Asahi Spectra). Typically, the 
excitation pulse was ca. 5 μs long, and the decay was collected during 34 ms period after 
the pulse. The decays were analyzed on the fly by the nonlinear least-squares method, 
implemented as the Marquardt Levenberg algorithm. The instrument control and the data 
analysis were performed by a program written in C/C++ (Qt, Nokia).  The best fit was a 
single exponential.  Typical concentration was 200 μM. 
μs Transient Absorption  
Fast Transient Absorption Measurements were performed at the Hore group, 
University of Oxford, Oxford, England with the assistance of Dr. Lauren Jarochta and Dr. 
Kevin Henbest.  Maquettes were prepared to ~ 30 µM and centrifuged to remove any 
aggregates for 15 minutes at 9000 RPM and 4°C. 250 µL of sample was purged using Vd 
scrubbed high purity Argon for 30 minutes and placed in a quartz cuvette (Hellma 
104.002F QS, 10 mm path length, internal dimensions 2x10x45 mm) in the center of a 
cryostat (Oxford Instruments, Optistat CF) with the temperature controlled at 25 C (± 
0.1C). Stirring was provided by an 8mm x 2mm Teflon magnetic stir bar.  Samples were 
pumped using a Sirah Cobra dye laser pumped by a Continuum Surelite I Nd:YAG. 
Excitation is 5-7 mJ at 450 nm using Coumarin 460 as a dye in analytical grade methanol 
(Fischer Scientific). The repetition rate for data collection was 0.5-1  Hz. Probe light was 
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provided by a 300 W xenon arc lamp (Oriel) passed through a water and long pass filters 
to minimize exposure of the sample to unwanted wavelengths. The probe beam was set 
perpendicular to the pump excitation. Both pump and probe beams were controlled by 
mechanical shutters to reduce photodegradation of the samples. The transient absorption 
signal was detected using a monochrometer (Oriel 77250) and photomultiplier tube 
(Hamamatsu R928) connected to an oscilloscope (LeCroy Waverunner LT342L). Data was 
taken every 20nm from 320 to 880nm over a delay time of 500ns to 40μs, with 25000 
points per measurement.  Background and bias current corrections were made using pre 
flash scans and a dark spectrum. Data was saved to a PC using an in house control software 
(LabView) and analysed using Matlab (2015b) and  Origin 8.1. 
Ultrafast Transient Absorption 
Ultrafast Transient Absorption Measurements were performed at the Stanley group, 
Temple University, Philadelphia, with the assistance of Dr. Robert Staley and David 
Bernard.  Maquettes were prepared to ~ 50-200 µM and purged using Vd scrubbed high 
purity Argon for 30 minutes.  Aggregates were removed under argon using a 0.22 μM 
syringe filter and placed in a quartz cuvette (Spectrocell FUV R-3002-T, 2 mm path length, 
internal dimensions 2x2x45 mm) in This cuvette was maintained at a 25 oC using a 
thermostatted cuvette holder (QNW FLASH 300) and continuously stirred with an 8 mm 
diameter by 0.6 mm thick magnetic stir disc. 
Samples were interrogated by a A Ti:Sapphire oscillating laser (KLM, ~80 MHz, 
840 nm) pumped by 532nm  Nd:YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet) 
amplified using a regenerative amplifier to produce ~ 200 μJ, 120 fs pulses at ~250 Hz. 
This pulse was split into two beams to produce a white-light continuum probe (WLC, 350-
710 nm) and a pump.  The WLC was generated by focusing the beam into a slowly 
translating CaF2 crystal. The pump beam was generated by focusing on a 2 mm type-I 
BBO crystal and using the second-harmonic at 420 nm.  
The pump was focused with a 40 cm quartz lens, while the WLC was focused using 
an off-axis 90oaluminum parabolic mirror (focal length 10 cm.) The angle between the 
focused pump and probe was ~ 2° at the sample. Their relative polarization was set to 
magic angle (54.7°) using a half-wave plate in the pump. A CMOS camera with 25 μm 
square pixels was placed at the focus to measure the diameters of the focused beams. This 
is was to ensure that the entire probed region was covered by the pump. The optical 
alignment of the motorized delay stage (pump) was checked to ensure overlap over the full 
3.5 ns range. Typical pump and probe beam diameters were 264 and 126 μm.  
Near-IR fundamental remaining in the WLC was removed with a Schott BG39 
filter. Pump power was measured before and after the completed scans by reflecting the 
pump pulse before the cuvette onto a calibrated silicon joulemeter (Molectron J3-S10), 
read by a 400 MHz digital oscilloscope (LeCroy Teledyne). The signal was detected using 
a -40 oC cooled CCD detector (Andor, 1024x32 pixels) at ~250Hz. The system was 
controlled using in-house developed LabView software. Data was taken as an average of 
5 scans every 0.7 nm from200fs to 3.5ns, on a log scale with 800 points per measurement. 
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Five pre flash scans were used as a background correction along with a dark bias current.  
Data was analysed using Matlab (2015b). 
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A 1.8 Magnetic Field Effect Measurements using TA 
 
Magnetic field effects were measured on the fast transient absorption setup 
described above with the addition of magnetic pulses of approximately 4 ms duration 
synchronized with the laser flash and generated using home-built Helmholtz coils. The 
maximum field at the position of the sample was 25 mT. Data was collected by 
alternating measurements with the magnetic field on and off.  The MFE was calculated as 
the difference between the absorption of the radical pair region when the field was on and 
off and normalized for when the field is off: 
MFE = 
ΔA𝑂𝑛−ΔA𝑂𝑓𝑓
ΔAOff
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A 1.9 Magnetic Field Effect Measurements using CRDS 
 
CRDS MFE Measurements were performed at the Hore group, University of Oxford, 
Oxford, England by Tilo Zolltisch.  Maquettes were prepared to ~ 20 µM and centrifuged 
to remove any aggregates for 90 minutes at 9000 RPM and 4°C. 1ml of sample was purged 
using Vd scrubbed high purity Argon for 30 minutes.  The sample was placed in acell 
(Hellma, 165-QS, 0.2 ml sample volume, 1 mm path length) is situated in an optical cavity 
of 0.6 m length formed by two highly reflective mirrors M1 and M2 (Layertec, broad band 
coated, reflectivity R>99.7% between 450 nm and 690 nm). To minimize the effects of 
photo bleaching, sample volumes were circulated at 2.5 ml/min using a micropump 
(Bartels Mikrotechnik GmbH, mp6). For photoexcitation at 450 nm a Nd:YAG laser 
(Continuum, Surelite I) pumped dye laser (Sirah, Cobra) was used. The probe light 
(Opotek, Opolette) is introduced into the cavity via the front mirror.  Light leaving the rear 
mirror was detected by a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu, H6780) and recorded on a 
digital oscilloscope (LeCroy, WaveSurfer 64MXs-A).  The light intensities were measured 
alternatingly with (I) and without (I’) photoexcitation at specific pump probe delay (ppd) 
times, controlled by digital delay generators. Differential absorbance (ΔA) values were 
extracted by fitting the ratio of I and I’ using a least-squares curve-fitting routine in 
MATLAB.  Samples were exposed to magnetic field strengths from 0.5-30 mT.  Exosure 
was done in a random order for a set of different field strengths to reduce bias based on 
sample degradation.  MFEs were calculated in the same fashion as for the TA data. 
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Sequence Appendix 
 
It struck me recently, that one should really consider the sequence of a protein molecule 
about to fold into a precise geometric form as a line of melody written in a canon form & 
so designed by Nature to fold back into itself, creating harmonic chords of interaction 
consistent with biological function. 
 
 
~Christian B. Anfinsen 
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A 2.1 Maquette Sequences 
All of the sequences are written from the N to the C termini.  Each helix is numbered, the 
loops are not.  The highlighted cys (C) is used to ligate the flavin.  The other highlighted 
cofactors are the electron donors.  The upstream sequence which contains the start codon, 
6 histadine tag, linker and TEV protease site is only shown in the control maquette 
 
A 2.2 W series 
 
Control 
MHHHHHHGGDGGTENLYFQG 
1. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
2. EIQKQFEDCLQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
3. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
4. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
 
W13 
1. GEIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
2. EIQKQFEDCLQKWEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
3. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
4. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
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W16 
1. GEIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
2. EIQKQFEDCLQKFEEWLNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
3. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
4. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
 
W20 
1. GEIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
2. EIQKQFEDCLQKFEEALNQWEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
3. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
4. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
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A 2.3 2 W series 
 
W13 W16 
1. GEIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
2. EIQKQFEDCLQKWEEWLNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
3. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
4. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
 
W16 W20 
1. GEIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
2. EIQKQFEDCLQKFEEWLNQWEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
3. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
4. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
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W20 W25 
1. GEIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
2. EIQKQFEDCLQKFEEALNQWEDLKWL 
GGSGSGSGG 
3. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
4. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
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A 2.4 No W series 
 
H6 
1. GEIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
2. EIQKQHEDCLQKFEEALNQFEDLKFL 
GGSGSGSGG 
3. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
4. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
 
Y16 
1. GEIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
2. EIQKQFEDCLQKFEEYLNQFEDLKFL 
GGSGSGSGG 
3. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
4. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
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M16 
1. GEIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
2. EIQKQFEDCLQKFEEMLNQFEDLKFL 
GGSGSGSGG 
3. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
4. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
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A 2.5 Mixed Series 
 
M16 
1. GEIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
2. EIQKQFEDCLQKMEEWLNQYEDLKFL 
GGSGSGSGG 
3. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
GGSGSGSGG 
4. EIQKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL 
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A 2.6 Fmk-1 Series 
 
Fmk-1 Control 
1. GGSPELRQELQQLCQEFQQLLQEIQQLLREL 
GGSGG 
2. DPAEEIQQLLQEAQQLLQEAQQLGQELQQL 
GGSGG 
3. PELRQKLQQLLQKIQQLIQKIQQLLRKL 
GGSGG 
4. DPAEKLQQLVQKAQQLVQKAQQLGQKLQQLG 
 
Fmk-1 Near 
1. GGSPELRQELQQLCQEFQQLLQEIQQLLREL 
GGSGG 
2. DPAEEIQQLLQEAQQLLQEAQQLGQELQQL 
GGSGG 
3. PELRQKLQQLWQKIQQLIQKIQQLLRKL 
GGSGG 
4. DPAEKLQQLVQKAQQLVQKAQQLGQKLQQLG 
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Fmk-1 Far 
1. GGSPELRQELQQLCQEFQQLLQEIQQLLREL 
GGSGG 
2. DPAEEIQQLLQEAQQLLQEAQQLGQELQQL 
GGSGG 
3. PELRQKLQQLLQKIQQWIQKIQQLLRKL 
GGSGG 
4. DPAEKLQQLVQKAQQLVQKAQQLGQKLQQLG 
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A 2.7 Expression Vector Sequence 
 
The sequence of the expression vector PJ414.  The restriction sites for XbaI and XhoI 
used for cloning are in blue and red.  The maquette fragment site is shown in green. 
1 CTGGCTGGCT GGCATAAATA TCTCACTCGC AATCAAATTC AGCCGATAGC GGAACGGGAA 
 61 GGCGACTGGA GTGCCATGTC CGGTTTTCAA CAAACCATGC AAATGCTGAA TGAGGGCATC 
 121 GTTCCCACTG CGATGCTGGT TGCCAACGAT CAGATGGCGC TGGGCGCAAT GCGCGCCATT 
 181 ACCGAGTCCG GGCTGCGCGT TGGTGCGGAT ATCTCGGTAG TGGGATACGA CGATACCGAA 
 241 GATAGCTCAT GTTATATCCC GCCGTTAACC ACCATCAAAC AGGATTTTCG CCTGCTGGGG 
 301 CAAACCAGCG TGGACCGCTT GCTGCAACTC TCTCAGGGCC AGGCGGTGAA GGGCAATCAG 
 361 CTGTTGCCAG TCTCACTGGT GAAAAGAAAA ACCACCCTGG CGCCCAATAC GCAAACCGCC 
 421 TCTCCCCGCG CGTTGGCCGA TTCATTAATG CAGCTGGCAC GACAGGTTTC CCGACTGGAA 
 481 AGCGGGCAGT GACTCATGAC CAAAATCCCT TAACGTGAGT TACGCGCGCG TCGTTCCACT 
 541 GAGCGTCAGA CCCCGTAGAA AAGATCAAAG GATCTTCTTG AGATCCTTTT TTTCTGCGCG 
 601 TAATCTGCTG CTTGCAAACA AAAAAACCAC CGCTACCAGC GGTGGTTTGT TTGCCGGATC 
 661 AAGAGCTACC AACTCTTTTT CCGAAGGTAA CTGGCTTCAG CAGAGCGCAG ATACCAAATA 
 721 CTGTTCTTCT AGTGTAGCCG TAGTTAGCCC ACCACTTCAA GAACTCTGTA GCACCGCCTA 
 781 CATACCTCGC TCTGCTAATC CTGTTACCAG TGGCTGCTGC CAGTGGCGAT AAGTCGTGTC 
 841 TTACCGGGTT GGACTCAAGA CGATAGTTAC CGGATAAGGC GCAGCGGTCG GGCTGAACGG 
 901 GGGGTTCGTG CACACAGCCC AGCTTGGAGC GAACGACCTA CACCGAACTG AGATACCTAC 
 961 AGCGTGAGCT ATGAGAAAGC GCCACGCTTC CCGAAGGGAG AAAGGCGGAC AGGTATCCGG 
 1021 TAAGCGGCAG GGTCGGAACA GGAGAGCGCA CGAGGGAGCT TCCAGGGGGA AACGCCTGGT 
 1081 ATCTTTATAG TCCTGTCGGG TTTCGCCACC TCTGACTTGA GCGTCGATTT TTGTGATGCT 
 1141 CGTCAGGGGG GCGGAGCCTA TGGAAAAACG CCAGCAACGC GGCCTTTTTA CGGTTCCTGG 
 1201 CCTTTTGCTG GCCTTTTGCT CACATGTTCT TTCCTGCGTT ATCCCCTGAT TCTGTGGATA 
 1261 ACCGTATTAC CGCCTTTGAG TGAGCTGATA CCGCTCGCCG CAGCCGAACG ACCGAGCGCA 
 1321 GCGAGTCAGT GAGCGAGGAA GCGGAAGGCG AGAGTAGGGA ACTGCCAGGC ATCAAACTAA 
 1381 GCAGAAGGCC CCTGACGGAT GGCCTTTTTG CGTTTCTACA AACTCTTTCT GTGTTGTAAA 
 1441 ACGACGGCCA GTCTTAAGCT CGGGCCCCCT GGGCGGTTCT GATAACGAGT AATCGTTAAT 
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 1501 CCGCAAATAA CGTAAAAACC CGCTTCGGCG GGTTTTTTTA TGGGGGGAGT TTAGGGAAAG 
 1561 AGCATTTGTC AGAATATTTA AGGGCGCCTG TCACTTTGCT TGATATATGA GAATTATTTA 
 1621 ACCTTATAAA TGAGAAAAAA GCAACGCACT TTAAATAAGA TACGTTGCTT TTTCGATTGA 
 1681 TGAACACCTA TAATTAAACT ATTCATCTAT TATTTATGAT TTTTTGTATA TACAATATTT 
 1741 CTAGTTTGTT AAAGAGAATT AAGAAAATAA ATCTCGAAAA TAATAAAGGG AAAATCAGTT 
 1801 TTTGATATCA AAATTATACA TGTCAACGAT AATACAAAAT ATAATACAAA CTATAAGATG 
 1861 TTATCAGTAT TTATTATCAT TTAGAATAAA TTTTGTGTCG CCCTTCCGCG AAATTAATAC 
 1921 GACTCACTAT AGGGGAATTG TGAGCGGATA ACAATTCCCC TCTAGA 
Maquette Construct 
CCT TGGGGCCTCT AAACGGGTCT TGAGGGGTTT TTTGCCCCTG 
 2521 AGACGCGTCA ATCGAGTTCG TACCTAAGGG CGACACCCCC TAATTAGCCC GGGCGAAAGG  
2581 CCCAGTCTTT CGACTGAGCC TTTCGTTTTA TTTGATGCCT GGCAGTTCCC TACTCTCGCA 
 2641 TGGGGAGTCC CCACACTACC ATCGGCGCTA CGGCGTTTCA CTTCTGAGTT CGGCATGGGG 
 2701 TCAGGTGGGA CCACCGCGCT ACTGCCGCCA GGCAAACAAG GGGTGTTATG AGCCATATTC 
 2761 AGGTATAAAT GGGCTCGCGA TAATGTTCAG AATTGGTTAA TTGGTTGTAA CACTGACCCC 
 2821 TATTTGTTTA TTTTTCTAAA TACATTCAAA TATGTATCCG CTCATGAGAC AATAACCCTG 
 2881 ATAAATGCTT CAATAATATT GAAAAAGGAA GAATATGAGT ATTCAACATT TCCGTGTCGC 
 2941 CCTTATTCCC TTTTTTGCGG CATTTTGCCT TCCTGTTTTT GCTCACCCAG AAACGCTGGT 
 3001 GAAAGTAAAA GATGCTGAAG ATCAGTTGGG TGCACGAGTG GGTTACATCG AACTGGATCT 
 3061 CAACAGCGGT AAGATCCTTG AGAGTTTTCG CCCCGAAGAA CGTTTTCCAA TGATGAGCAC 
 3121 TTTTAAAGTT CTGCTATGTG GCGCGGTATT ATCCCGTATT GACGCCGGGC AAGAGCAACT 
 3181 CGGTCGCCGC ATACACTATT CTCAGAATGA CTTGGTTGAG TACTCACCAG TCACAGAAAA 
 3241 GCATCTTACG GATGGCATGA CAGTAAGAGA ATTATGCAGT GCTGCCATAA CCATGAGTGA 
 3301 TAACACTGCG GCCAACTTAC TTCTGACAAC GATCGGAGGA CCGAAGGAGC TAACCGCTTT 
 3361 TTTGCACAAC ATGGGGGATC ATGTAACTCG CCTTGATCGT TGGGAACCGG AGCTGAATGA 
 3421 AGCCATACCA AACGACGAGC GTGACACCAC GATGCCTGTA GCGATGGCAA CAACGTTGCG 
 3481 CAAACTATTA ACTGGCGAAC TACTTACTCT AGCTTCCCGG CAACAATTAA TAGACTGGAT 
 3541 GGAGGCGGAT AAAGTTGCAG GACCACTTCT GCGCTCGGCC CTTCCGGCTG GCTGGTTTAT 
 3601 TGCTGATAAA TCCGGAGCCG GTGAGCGTGG TTCTCGCGGT ATCATCGCAG CGCTGGGGCC 
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 3661 AGATGGTAAG CCCTCCCGTA TCGTAGTTAT CTACACGACG GGGAGTCAGG CAACTATGGA 
 3721 TGAACGAAAT AGACAGATCG CTGAGATAGG TGCCTCACTG ATTAAGCATT GGTAAGCGGC 
 3781 GCGCCATCGA ATGGCGCAAA ACCTTTCGCG GTATGGCATG ATAGCGCCCG GAAGAGAGTC 
 3841 AATTCAGGGT GGTGAATATG AAACCAGTAA CGTTATACGA TGTCGCAGAG TATGCCGGTG 
 3901 TCTCTTATCA GACCGTTTCC CGCGTGGTGA ACCAGGCCAG CCACGTTTCT GCGAAAACGC 
 3961 GGGAAAAAGT GGAAGCGGCG ATGGCGGAGC TGAATTACAT TCCCAACCGC GTGGCACAAC 
 4021 AACTGGCGGG CAAACAGTCG TTGCTGATTG GCGTTGCCAC CTCCAGTCTG GCCCTGCACG 
 4081 CGCCGTCGCA AATTGTCGCG GCGATTAAAT CTCGCGCCGA TCAACTGGGT GCCAGCGTGG 
 4141 TGGTGTCGAT GGTAGAACGA AGCGGCGTCG AAGCCTGTAA AGCGGCGGTG CACAATCTTC 
 4201 TCGCGCAACG CGTCAGTGGG CTGATCATTA ACTATCCGCT GGATGACCAG GATGCCATTG 
 4261 CTGTGGAAGC TGCCTGCACT AATGTTCCGG CGTTATTTCT TGATGTCTCT GACCAGACAC 
 4321 CCATCAACAG TATTATTTTC TCCCATGAGG ACGGTACGCG ACTGGGCGTG GAGCATCTGG 
 4381 TCGCATTGGG TCACCAGCAA ATCGCGCTGT TAGCGGGCCC ATTAAGTTCT GTCTCGGCGC 
 4441 GTCTGCGT 
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Mathematica Code Appendix 
 
While (noSucess) 
{ 
 tryAgain() ; 
if(Dead) 
  break; 
} 
 
 
~Algorithm of Success 
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A 3.1 Three Component Model 
 
(**import and plot data**) 
directory$ = "/Users/duttonlab/Desktop/bialas svd"; SetDirectory[directory$]; 
spectralFiles = FileNames["*.txt"] TableForm[spectralFiles] filename$ = 
spectralFiles[[13]] timeTable25C = Flatten[Import[filename$, "table"]]; 
logTimeList25C = Log10[timeTable25C] - 12 TableForm[logTimeList25C] 
 
filename$ = spectralFiles[[14]] importDataTable = Import[filename$, "Table"]; 
Dimensions[importDataTable] importDataTable[[1]] numberOfSpectra = 
Dimensions[importDataTable][[2]] - 1 nmList = importDataTable[[All, 1]]; 
numberOfnm = Length[nmList]; spec1 = importDataTable[[All, 2]]; 
ListPlot[Table[{nmList[[i]], spec1[[i]]}, {i, 1, numberOfnm}]] specArrayTotal = 
importDataTable[[All, 2 ;; numberOfSpectra + 1]]; absMin = -0.04; absMax = 
0.02; nmMin = 440; nmMax = 600;  findNmIndex[nm_, nmList_] :=    
Position[(Round[nmList*10, 5]), Round[nm*10, 5]][[1, 1]];  findNmIndex[500, 
nmList]; nmList[[findNmIndex[500, nmList]]];  specArray =    
Table[specArrayTotal[[i, j]], {i, findNmIndex[nmMax, nmList],      
findNmIndex[nmMin, nmList]}, {j, 1, numberOfSpectra}];  spectralPlot =   
Show[Table[    ListPlot[     Table[{nmList[[i + findNmIndex[nmMax, nmList] - 1]], 
       specArray[[i, j]]}, {i, 1,        findNmIndex[nmMin, nmList] - 
findNmIndex[nmMax, nmList] + 1}],      PlotStyle -> {Hue[j/numberOfSpectra]}, 
Joined -> True,      PlotRange -> {{nmMin, nmMax}, {absMin, absMax}}], {j, 1, 
numberOfSpectra}]]  
 
(*Do an SVD and plot*)  
svdData = specArray; {u, sdiag, v} = SingularValueDecomposition[svdData]; 
(*Show component results of SVD; U and V arrays for spectral and log time \ 
components; note Math's has already done transpose on VT*) plot2Labeled =   
ListPlot[Log[sdiag], PlotRange -> All,    PlotLabel -> "Log plot of SVD singular 
values", PlotStyle -> PointSize[0.02]] (*Decide on number of factors after 
examine singular values on log plot*) 
 
numberOfFactors = 3; logTimeList = logTimeList25C; numberOfTimes = 
Length[logTimeList]; (**) uReducedPlot =   Table[ListPlot[Table[{nmList[[i]], u[[i, 
k]]}, {i, 1, Dimensions[u][[1]]}] ,     PlotRange -> All,     PlotStyle -> 
{PointSize[0.02], Hue[(k - 1)/(numberOfFactors + 1)]},     PlotLabel -> Row[{"Abs, 
Principle Value ", sdiag[[k, k]]}]], {k, 1,     numberOfFactors + 1}] vReducedPlot = 
  Table[ListPlot[    Table[{logTimeList[[i]], v[[i, k]]}, {i, 1, Dimensions[v][[1]]}] ,  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PlotRange -> All,     PlotStyle -> {PointSize[0.02], Hue[(k - 1)/(numberOfFactors 
+ 1)],       EdgeForm[{Thin, Black}]},     PlotLabel -> Row[{"Time, Principle Value 
", sdiag[[k, k]]}]], {k, 1,     numberOfFactors + 1}] (* Get the reduced data set 
assuming 4 factors *)  uReduced = Take[u, All, {1, numberOfFactors}]; 
sdiagReduced = Take[sdiag, {1, numberOfFactors}, {1, numberOfFactors}]; (*V: 
reduce first then Transpose?*) (*reduced is first q columns of V, not VT*)  
vReduced = Take[v, All, {1, numberOfFactors}];  reducedDataMatrix = 
uReduced.sdiagReduced.Transpose[vReduced]; 
 
(*Plot reduced data set vs. original data*)   
reducedSpectralInfo3D =    ListPlot3D[    Flatten[     Table[{nmList[[i]], 
logTimeList[[j]], reducedDataMatrix[[i, j]]}, {i, 1,        numberOfnm}, {j, 1, 
numberOfTimes}], 1],     PlotLabel -> "Reduced Spectral data nm vs Log sec", 
PlotRange -> All]; (*Now examine the residuals between original data set and 
reduced \ representation*) reducedResidualMatrix = svdData - 
reducedDataMatrix;  reducedResiduals3D =    ListPlot3D[    Flatten[     
Table[{nmList[[i]], logTimeList[[j]], reducedResidualMatrix[[i, j]]}, {i,        1, 
numberOfnm}, {j, 1, numberOfTimes}], 1],     PlotLabel -> "Reduced Residual 
Spectra nm vs Log sec", PlotRange -> All];  
GraphicsGrid[{{reducedSpectralInfo3D, reducedResiduals3D}}] 
 
 
(*********3 state model*********) 
(***set up and test diff eq’s***) 
A = {{-k12 - k13, 0, 0}, {k12, 0, 0}, {k13, 0, 0}}; MatrixForm[A] 
X[t_] = {x[t], y[t], z[t]}; system = MapThread[#1 == #2 &, {X'[t], A.X[t]}] 
boundaryConditions = {x[0] == 1, y[0] == 0, z[0] == 0}; systemAndBoundary = 
Join[system, boundaryConditions] 
sol = DSolve[systemAndBoundary, {x, y, z}, t] 
popX[logt_, logk12_, logk13_] := E^((-10^logk12 - 10^logk13) 10^logt); 
popY[logt_, logk12_,     logk13_] := -(((-1 + E^((-10^logk12 - 10^logk13) 10^logt)) 
10^logk12)/(    10^logk12 + 10^logk13)); popZ[logt_, logk12_, logk13_] :=    1 - 
(-(((-1 + E^((-10^logk12 - 10^logk13) 10^logt)) 10^logk12)/(      10^logk12 + 
10^logk13))) - (E^((-10^logk12 - 10^logk13) 10^logt)); 
logk12guess = 11.5; logk13guess = 10; (*Opportunity to set some rates rather 
than fit*) Plot[{popX[logt,     logk12guess, logk13guess], popY[logt, logk12guess, 
logk13guess],    popZ[logt, logk12guess, logk13guess]}, {logt, -12, -8.5}, 
PlotRange -> All] 
numberOfFactors = 2; Pmodel = {{d, e}, {f, g}}; PmodelGuess = {{1, .1}, {.1, 1}}; 
 logk12guess = 9; logk13guess = 8.7; 
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(*Insert your guess and look at the output *)   
logk12 =.; logk13 = logk13guess; minlogk12 = 9; maxlogk12 = 12;  kineticsFit = 
  FindMinimum[{Sum[     Sum[sdiagReduced[[j,          j]]^2*(vReduced[[i, j]] -           
Sum[           Pmodel[[j, q]]*            If[q == 1, popX[logTimeList[[i]], logk12, 
logk13],              popY[logTimeList[[i]], logk12, logk13]], {q, 1,             
numberOfFactors}])^2      , {i, 1, Length[logTimeList]}], {j, 1, numberOfFactors}],     
minlogk12 < logk12 < maxlogk12}, {{logk12, logk12guess}, {d,      
PmodelGuess[[1, 1]]}, {e, PmodelGuess[[1, 2]]}, {f,      PmodelGuess[[2, 1]]}, {g, 
PmodelGuess[[2, 2]]}}] Print["Chi Square: ",    kineticsFit[[    1]]];(*Print["Fit Em 
values: ",emArray/.redoxTitrationFit[[2]]];*)  Print["Fit amplitudes: ", 
MatrixForm[Pmodel /. kineticsFit[[2]]]]; vReducedModel =   GraphicsRow[   
Table[Show[     ListPlot[      Table[{logTimeList[[i]],         Sum[(Pmodel[[j, q]]*            
If[q == 1, popX[logTimeList[[i]], logk12, logk13],              popY[logTimeList[[i]], 
logk12, logk13]]) /. kineticsFit[[2]], {q,           1, numberOfFactors}]}, {i, 1, 
Length[logTimeList]}], Joined -> False,       PlotStyle -> {PointSize[0.05], Hue[(j - 
0.75)/numberOfFactors]},       PlotLabel -> Row[{"vReduced Model ", j}], 
PlotRange -> All],      vReducedPlot[[j]]], {j, 1, numberOfFactors}], ImageSize -> 
Large] (*Now construct spectra of species which produce best fit to svd spectra \
 given the kinetic model*) (*Note in H&H ref, the U-prime contains the US \ 
singular values*)  FSpectra =    Table[Sum[     Pmodel[[j, q]]*uReduced[[i, 
j]]*(sdiagReduced[[j, j]]) /.       kineticsFit[[2]], {j, 1, numberOfFactors}], {i, 1, 
Length[nmList]}, {q,      1, numberOfFactors}]; GraphicsRow[  Table[ListPlot[    
Table[{nmList[[i]], FSpectra[[i, q]]}, {i, 1, Length[nmList]}] ,     PlotRange -> All,     
PlotStyle -> {PointSize[0.02], Hue[(q - 1)/(numberOfFactors)]},     PlotLabel -> 
Row[{"Abs, Principle Value ", sdiag[[q, q]]}]], {q, 1,     numberOfFactors}], 
ImageSize -> Large]  Show[Table[   ListPlot[Table[{nmList[[i]], FSpectra[[i, q]]}, 
{i, 1, Length[nmList]}] ,     PlotRange -> All, Joined -> True,     PlotStyle -> 
Hue[(q - 1)/(numberOfFactors)],     PlotLabel ->      Row[{"Overlap kinetic 
component spectra ", sdiag[[q, q]]}]], {q, 1,     numberOfFactors}]] 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A 3.2 Four Component Model 
 
(**import and plot data**) 
directory$ = "/Users/duttonlab/Desktop/bialas svd"; SetDirectory[directory$]; 
spectralFiles = FileNames["*.txt"] TableForm[spectralFiles] filename$ = 
spectralFiles[[13]] timeTable25C = Flatten[Import[filename$, "table"]]; 
logTimeList25C = Log10[timeTable25C] - 12 TableForm[logTimeList25C] 
 
filename$ = spectralFiles[[14]] importDataTable = Import[filename$, "Table"]; 
Dimensions[importDataTable] importDataTable[[1]] numberOfSpectra = 
Dimensions[importDataTable][[2]] - 1 nmList = importDataTable[[All, 1]]; 
numberOfnm = Length[nmList]; spec1 = importDataTable[[All, 2]]; 
ListPlot[Table[{nmList[[i]], spec1[[i]]}, {i, 1, numberOfnm}]] specArrayTotal = 
importDataTable[[All, 2 ;; numberOfSpectra + 1]]; absMin = -0.04; absMax = 
0.02; nmMin = 440; nmMax = 600;  findNmIndex[nm_, nmList_] :=    
Position[(Round[nmList*10, 5]), Round[nm*10, 5]][[1, 1]];  findNmIndex[500, 
nmList]; nmList[[findNmIndex[500, nmList]]];  specArray =    
Table[specArrayTotal[[i, j]], {i, findNmIndex[nmMax, nmList],      
findNmIndex[nmMin, nmList]}, {j, 1, numberOfSpectra}];  spectralPlot =   
Show[Table[    ListPlot[     Table[{nmList[[i + findNmIndex[nmMax, nmList] - 1]], 
       specArray[[i, j]]}, {i, 1,        findNmIndex[nmMin, nmList] - 
findNmIndex[nmMax, nmList] + 1}],      PlotStyle -> {Hue[j/numberOfSpectra]}, 
Joined -> True,      PlotRange -> {{nmMin, nmMax}, {absMin, absMax}}], {j, 1, 
numberOfSpectra}]]  
 
(*Do an SVD and plot*)  
svdData = specArray; {u, sdiag, v} = SingularValueDecomposition[svdData]; 
(*Show component results of SVD; U and V arrays for spectral and log time \ 
components; note Math's has already done transpose on VT*) plot2Labeled =   
ListPlot[Log[sdiag], PlotRange -> All,    PlotLabel -> "Log plot of SVD singular 
values", PlotStyle -> PointSize[0.02]] (*Decide on number of factors after 
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examine singular values on log plot*) 
 
numberOfFactors = 3; logTimeList = logTimeList25C; numberOfTimes = 
Length[logTimeList]; (**) uReducedPlot =   Table[ListPlot[Table[{nmList[[i]], u[[i, 
k]]}, {i, 1, Dimensions[u][[1]]}] ,     PlotRange -> All,     PlotStyle -> 
{PointSize[0.02], Hue[(k - 1)/(numberOfFactors + 1)]},     PlotLabel -> Row[{"Abs, 
Principle Value ", sdiag[[k, k]]}]], {k, 1,     numberOfFactors + 1}] vReducedPlot = 
  Table[ListPlot[    Table[{logTimeList[[i]], v[[i, k]]}, {i, 1, Dimensions[v][[1]]}] ,     
PlotRange -> All,     PlotStyle -> {PointSize[0.02], Hue[(k - 1)/(numberOfFactors 
+ 1)],       EdgeForm[{Thin, Black}]},     PlotLabel -> Row[{"Time, Principle Value 
", sdiag[[k, k]]}]], {k, 1,     numberOfFactors + 1}] (* Get the reduced data set 
assuming 4 factors *)  uReduced = Take[u, All, {1, numberOfFactors}]; 
sdiagReduced = Take[sdiag, {1, numberOfFactors}, {1, numberOfFactors}]; (*V: 
reduce first then Transpose?*) (*reduced is first q columns of V, not VT*)  
vReduced = Take[v, All, {1, numberOfFactors}];  reducedDataMatrix = 
uReduced.sdiagReduced.Transpose[vReduced]; 
 
(*Plot reduced data set vs. original data*)   
 
reducedSpectralInfo3D =    ListPlot3D[    Flatten[     Table[{nmList[[i]], 
logTimeList[[j]], reducedDataMatrix[[i, j]]}, {i, 1,        numberOfnm}, {j, 1, 
numberOfTimes}], 1],     PlotLabel -> "Reduced Spectral data nm vs Log sec", 
PlotRange -> All]; (*Now examine the residuals between original data set and 
reduced \ representation*) reducedResidualMatrix = svdData - 
reducedDataMatrix;  reducedResiduals3D =    ListPlot3D[    Flatten[     
Table[{nmList[[i]], logTimeList[[j]], reducedResidualMatrix[[i, j]]}, {i,        1, 
numberOfnm}, {j, 1, numberOfTimes}], 1],     PlotLabel -> "Reduced Residual 
Spectra nm vs Log sec", PlotRange -> All];  
GraphicsGrid[{{reducedSpectralInfo3D, reducedResiduals3D}}] 
 
(*********4 state model*********) 
(***set up and test diff eq’s***) 
 
A = {{-k12 - k14, 0, 0, 0}, {k12, -k23 - k24, 0, 0}, {0, k23, -k34, 0}, {k14,      k24, 
k34, 0}}; MatrixForm[A] 
X[t_] = {w[t], x[t], y[t], z[t]}; system = MapThread[#1 == #2 &, {X'[t], A.X[t]}] 
boundaryConditions = {w[0] == 1, x[0] == 0, y[0] == 0, z[0] == 0}; 
systemAndBoundary = Join[system, boundaryConditions] 
ol = DSolve[systemAndBoundary, {w, x, y, z}, t] 
 
popW[logt_, logk12_, logk23_, logk34_, logk14_, logk24_] :=    E^((-10^logk12 - 
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10^logk14) 10^logt); popX[logt_, logk12_, logk23_, logk34_, logk14_,     
logk24_] := -(((E^((-10^logk12 - 10^logk14) 10^logt) -        E^((-10^logk23 - 
10^logk24) 10^logt)) 10^logk12)/(    10^logk12 + 10^logk14 - 10^logk23 - 
10^logk24)); popY[logt_, logk12_, logk23_, logk34_, logk14_,     logk24_] := 
(E^(-(10^logk12 + 10^logk14 + 10^logk23 + 10^logk24 -           10^logk34) 
10^logt)       10^logk12 10^       logk23 (E^((10^logk12 + 10^logk14 + 10^logk23 
+ 10^logk24 -             2 10^logk34) 10^          logt) (10^logk12 + 10^logk14 - 
10^logk23 - 10^logk24) -         E^((10^logk12 + 10^logk14 - 10^logk34) 10^          
logt) (10^logk12 + 10^logk14 - 10^logk34) +         E^((10^logk23 + 10^logk24 - 
10^logk34) 10^          logt) (10^logk23 + 10^logk24 - 10^logk34)))/((10^logk12 + 
        10^logk14 - 10^logk23 - 10^logk24) (10^logk12 + 10^logk14 -         
10^logk34) (10^logk23 + 10^logk24 - 10^logk34)); logk12guess = 11.5; 
logk23guess = 10; logk34guess = 9; logk14guess = 4.5; \ logk24guess = 4.5; 
(*Opportunity to set some rates rather than fit*) Plot[{popW[logt,     logk12guess, 
logk23guess, logk34guess, logk14guess, logk24guess],    popX[logt, 
logk12guess, logk23guess, logk34guess, logk14guess, logk24guess],    
popY[logt, logk12guess, logk23guess, logk34guess, logk14guess,     
logk24guess],    1 - (popW[logt, logk12guess, logk23guess, logk34guess, 
logk14guess,        logk24guess] +       popX[logt, logk12guess, logk23guess, 
logk34guess, logk14guess,        logk24guess] +       popY[logt, logk12guess, 
logk23guess, logk34guess, logk14guess,        logk24guess])}, {logt, -12, -8.5}, 
PlotRange -> All] 
guessLogRateFluorescence = 8.2;  numberOfFactors = 3; Pmodel = {{d, e, f}, 
{g, h, ii}, {jj, k, l}}; PmodelGuess = {{1, .1, .1}, {.1, .1, 1}, {.1, 1, .1}};  
logk12guess = 11; logk23guess = 9; logk34guess = 8; logk14guess = \ 
guessLogRateFluorescence; logk24guess = guessLogRateFluorescence;  
 
 (*Insert your guess and look at the output *)   
 
logk12 =.; logk23 =.; \ logk34 =.; logk14 =.; logk24 = logk14; minlogk12 = 11; 
maxlogk12 = 12; minlogk23 = 8; maxlogk23 = 9.5; minlogk34 = \ 4; maxlogk34 = 
9; minlogk14 = 8; maxlogk14 = 10; minlogk24 =.; maxlogk24 =.;  kineticsFit =   
FindMinimum[{Sum[     Sum[sdiagReduced[[j,          j]]^2*(vReduced[[i, j]] -           
Sum[           Pmodel[[j, q]]*            If[q == 1,              popW[logTimeList[[i]], 
logk12, logk23, logk34, logk14, logk24],              If[q == 2,               
popX[logTimeList[[i]], logk12, logk23, logk34, logk14, logk24],               
popY[logTimeList[[i]], logk12, logk23, logk34, logk14,                logk24]]], {q, 1, 
numberOfFactors}])^2      , {i, 1, Length[logTimeList]}], {j, 1, numberOfFactors}],     
minlogk12 < logk12 < maxlogk12, minlogk23 < logk23 < maxlogk23,     
minlogk34 < logk34 < maxlogk34, minlogk14 < logk14 < maxlogk14(*,minlogk24<
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   logk24<    maxlogk24*)}, {{logk12, logk12guess}, {logk23, logk23guess}, 
{logk34,      logk34guess}, {logk14, logk14guess},(*,{logk24,    
logk24guess},*){d, PmodelGuess[[1, 1]]}, {e, PmodelGuess[[1, 2]]}, {f,      
PmodelGuess[[1, 3]]}, {g, PmodelGuess[[2, 1]]}, {h,      PmodelGuess[[2, 2]]}, {ii, 
PmodelGuess[[2, 3]]}, {jj,      PmodelGuess[[2, 1]]}, {k, PmodelGuess[[3, 2]]}, {l,      
PmodelGuess[[3, 3]]}}] Print["Chi Square: ",    kineticsFit[[    1]]];(*Print["Fit Em 
values: ",emArray/.redoxTitrationFit[[2]]];*)  Print["Fit amplitudes: ", 
MatrixForm[Pmodel /. kineticsFit[[2]]]]; vReducedModel =   GraphicsRow[   
Table[Show[     ListPlot[      Table[{logTimeList[[i]],         Sum[(Pmodel[[j, q]]*            
If[q == 1,              popW[logTimeList[[i]], logk12, logk23, logk34, logk14, logk24], 
             If[q == 2,               popX[logTimeList[[i]], logk12, logk23, logk34, logk14, 
logk24],               popY[logTimeList[[i]], logk12, logk23, logk34, logk14,                
logk24]]]) /. kineticsFit[[2]], {q, 1, numberOfFactors}]}, {i,         1, 
Length[logTimeList]}], Joined -> False,       PlotStyle -> {PointSize[0.05], Hue[(j - 
0.75)/numberOfFactors]},       PlotLabel -> Row[{"vReduced Model ", j}], 
PlotRange -> All],      vReducedPlot[[j]]], {j, 1, numberOfFactors}], ImageSize -> 
Large] (*Now construct spectra of species which produce best fit to svd spectra \
 given the kinetic model*) (*Note in H&H ref, the U-prime contains the US \ 
singular values*)  FSpectra =    Table[Sum[     Pmodel[[j, q]]*uReduced[[i, 
j]]*(sdiagReduced[[j, j]]) /.       kineticsFit[[2]], {j, 1, numberOfFactors}], {i, 1, 
Length[nmList]}, {q,      1, numberOfFactors}]; GraphicsRow[  Table[ListPlot[    
Table[{nmList[[i]], FSpectra[[i, q]]}, {i, 1, Length[nmList]}] ,     PlotRange -> All,     
PlotStyle -> {PointSize[0.02], Hue[(q - 1)/(numberOfFactors)]},     PlotLabel -> 
Row[{"Abs, Principle Value ", sdiag[[q, q]]}]], {q, 1,     numberOfFactors}], 
ImageSize -> Large]  Show[Table[   ListPlot[Table[{nmList[[i]], FSpectra[[i, q]]}, 
{i, 1, Length[nmList]}] ,     PlotRange -> All, Joined -> True,     PlotStyle -> 
Hue[(q - 1)/(numberOfFactors)],     PlotLabel ->      Row[{"Overlap kinetic 
component spectra ", sdiag[[q, q]]}]], {q, 1,     numberOfFactors}]] 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A 3.3 Five Component Model 
 
(**import and plot data**) 
directory$ = "/Users/duttonlab/Desktop/bialas svd"; SetDirectory[directory$]; 
spectralFiles = FileNames["*.txt"] TableForm[spectralFiles] filename$ = 
spectralFiles[[13]] timeTable25C = Flatten[Import[filename$, "table"]]; 
logTimeList25C = Log10[timeTable25C] - 12 TableForm[logTimeList25C] 
 
filename$ = spectralFiles[[14]] importDataTable = Import[filename$, "Table"]; 
Dimensions[importDataTable] importDataTable[[1]] numberOfSpectra = 
Dimensions[importDataTable][[2]] - 1 nmList = importDataTable[[All, 1]]; 
numberOfnm = Length[nmList]; spec1 = importDataTable[[All, 2]]; 
ListPlot[Table[{nmList[[i]], spec1[[i]]}, {i, 1, numberOfnm}]] specArrayTotal = 
importDataTable[[All, 2 ;; numberOfSpectra + 1]]; absMin = -0.04; absMax = 
0.02; nmMin = 440; nmMax = 600;  findNmIndex[nm_, nmList_] :=    
Position[(Round[nmList*10, 5]), Round[nm*10, 5]][[1, 1]];  findNmIndex[500, 
nmList]; nmList[[findNmIndex[500, nmList]]];  specArray =    
Table[specArrayTotal[[i, j]], {i, findNmIndex[nmMax, nmList],      
findNmIndex[nmMin, nmList]}, {j, 1, numberOfSpectra}];  spectralPlot =   
Show[Table[    ListPlot[     Table[{nmList[[i + findNmIndex[nmMax, nmList] - 1]], 
       specArray[[i, j]]}, {i, 1,        findNmIndex[nmMin, nmList] - 
findNmIndex[nmMax, nmList] + 1}],      PlotStyle -> {Hue[j/numberOfSpectra]}, 
Joined -> True,      PlotRange -> {{nmMin, nmMax}, {absMin, absMax}}], {j, 1, 
numberOfSpectra}]]  
 
(*Do an SVD and plot*)  
svdData = specArray; {u, sdiag, v} = SingularValueDecomposition[svdData]; 
(*Show component results of SVD; U and V arrays for spectral and log time \ 
components; note Math's has already done transpose on VT*) plot2Labeled =   
ListPlot[Log[sdiag], PlotRange -> All,    PlotLabel -> "Log plot of SVD singular 
values", PlotStyle -> PointSize[0.02]] (*Decide on number of factors after 
examine singular values on log plot*) 
 
numberOfFactors = 3; logTimeList = logTimeList25C; numberOfTimes = 
Length[logTimeList]; (**) uReducedPlot =   Table[ListPlot[Table[{nmList[[i]], u[[i, 
k]]}, {i, 1, Dimensions[u][[1]]}] ,     PlotRange -> All,     PlotStyle -> 
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{PointSize[0.02], Hue[(k - 1)/(numberOfFactors + 1)]},     PlotLabel -> Row[{"Abs, 
Principle Value ", sdiag[[k, k]]}]], {k, 1,     numberOfFactors + 1}] vReducedPlot = 
  Table[ListPlot[    Table[{logTimeList[[i]], v[[i, k]]}, {i, 1, Dimensions[v][[1]]}] ,     
PlotRange -> All,     PlotStyle -> {PointSize[0.02], Hue[(k - 1)/(numberOfFactors 
+ 1)],       EdgeForm[{Thin, Black}]},     PlotLabel -> Row[{"Time, Principle Value 
", sdiag[[k, k]]}]], {k, 1,     numberOfFactors + 1}] (* Get the reduced data set 
assuming 4 factors *)  uReduced = Take[u, All, {1, numberOfFactors}]; 
sdiagReduced = Take[sdiag, {1, numberOfFactors}, {1, numberOfFactors}]; (*V: 
reduce first then Transpose?*) (*reduced is first q columns of V, not VT*)  
vReduced = Take[v, All, {1, numberOfFactors}];  reducedDataMatrix = 
uReduced.sdiagReduced.Transpose[vReduced]; 
 
(*Plot reduced data set vs. original data*)   
 
reducedSpectralInfo3D =    ListPlot3D[    Flatten[     Table[{nmList[[i]], 
logTimeList[[j]], reducedDataMatrix[[i, j]]}, {i, 1,        numberOfnm}, {j, 1, 
numberOfTimes}], 1],     PlotLabel -> "Reduced Spectral data nm vs Log sec", 
PlotRange -> All]; (*Now examine the residuals between original data set and 
reduced \ representation*) reducedResidualMatrix = svdData - 
reducedDataMatrix;  reducedResiduals3D =    ListPlot3D[    Flatten[     
Table[{nmList[[i]], logTimeList[[j]], reducedResidualMatrix[[i, j]]}, {i,        1, 
numberOfnm}, {j, 1, numberOfTimes}], 1],     PlotLabel -> "Reduced Residual 
Spectra nm vs Log sec", PlotRange -> All];  
GraphicsGrid[{{reducedSpectralInfo3D, reducedResiduals3D}}] 
 
(*********5 state model*********) 
(***set up and test diff eq’s***) 
A = {{-k12, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {k12, -k23 - k24 - k25, 0, 0, 0}, {0,      k23, -k34 - k35, 0, 0}, 
{0, k24, k34, -k45, 0}, {0, k25, k35, k45, 0}}; MatrixForm[A] 
X[t_] = {r[t], w[t], x[t], y[t], z[t]}; system = MapThread[#1 == #2 &, {X'[t], A.X[t]}] 
boundaryConditions = {r[0] == 1, w[0] == 0, x[0] == 0, y[0] == 0, z[0] == 0}; 
systemAndBoundary = Join[system, boundaryConditions] 
sol = DSolve[systemAndBoundary, {r, w, x, y, z}, t] 
You must evaluate these definitions 
popR[logt_,logk12_,logk23_,logk24_,logk25_,logk34_,logk35_,logk45_]:=E-
10^logk12 
10^logt;popW[logt_,logk12_,logk23_,logk24_,logk25_,logk34_,logk35_,logk45_]:=(1
0logk12  (-1+))/(10logk12-10logk23-10logk24-10logk25); 
popX[logt_,logk12_,logk23_,logk24_,logk25_,logk34_,logk35_,logk45_]:=-
(10logk12+logk23  (-10logk23-10logk24-10logk25+10logk34+10logk35+10logk12 -10logk34 -10logk35 -
10logk12 +10logk23 +10logk24 +10logk25 ))/((10logk12-10logk23-10logk24-10logk25) (10logk12-
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10logk34-10logk35) (10logk23+10logk24+10logk25-10logk34-10logk35)); 
popY[logt_,logk12_,logk23_,logk24_,logk25_,logk34_,logk35_,logk45_]:=(10logk12  
(-(10logk12-10logk23-10logk24-10logk25) (10logk12-10logk34-10logk35) 
(10logk23+10logk24+10logk25-10logk34-10logk35) (10logk23+logk34+10logk24 (10logk34+10logk35-
10logk45)) +(10logk23+10logk24+10logk25-10logk34-10logk35) (10logk23+10logk24+10logk25-
10logk45) (10logk34+10logk35-10logk45) (-10logk12+logk24+10logk23+logk34+10logk24 
(10logk34+10logk35)) +(10logk12-10logk34-10logk35) (10logk12-10logk45) (10logk34+10logk35-
10logk45) (10logk23 (10logk24-10logk34)+10logk24 (10logk24+10logk25-10logk34-10logk35)) -
10logk23+logk34 (-10logk12+10logk23+10logk24+10logk25) (10logk12-10logk45) 
(10logk23+10logk24+10logk25-10logk45) ))/((-10logk12+10logk23+10logk24+10logk25) (10logk12-
10logk34-10logk35) (10logk23+10logk24+10logk25-10logk34-10logk35) (10logk12-10logk45) 
(10logk23+10logk24+10logk25-10logk45) (10logk34+10logk35-10logk45)); 
popZ[logt_,logk12_,logk23_,logk24_,logk25_,logk34_,logk35_,logk45_]:=1-
(popR[logt,logk12,logk23,logk24,logk25,logk34,logk35,logk45]+popW[logt,logk12
,logk23,logk24,logk25,logk34,logk35,logk45]+popX[logt,logk12,logk23,logk24,log
k25,logk34,logk35,logk45]+popY[logt,logk12,logk23,logk24,logk25,logk34,logk35,
logk45]); 
 
logk12 = 11; logk23 = 10.5; logk24 = 10; logk25 = 9.5; logk34 = 9; logk35 = \ 8.5; 
logk45 = 8; (*Opportunity to set some rates rather than fit*) Plot[{popR[logt, 
logk12,     logk23, logk24, logk25, logk34, logk35, logk45],    popW[logt, logk12, 
logk23, logk24, logk25, logk34, logk35, logk45],    popX[logt, logk12, logk23, 
logk24, logk25, logk34, logk35, logk45],    popY[logt, logk12, logk23, logk24, 
logk25, logk34, logk35, logk45],    popZ[logt, logk12, logk23, logk24, logk25, 
logk34, logk35,     logk45]}, {logt, -12, -8.5}, PlotRange -> All] logk12 =.; logk23 
=.; logk24 =.; logk25 =.; logk34 =.; logk35 =.; logk45 =.;  
 
Pmodel =.; numberOfFactors = 4; Pmodel = {{d, e, f, g}, {h, ii, jj, k}, {l, m, nn, o}, 
{pp, qq, rr, ss}}; PmodelGuess = {{1, .1, .1, .1}, {.1, 1, .1, .1}, {.1, .1, 1, .1}, {.1, .1, 
.1,      1}};  logk12guess = 11.3; logk23guess = 9; logk24guess = 10.5; 
logk25guess = 8.5; \ logk34guess = 10.5; logk35guess = 10; logk45guess = 9;  
minlogk12 = 11.2; minlogk23 = 9; minlogk24 = 8; minlogk25 = 7; minlogk34 = 
9; minlogk35 = 2; minlogk45 = 8;  maxlogk12 = 11.4; maxlogk23 = 10; 
maxlogk24 = 10; maxlogk25 = 10; maxlogk34 = 11; maxlogk35 = 9.5; 
maxlogk45 = 12;  
 
(*Do an SVD and plot*)  
logk12 = logk12guess; \ logk23 = logk23guess; logk24 = logk24guess; logk25 = 
logk25guess; logk34 = \ logk34guess; logk35 = logk35guess; logk45 = 
logk45guess;  kineticsFit =   FindMinimum[{Sum[     Sum[sdiagReduced[[j,  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j]]^2*(vReduced[[i, j]] -           Sum[           Pmodel[[j, q]]*            If[q == 1,              
popR[logTimeList[[i]], logk12, logk23, logk24, logk25, logk34,               logk35, 
logk45],              If[q == 2,               popW[logTimeList[[i]], logk12, logk23, 
logk24, logk25, logk34,                logk35, logk45],               If[q == 3,                
popX[logTimeList[[i]], logk12, logk23, logk24, logk25, logk34,                 logk35, 
logk45],                popY[logTimeList[[i]], logk12, logk23, logk24, logk25, logk34,                 
logk35, logk45]]]], {q, 1, numberOfFactors}])^2      , {i, 1, Length[logTimeList]}], {j, 
1, numberOfFactors}],     minlogk12 < logk12 < maxlogk12, minlogk23 < logk23 
< maxlogk23,     minlogk24 < logk24 < maxlogk24, minlogk25 < logk25 < 
maxlogk25,     minlogk34 < logk34 < maxlogk34, minlogk35 < logk35 < 
maxlogk35,     minlogk45 < logk45 < maxlogk45}, {logk12, logk12guess}, 
{logk23,     logk23guess}, {logk24, logk24guess}, {logk25, logk25guess}, {logk34, 
    logk34guess}, {logk35, logk35guess}, {logk45, logk45guess}, {d,     
PmodelGuess[[1, 1]]}, {e, PmodelGuess[[1, 2]]}, {f,     PmodelGuess[[1, 3]]}, {g, 
PmodelGuess[[1, 4]]}, {h,     PmodelGuess[[2, 1]]}, {ii, PmodelGuess[[2, 2]]}, {jj,     
PmodelGuess[[2, 3]]}, {k, PmodelGuess[[2, 4]]}, {l,     PmodelGuess[[3, 1]]}, {m, 
PmodelGuess[[3, 2]]}, {nn,     PmodelGuess[[3, 3]]}, {o, PmodelGuess[[3, 4]]}, 
{pp,     PmodelGuess[[4, 1]]}, {qq, PmodelGuess[[4, 2]]}, {rr,     PmodelGuess[[4, 
3]]}, {ss, PmodelGuess[[4, 4]]}]  Print["Chi Square: ", kineticsFit[[1]]]; Print["Fit 
amplitudes: ", MatrixForm[Pmodel /. kineticsFit[[2]]]]; 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